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AUSTRIA 
 

Part A: General data – Migrants and the national labour market 
 

Introduction 

 

Austria's population is growing by about 1% annually. This growth is mainly 
a result of immigration from abroad, especially of persons seeking asylum 

in Austria. At the beginning of the year 2016, the numbers of foreigners 
living in Austria increased by 10.6% (compared with 2015), while the 

number of Austrians declined slightly. This development also affects the 
area of education as well as the labour market (Österreichischer 

Integrations Fonds, 2016). 
 

 

Demographic development 

 
On January 01, 2016, 

8.700.471 persons 
were living in Austria 

(7.432.797 
Austrians, 1.267.674 

foreign nationals). 
Compared with 2015, 

the number of 
Austrians decreased 

by 0.1%, but the 
number of foreigners 

rose by 10.6%. Of the 
8.700.471 

inhabitants, 

7.105.748 were born 
in Austria and 

1.549.723 were born 
abroad 

(Österreichischer 
Integrations Fonds, 

2016). 

 
 

 

Figure 1: Austria's population with foreign background in numbers (STATISTIK AUSTRIA, 

2016). 
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With regard to the federal states, Vienna had the highest share of 
foreigners: 27% of the Viennese population were foreign nationals. 

Vorarlberg and Salzburg accounted for the second highest share (16%).  

The share of those born abroad was significantly higher: 35% of persons 
living in Vienna were born abroad, followed by Vorarlberg (20%) and 

Salzburg (18%) (Österreichischer Integrations Fonds, 2016).  

 

 

 

 

In terms of nationality, the 
Germans were the largest group 

of foreign citizens living in 
Austria (January 1, 2016), 

followed by Serbs and Turks. 
While Afghanistan and Syria 

ranked 15th and 19th on 
January 01, 2015, they were on 

ranks 9 and 11 on January 1, 
2016 (Österreichischer 

Integrations Fonds, 2016). 

By looking at the countries of 
birth, statistics underline that 

the largest group of immigrants 
also came from Germany 

(January 1, 2016), i.e. a share of 

14% of all non-Austrians. Bosnia 
and Herzegovina and Turkey 

ranked second and third respectively. Afghanistan and Syria were on ranks 
11 and 12 (Österreichischer Integrations Fonds, 2016).  

Figure 3: Percentage of migrants. Statistics on the migration development 

between 1961 and 2015 (STATISTIK AUSTRIA, 2016). 

Figure 2: Population (2016) by citizenship/country of birth and states (Österreichischer Integrations Fonds, 2016). 
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Female population in Austria 
 

On January 1, 2016, around 4.428 million women lived in Austria. All 

women who do not have Austrian citizenship are considered foreigners. As 
per January 1, 2016, this applied to about 615.100 women, which 

corresponded to a share of approximately 13.9% of the female total 
population. Almost 60% of all female foreigners have been living in Austria 

for 5 or more years, only about 40% have been residents in Austria for less 
than 5 years. 14% of all foreigners were already born in Austria. 

Women with a migration background include all women whose parents are 
both born abroad, regardless of their nationality. In 2015, this applied to 

940.000 women (21.7% of the total female population). 75.3% of women 
with a migration background belonged to the "first generation" - they were 

themselves born abroad and moved to Austria. 24.7% of migrant women 
are descendants of foreign-born parents and are therefore regarded as 

"second generation". 
Since the place of birth of a person can be used as an unambiguous feature 

for definition, the group of "foreign-born people” has been highlighted since 

2014 (Österreichischer Integrationsfonds (ÖIF), 2016). 
The origin of a person can also be defined by the country of birth. On 

January 1, 2016, about 812.600 foreign-born women in Austria, i.e. 18.4% 
of the total female population (Österreichischer Integrationsfonds (ÖIF), 

2016). Approximately 48.5% were born in the EU, the EEA or Switzerland. 
The remaining 51.5% of foreign-born women came from third countries 

(such as Former Yugoslavia (outside the EU), Turkey or the Russian 
Federation). 

 
With 117.055 German-born women living in Austria (January 1, 2016), 

Germany claims the first place, far ahead of Bosnia and Herzegovina 
(second with 81.216 women) and Turkey (third with 75.854 women).  

It is striking that at the beginning of 2016 significantly more foreign-born 
women (812.608) lived in Austria than men (782.115). By looking at the 

different countries of birth, relevant differences become apparent: Thus, 

significantly more German-born women (117.055) than men (102.888) 
lived in Austria. Significant differences between the sexes can also be found 

among persons born in Serbia (women: 71.831, men: 65.226), Romania 
(women: 53.430, men: 45.297), Poland (women: 37.797, men: 34.423) 

and Hungary (women: 36.678, men: 31.051). A reverse trend can be 
observed for immigrants with a birthplace in Turkey: Here, the number of 

men (84.330) living in Austria is significantly higher than the number of 
women (75.854) (Österreichischer Integrationsfonds (ÖIF), 2016). 
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Educational level 
 

Educational profile of the population 

 
In Austria, people with a migration background are disproportionately 

represented in the highest and lowest levels of education. Over the past 
decades, the educational level has increased remarkably in both the 

Austrian and migrant populations (STATISTIK AUSTRIA, 2016). 
 

In 2015, about 32% of the 25- to 64-year-olds without a migration 
background possessed a school leaving certificate or an academic degree. 

This was true for 39% of all persons of the same age with a migration 
background. 20% of the migrant population graduated from a university, a 

Fachhochschule (=Universities of Applied Sciences) or an academy, 
whereas this only applied to 17% of people without a migration background.  

While only a very few persons from the Former Yugoslavia (outside the EU) 
(6%) and Turkey (4%) held a university degree, the number of persons 

from other EU countries, EEA countries and Switzerland (30%) and from 

other third countries (35%) with academic qualifications was particularly 
high. 

In terms of lower educational qualifications, the percentage of persons with 
a migration background is significantly higher than of the local population. 

In Austria, it is mandatory to complete 9 years of school (=compulsory 
education, in German: Pflichtschule). Afterwards, pupils are free to leave 

school without any school leaving certificate. In 2015, 11% of the local 
population aged 25-64 completed the 9 years, but with 26% of persons with 

a migration background the percentage was even more than twice as high. 
This was especially true for migrants (men and women) coming from 

Turkey: 61% only had completed compulsory education. 
 

However, the educational level of the second generation of people with a 
migration background approaches the level of the local population. In 2015, 

for instance, the proportion of 25 to 64-year-olds who had only compulsory 

education was significantly lower (18%) compared to their parents' 
generation (27%) (STATISTIK AUSTRIA, 2016). 

 
 

Educational profile of women with a migrant background 
 

In the course of time, we can observe an increase in the educational level 
for both Austrians and women with foreign nationality: in 1971, 70% of 

Austrians and 73% of foreigners only completed compulsory education. 
In 2015, 16% of Austrian women only completed compulsory education, 

while the percentage for women of foreign nationality was about 28%. 
Among Austrians, the share of women holding a university degree rose from 

just over 1% (1971) to almost 18% (2015). Among foreigners, the 
proportion of university degrees rose significantly from about 3% (1971) to 

26% (2015). 
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Nearly 22% of migrant women have a university degree. In 2015, about 
15% of all Austrian women without a migrant background had “Matura” 

(general qualification for university entrance). This was true for about 19% 

of women with a migration background. Nearly 22% of migrant women had 
an academic degree, compared to 18% of women with no migration 

background.  
Women coming from EU / EEA countries and Switzerland have high 

qualifications: Almost 31% held a degree from a university, Fachhochschule 
(University of Applied Sciences), or academy. Migrant women from Turkey 

and the Former Yugoslavia (outside the EU), on the other hand, were less 
highly educated: around 70% of Turkish and about 42% of migrants coming 

from Former Yugoslavia only had compulsory education (Österreichischer 
Integrationsfonds (ÖIF), 2016). 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Educational levels among women with and without a migration background 

(Österreichischer Integrationsfonds (ÖIF), 2016). 
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https://dict.leo.org/englisch-deutsch/entrance
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Employment  
 

The employment rate of 15 to 64-year-olds with a migration background 

was 63% in 2015, while the percentage of those without a migrant 
background was 74%. This difference is mainly due to the lower labour 

participation rate of migrant women (57% compared to 70%).  The 
difference is smaller among men (70% compared to 77%). However, the 

population with a migration background is a very heterogeneous group: 
Persons coming from the countries which joined the EU before 2004, the 

other EEA States and Switzerland (with 77%) as well as from the countries 
which joined the EU from 2004 onwards (69%) had significantly higher 

employment rates than persons with Turkish migration background (54%). 
For persons coming from other third countries, the labour participation rate 

was 52% (STATISTIK AUSTRIA, 2016). 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Regional distribution of foreign labour in Austria: 2000-2015 (Biffl, 2014). 

 
Employment rates of women with a migration background 

 
57% of women with a migration background were employed in 2015 and 

were thus less represented in the labour market compared to Austrian 

women. In the same year, the unemployment rate among women with a 
foreign nationality was significantly higher (13,3%) than the one of Austrian 

women (7.3%) at 13.3% (Österreichischer Integrationsfonds (ÖIF), 2016). 
 

Major occupations of migrants 
  

21% of all employees in housekeeping and restaurant services are 
migrants. The major group are third country nationals (12% of all workers), 
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followed by other EU-15 nationals (5% of all workers in 2009, largely from 
Germany), by citizens of EU-10 countries (3%) and EU-2 countries1 (1%).  

In personal care work about 8% are migrant workers (mainly female), 

evenly distributed over the different source countries (3% of the total from 
third countries, 2% from EU-15 and EU-10 and 1% from EU-2.  

Of all health professionals except nursing 9% were migrants, basically from 
EU-15 (7%) and EU-10 (1%).  

11% of the nursing personnel (non-academic nursing and care) had a 
foreign citizenship in 2009.  

The highest share of migrants is working as a labourer in manufacturing, 
construction, transport and mining with 22%, mainly persons from third 

countries (19%). In contrast, highly skilled professionals in engineering and 
related professions are mainly from another EU-15 country (6% of the 

total), followed by EU-10 (4%) and third country nationals (3% of the total) 
(Biffl, 2014).  

 
 

Major occupations of women with a migration background 

 
In 2015, women with a migrant background mainly worked as domestic 

workers (50.7%). In contrast, only 25.7% of men with a migrant 
background worked in this sector. The second highest proportion of 

migrants (46.0%) is working in business services, including industrial 
cleaning and temporary work, followed by accommodation and catering 

industry (37.6%). Less women with a migrant background worked in the 
sector of financial management and insurance industry (11.4%), public 

administration and defence (8.0%), agriculture and forestry (4.4%) as well 
as energy and water industry (5.6%) (Österreichischer Integrationsfonds 

(ÖIF), 2016). 
  

 
Unemployment rate  

 

By comparing the total unemployment rate (national definition) of 9.1% in 
2015 (+0.7 percentage points compared to 2014) with the unemployment 

rate of foreigners (13.5%) we state that the latter was significantly higher 
than that of Austrian nationals (8.1%). Men are more affected by 

unemployment than women (9.8% versus 8.3%), regardless of nationality. 
Turkish nationals, as well as other third-country nationals, were more than 

twice as often unemployed as Austrians with quotas of 19.8% and 25.1%, 
respectively. Nationals from the Former Yugoslavia (outside the EU) had an 

unemployment rate of 14.5%. The unemployment rate of the members of 
the EEA countries which joined the EU before 2004 and EEA countries as 

well as of Switzerland equalled the rate of Austrian nationals (8.1%). Even 
though foreign nationals are more affected by unemployment, the long-

term unemployment rate is lower among this group. 

                                                 
1 by OECD definition 
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In November 2016, statistics mentioned 105.282 unemployed foreigners, 
13.3% were Turkish. This represents an increase of 2.2% compared to the 

previous year. With 11.2% Serbians are ranked second, and Germans 

(7.6%) third. About a quarter of unemployed foreigners came from either 
Turkey or Serbia (Österreichischer Integrations Fonds, 2016). 

 
 

Unemployment rate of women with a migration background 

 
In 2015, the unemployment rate of women with foreign nationality 13.3% 

was slightly lower than the one of male foreigners (13.7%). For 
comparison: the unemployment rate among female Austrians was 7.3%, 

among male Austrians it was 8.9%. The highest unemployment rate was 
among Syrian women. The unemployment rate for female foreigners from 

the EU14 countries, the EEA and Switzerland was 8.2%. However, the rate 
was significantly higher among female foreigners from member states that 

joined the EU from 2004 onwards (12.0%). The unemployment rate for 
women from the Former Yugoslavia (outside the EU) was 12.8% in 2015. 

The unemployment rate among Turkish women was high (21.9%), but the 
unemployment rate among Syrian and Afghan women was particularly 

striking with 75.0% and 56.2% respectively (Österreichischer 
Integrationsfonds (ÖIF), 2016). 

 

Figure 6: Unemployment rate by industry of Austrians and foreigners in 2015 (Biffl, 2014). 
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Figure 7: Unemployment rate of women by citizenship 2015 (Österreichischer Integrationsfonds (ÖIF), 2016). 
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Part B: Business climate 
 

Entrepreneurship in Austria 
 

Austria’s migration history goes back to the early 1960s when “guest 

workers” were brought in to satisfy immediate labour demand. Self-
employment of foreigners became popular when these workers and their 

families finally settled. It was a slow process and gathered momentum only 
in the 1990s. Hence, until the census of 2001, there are no comprehensive 

statistics on ethnic entrepreneurs in Austria. By then, among the 516.800 
employed migrants (foreign born) 7% were self-employed and were mainly 

working in the non-agricultural sector, compared to 11% of Austrians. Since 
about 3% of Austrians were self-employed farmers, the share of self-

employment of migrants in the non-agricultural sector was about as high 
as for the host population. Researches underline that the main reason for 

self-employment among migrant workers in Austria was the deterioration 
of employment opportunities.  

By looking at figure 8, we see important differences in the propensity to 
become self-employed by country of birth. It becomes clear that migrants 

from the Near East, from other EU-MS, America and Africa are more often 

self-employed than native Austrians. While Asians are about as often self-
employed as the native host population, people from the traditional migrant 

worker source countries, i.e., Turkey and former Yugoslavia, are relatively 
seldom self-employed (Biffl, 2014).  

Figure 8: Share of self-employed in total employment in percent by country of birth 2001 (Biffl, 2014). 
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Since 2001 the share of self-employment in total employment remained 
fairly stable in Austria, amounting to 11% in 2009 (20-64 year olds). The 

rate was only slightly lower for foreign born people with 10% which proves 

that migrants were more and more working on their own account. It was 
mainly EU-27 citizens who came to set up a business in Austria (self-

employment rate of 14% compared to 7% of third country foreign born). 
In EU comparison (Eurostat 2011), the share of self-employment in total 

employment in Austria is slightly below the EU-27 average (15%) (Biffl, 
2014).   

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 9: 

Statistics of 

2009 (20-64 

year olds): 

Total self-

employment 

rate comopared 

to self-

employment 

rate of foreign 

born (Biffl, 

2014). 
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Figure 10: Self-

employment rate by 

region of origin 2001 

and 2013 (Biffl, 2014). 
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Ethnic enterprises in Austria are mainly set up in services, in particular 
cleaning, restaurants, food production and retail trade as well as in 

manufacturing, above all in clothing, leather ware, shoes and textile 
production and repairs. Due to the lack of survey data, these developments 

have not yet been formally researched. Students who have a migrant 
background themselves and who are specialising in the field of migration 

and globalisation, begin now to take up this subject in essays and diploma 
theses (Biffl, 2014).  

 
The self-employment rate by industry differs between Austrian and foreign 

citizens. We have stated before that migrants are increasingly self-
employed in non-agricultural activities. However, naturalisation opens up 

more opportunities for establishing one’s own business. Figure 12 shows 

that in the field of farming Austrians tend to be independent farmers, while 
foreigners tend to work as labourers. Self-employment in the sector of 

entertainment and art is popular among both foreigners (19.4%) and 
Austrians (23.1%). More and more ethnic enterprises are set up in the 

construction, accounting for 10.2% of the foreign workforce in the 
construction sector in 2015. We find a similar situation in the ICT-sector, 

where the share of self-employed in foreign workforce is 9.5%, for natives 
12.6% (Biffl, 2014). 

 
 

 

Figure 11: Self-employment rate 2015 by migration background and gender (grey = total; blue = men; pink = women 

(STATISTIK AUSTRIA, 2016). 
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Figure 12: Self-employment rate by industry and citizenshp (in percent) 2015 (Biffl, 2014). 
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Support services 
 

Examples for general support services 
 
Name of the institution Description Link 

   

WKO Gründerservice 

(Funding service of the 
Austrian Economic Chambers) 

The Austrian Economic Chambers 

represent the interests of Austrian 
companies and support Austrian 
companies with expert knowledge in 
the fields of business idea analysis, 
taxes, social insurance or industrial 
law, as well as business registration. 
Through their educational facilities – 

WIFI, universities of applied sciences 
– they contribute to improving the 
competitive ability of domestic 
companies. 

https://www.gruend

erservice.at  

   

WIFI Educational facilities of the Austrian 
Economic Chambers. 
They offer courses on 
“Entrepreneurship Education and 
Training”. 
Within the framework of the 

“Entrepreneurship Academy”, the 
WIFI offers appropriate training for 
each stage of the business lifecycle. 
 
They also provide free webinars 
(BMWFW, 2017). 

www.wifi.at/unterne
hmertraining 
 
 
www.wifi.at/unterne
hmerakademie 

 
 
www.unternehmerse
rvice.at/webinare 
 

   

Frauen in der Wirtschaft 
(Women in Business) 

Women in Business has been the 
contact partner within the Austrian 
Federal Economic Chamber for 
female entrepreneurs in Austria 
since 1983. Women in Business is 

the service centre, the 
representation of interests, and the 
network on a Federal level as well as 
in the nine provincial organisations. 
 
It offers tailor-made seminars for 

women in the domains of training 

and advanced education, arranges 
technical lectures to improve 
leadership or negotiation skills of 
female business owners. It offers 
also an online networking platform. 

 
https://www.wko.at
/site/FIW/Wir--ber-
uns/Information-in-
English/Information-

in-English.html  
 
 
 
 
https://w2b.wko.at  

 

 

   

Unternehmensgründungsprogr
amm (Business Funding 
Program) 
 

The Austrian Public Employment 
Service (AMS) offers support for 
entrepreneurs with its “Business 
Funding Program“ (duration: 6 

months). 
Once a month, an information 
evening for migrants is organised 

http://www.ams.at/
service-
arbeitsuchende/fina
nzielles/foerderunge

n/unternehmensgru
endungsprogramm  

https://www.gruenderservice.at/
https://www.gruenderservice.at/
http://www.wifi.at/unternehmertraining
http://www.wifi.at/unternehmertraining
http://www.wifi.at/unternehmerakademie
http://www.wifi.at/unternehmerakademie
http://www.unternehmerservice.at/webinare
http://www.unternehmerservice.at/webinare
https://www.wko.at/site/FIW/Wir--ber-uns/Information-in-English/Information-in-English.html
https://www.wko.at/site/FIW/Wir--ber-uns/Information-in-English/Information-in-English.html
https://www.wko.at/site/FIW/Wir--ber-uns/Information-in-English/Information-in-English.html
https://www.wko.at/site/FIW/Wir--ber-uns/Information-in-English/Information-in-English.html
https://www.wko.at/site/FIW/Wir--ber-uns/Information-in-English/Information-in-English.html
https://w2b.wko.at/
http://www.ams.at/service-arbeitsuchende/finanzielles/foerderungen/unternehmensgruendungsprogramm
http://www.ams.at/service-arbeitsuchende/finanzielles/foerderungen/unternehmensgruendungsprogramm
http://www.ams.at/service-arbeitsuchende/finanzielles/foerderungen/unternehmensgruendungsprogramm
http://www.ams.at/service-arbeitsuchende/finanzielles/foerderungen/unternehmensgruendungsprogramm
http://www.ams.at/service-arbeitsuchende/finanzielles/foerderungen/unternehmensgruendungsprogramm
http://www.ams.at/service-arbeitsuchende/finanzielles/foerderungen/unternehmensgruendungsprogramm
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offering low-threshold information on 

entrepreneurship in Austria. 

   

Jugendchancen Tirol In Tyrol, multiple support services in 

terms of occupational integration are 
offered for adolescents. All important 
services and relevant information 
can be found on this platform. 

http://www.jugendc

hancen-tirol.at  

 

 
Examples of support services targeting migrants 
 

Name of the 
institution 

Description Link 

   

Vienna Business 
Agency (only for 
start-ups in Vienna) 

The Vienna Business Agency supports 
start-ups, founders, young entrepreneurs, 
one-person companies, micro-enterprises, 
new self-employed persons, and companies 
with migration backgrounds on their way to 
independence.  
 

Migrant Enterprises advises 
entrepreneurs with migration backgrounds 
in their native language about all relevant 
topics around starting their own business – 
free of charge.  
The institution offers free coaching sessions 

on how to found and fund a company, as 
well as work- shops in 15 different 

languages.  
 
Women Enterprise Service offers 
completely free service and consulting 
services during all phases of the business 

start-up and beyond.  
The service interlinks women with woman 
business net- works and organisations. 

https://www.wko.at/site/Mento
ring/MigrantInnen/informatione
n_programm.html  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
https://wirtschaftsagentur.at/fil
eadmin/user_upload/Gruenden
_und_Wachsen/Migrant_Enterp

rises/pdfs_Sprachen/FolderStar
t-up_EN_K2_Ansicht_0110.pdf  

 

   

Verein Multikulturell Verein Multikulturell is the only 

institution in Tyrol where career guidance 
for adolescent migrants (between the age of 
15 and 25) is done by specially trained 
counsellors. Moreover, the service is free of 
charge. The focus of the individual 
counselling service lies on information about 

career paths and related requirements, 
basic information on the Austrian school 
system, as well as on the situation on the 
labour market. 

http://www.migration.cc/index.

php/beratung/berufsorientierun
g  

   

Mentoring für 
Migrantinnen und 
Migranten 
(Mentoring for 
migrant 
women/men) 

In Tyrol, the project "Mentoring für 
MigrantInnen" supports labour market 
integration of qualified migrant women/men 
(mentees) by bringing them together with 
mentors. Moreover, they promote the 
internationalisation of Austrian businesses.  

https://www.wko.at/site/Mento
ring/MigrantInnen/Mentoring_f
uer_MigrantInnen.html  

   

BFI Tirol This institution implements multiple projects 
in the field of education. Some projects 
focus on migrant, such as: 

 
 
 

http://www.jugendchancen-tirol.at/
http://www.jugendchancen-tirol.at/
https://www.wko.at/site/Mentoring/MigrantInnen/informationen_programm.html
https://www.wko.at/site/Mentoring/MigrantInnen/informationen_programm.html
https://www.wko.at/site/Mentoring/MigrantInnen/informationen_programm.html
https://wirtschaftsagentur.at/fileadmin/user_upload/Gruenden_und_Wachsen/Migrant_Enterprises/pdfs_Sprachen/FolderStart-up_EN_K2_Ansicht_0110.pdf
https://wirtschaftsagentur.at/fileadmin/user_upload/Gruenden_und_Wachsen/Migrant_Enterprises/pdfs_Sprachen/FolderStart-up_EN_K2_Ansicht_0110.pdf
https://wirtschaftsagentur.at/fileadmin/user_upload/Gruenden_und_Wachsen/Migrant_Enterprises/pdfs_Sprachen/FolderStart-up_EN_K2_Ansicht_0110.pdf
https://wirtschaftsagentur.at/fileadmin/user_upload/Gruenden_und_Wachsen/Migrant_Enterprises/pdfs_Sprachen/FolderStart-up_EN_K2_Ansicht_0110.pdf
https://wirtschaftsagentur.at/fileadmin/user_upload/Gruenden_und_Wachsen/Migrant_Enterprises/pdfs_Sprachen/FolderStart-up_EN_K2_Ansicht_0110.pdf
http://www.migration.cc/index.php/beratung/berufsorientierung
http://www.migration.cc/index.php/beratung/berufsorientierung
http://www.migration.cc/index.php/beratung/berufsorientierung
https://www.wko.at/site/Mentoring/MigrantInnen/Mentoring_fuer_MigrantInnen.html
https://www.wko.at/site/Mentoring/MigrantInnen/Mentoring_fuer_MigrantInnen.html
https://www.wko.at/site/Mentoring/MigrantInnen/Mentoring_fuer_MigrantInnen.html
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Pole-Position – Startklar für den 
Arbeitsmarkt (Ready for the labour 
market): 
 
The aim of this project is to facilitate the 
labour market integration of third-country 

nationals (migrants, recognized refugees 
and people granted subsidiary protection) of 
over 16 years. The institution offers tailor-
made language and job-related preparatory 
courses to support the occupational as well 
as social integration. 

 

http://www.bfi.tirol/weiterbildu
ng/oeffentliche-partner/eu-
projekte.html#c1644  
 

   

ZeMiT/AST 
(Center for migrant 
women/men in 

Tyrol) 

ZeMiT offers confidential, independent, free 
and multilingual consultation for persons 
with a migration background in legal and 

social questions (in Innsbruck, and some 

districts of Tyrol). As a partner organization 
of the Austrian Public Employment Service 
(AMS), labour market integration is a 
particular concern. 
 
Since 2013, the ZeMiT also offers advice for 

persons with qualifications acquired abroad. 
AST offers free, multi-lingual information as 
well as counselling and, where appropriate, 
monitoring throughout the recognition or 
evaluation process, so as to facilitate the 
integration of skilled labour into the labour 
market. 

https://www.zemit.at/de/verein
-zemit.html  
 

 

 
 
 
 
https://www.zemit.at/de/ast.ht
ml 

 

   

IBIS ACAM The project “MyKey“ is a one-year 

program for unaccompanied minors.  
By participating in the project, adolescent 
asylum seekers find support to complete 

vocational training.  The key subjects are 
German, Maths, English and general 
education. Moreover, the institution 
provides computer literacy classes, career 
guidance and support to find an 
apprenticeship.  

https://www.ibisacam.at/proje

kt/mykey-leben-und-arbeiten-
in-oesterreich/  
 

   

Frauen aus allen 
Ländern 

This institution offers woman-specific 
advice. The consultations can be carried out 
in Bosnian-Croatian-Serbian, Turkish, 
Spanish, English and German and, if 

necessary, also with interpreters in other 
languages. Among many topics, migrant 

woman can seek advice on work, migration, 
education, etc. in Austria.  

https://www.frauenausallenlae
ndern.org/beratung/   
  

http://www.bfi.tirol/weiterbildung/oeffentliche-partner/eu-projekte.html#c1644
http://www.bfi.tirol/weiterbildung/oeffentliche-partner/eu-projekte.html#c1644
http://www.bfi.tirol/weiterbildung/oeffentliche-partner/eu-projekte.html#c1644
https://www.zemit.at/de/verein-zemit.html
https://www.zemit.at/de/verein-zemit.html
https://www.zemit.at/de/ast.html
https://www.zemit.at/de/ast.html
https://www.ibisacam.at/projekt/mykey-leben-und-arbeiten-in-oesterreich/
https://www.ibisacam.at/projekt/mykey-leben-und-arbeiten-in-oesterreich/
https://www.ibisacam.at/projekt/mykey-leben-und-arbeiten-in-oesterreich/
https://www.frauenausallenlaendern.org/beratung/
https://www.frauenausallenlaendern.org/beratung/
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Figure 13: This graph shows the percentage of women and of men declaring that they have access to training on how to start or grow a business (OECD, 2017). 
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Financial support services 

 

Our research shows that there a multiple financial support services in 
Austria. However, none of those explicitly target migrant groups. Due to 

the large number of services, we just provide names of Austrian institutions 
(BMWFW, 2017) providing detailed information on financing and funding 

possibilities. 
 

 
 

 
Name of the institution Link 

  

Austria Wirtschaftsservice GmbH https://www.aws.at/en/  

Gründer-Service https://www.gruenderservice.at 

Forschungsförderungsfonds für die 
gewerbliche Wirtschaft (FFG) 

https://www.ffg.at/start-foerderung-
bedingungen 

Österreichischen Hotel- und 
Tourismusbank 

(ÖHT) (for tourism) 

http://www.oeht.at/home/  

Banking institutes  

Der Förderpilot (online platform/personal 
consulting service) 

https://www.foerderpilot.at  

 

 

https://www.aws.at/en/
https://www.gruenderservice.at/
https://www.ffg.at/start-foerderung-bedingungen
https://www.ffg.at/start-foerderung-bedingungen
http://www.oeht.at/home/
https://www.foerderpilot.at/
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Figure 14: This graph visualizes the percentage of women and of men declaring that they have access to money to start or grow a business (OECD, 2017). 
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Part C: Preconditions for business establishment for migrants 
 

Available legal forms for business establishment 

Basically, the following legal forms are available in Austria:  

 Gesellschaft bürgerlichen Rechts (non-trading partnership)  

 Offene Gesellschaft (OG) (general partnership)  
 Kommanditgesellschaft (KG) (limited partnership)  

 Stille Gesellschaft (silent partnership)  
 Aktiengesellschaft (AG) (public limited company)  
 Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung (GmbH) (limited liability 

company)  
 Erwerbs- und Wirtschaftsgenossenschaft (cooperative and industrial 

and provident society)  
 Verein (association)  

 European Public Company (Societas Europaea - SE)  
 European Economic Interest Grouping (EEIG)  

The legal form which is by far the most popular is the limited liability 
company, followed by the limited partnership and the general partnership 

(Hasberger_Seitz & Partner, n.d.).  
 

Trades  

In Austria, numerous business activities are subject to trade law. If an 

activity is performed which is subject to trade law, a special trade licence is 
to be obtained. Trade licence holder may be the company if it meets the 
prerequisites required by law (Hasberger_Seitz & Partner, n.d.).  

Austrian law distinguishes between regulated trades and non-regulated 
(“free”) trades. Regulated trades (such as joinery, metal engineering, or 

engineering consultancy) require a certificate of qualification Regulated 

trades also include so-called semi-trades and associated trades. While 
semi-trades refer to business activities falling under regulated trades for 

which only a simplified proof of qualification is required (e.g., alteration 
tailoring, shoe repair, bicycle repair), associated trades refer to trades 

where activities associated with another trade may be carried out without 
the need for an additional certificate of qualification. This applies to trades 

which are closely related from a technical point of view and are expressly 
designated as such in the Trade Act (e.g. metalworking for metal and 

mechanical engineering; metalworking for blacksmiths and vehicle 
manufacturing, metalworking for agricultural machinery).  
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Non-regulated (“free”) trades do not require any proof of qualification 

(BMWFW, 2017a). The following criteria are general prerequisites for 
obtaining a trade licence: 

 Austrian or EEA/EU citizenship  

 Legal capacity (at least 18 years of age)  

 No grounds for exclusion (e.g. fiscal offences, court conviction)  

 Business location and, where applicable, facility permit 

 
In some cases, special prerequisites for obtaining a trade licence are 

needed. The admission requirements for each regulated trade (including 
those trades expressly mentioned as crafts in the list of trades) are specified 

in decrees. If such proof of qualification cannot be provided, the authority 
must verify, on the basis of the requisite certificates of completed training 

and previous activities, whether the applicant has the necessary knowledge, 
skills and experience. If the result is positive, the authority must in that 

case recognise individual qualification, which may be limited to subsidiary 
activities of the trade concerned (BMWFW, 2017a). 

 

Residence status  

Foreigners who want to work in Austria generally need a residence permit 
and a working permit.  The residence permits are issued by assigned 

authorities. For some permits the application needs to be done abroad, for 
others it needs to be done in Austria. The legal basis is the Settlement 

and Residence Act (NAG) as well as the Aliens' Police Act. As of July 1st 
2011, the most important residence permit is the so-called „red-white-red 

card“/"Rot-Weiß-Rot-Karte" (AMS, 2017). 
 

With the “Red-White-Red Card” system, interested persons from non-
EU countries can immediately determine if and under which conditions they 

are eligible for immigration based on objective criteria. The points system 
is based on the following criteria: qualifications, work experience, language 

skills, age, studies completed in Austria (for those who are very highly 

qualified). 
The “Red-White-Red Card” is issued for twelve months and allows 

employment with the specific employer for which it was requested. After 
one year, the holder can apply for the “Red-White-Red Card plus" which 

grants unlimited access to the labour market. 
Persons who immigrate to Austria with the “Red-White-Red Card” do not 

need to prove German language skills before entering the country (they are 
not subject to the requirement of “German prior to immigration”). However, 

points can be collected for knowledge of the German or English language. 
Family members of workers who immigrate using the “Red-White-Red Card“ 

are not subject to the quota requirement and receive a “Red-White-Red 
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Card“ with instant free access to the labour market. Family members must 
prove German language skills prior to immigration. 

Immigration regulations for qualified workers were also created at EU-level, 

which have been implemented in each individual EU country. In Austria, this 
was done by the introduction of the „EU Blue Card " (Advantage Austria, 

2017). 
 

  

Figure 15: 

Different types 

of work permits 

for third 

country citizens 

2003-2015 

(Biffl, 2014).  

Figure 16: 

Structure of valid 

residence permits 

by major 

countries of origin 

in percent 2011 – 

2016 (Biffl, 2014). 
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Part D: Case studies  
 
Case study 1 

  

Title of the 
project / 
Name of the 
woman 

entrepreneur 

Gülgün Kosmetik 

Lead Body Gülgün Peker 

Place Innsbruck/Tyrol, 132.000 inhabitants. 

Pictures 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Description of 

the activities 

 

Gülgün Kosmetik is a small and simple beauty salon with 1 employee that offers 
a full roster of treatments (hair removal treatments through natural waxing, 
manicure, eyelashes, face treatment, etc.)  at incredible value (compared to 
other beauty studios in Innsbruck). 

In the early 2000s, Gülgün, the owner who had already stayed in Tyrol for a 
couple of years, went back to Turkey where she started and completed her 
vocational training to become a professional cosmetician. Back in Austria, she 

failed finding a job in this sector and hence decided to set up a business on her 
own which has been successful ever since. She started very small, but managed 
to grow bigger over time. 
According to Gülgün, the success of the business is due to the quality of the 
offered services; clients come and see her salon especially for the eyebrow 
threading. She uses a technique that has its roots in Turkey. Moreover, she 

says, women as well as men value the prices, the warm and friendly 
atmosphere, and her openness towards people. 
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Innovative 
aspect 

Gülgün Peker promotes her technical know-how that she acquired in Turkey. 
Her clients value these techniques. She describes her salon as a meeting point 
for women with different origins where they talk, exchange, share their 

knowledge – a place where people with different origins come together, cultural 
exchange and networking happens.  
 
Gülgün Peker does not make use of any marketing or communication 
strategies. Since the very beginning, she has counted on word-of-mouth 
advertising which has worked very well until today.  
 

This ethnic enterprise is a very good example to show that despite limited 
German language skills it is possible to overcome all barriers and open a 
successful business even with limited financial resources. 
 

Duration 2004  

Involved 
actors 

 

Gülgün Peker & 1 employee (with a Turkish migration background) 

Funding 

Besides the common government aid and subsidies (such as housing benefit, 
family allowance, etc.), Gülgün Peker did not make use of any other official 

financial support to start her business. She also found general and financial 
support within her family, especially in the beginning.  

Links and 
documents 

As mentioned earlier, there is no marketing material at all. 
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Case study 2 
 

Title of the 
project / 
Name of the 
woman 
entrepreneur 

Professional Cosmetics SixtyTwo 

Lead Body Ayse Ünlü 

Place Innsbruck/Tyrol, 132.000 inhabitants. 

Picture 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Description of 

the activities 

 

At Professional Cosmetics SixtyTwo, the overall experience is one of high 
professionalism. Ayse Ünlü, the owner, offers with her 4 employees numerous 

state-of-the-art beauty treatment services and is specialized in different hair 

removal techniques as well as in medical cosmetics.  
 
Ayse Ünlü started her business in October 2015 after having worked for several 
years for various high-class hotels in Tyrol.  Her idea to become self-employed 
was not thoroughly planned; it was more or less a decision taken overnight.  

Having successfully completed several vocational/advanced trainings and 
technical trainings to specialize in different fields to stand out of the crowd, she 
is convinced that her professional know-how as well as her attitude to think big 
are reasons why the salon has become so successful within a short period of 
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time. Moreover, clients value the offered high-quality services and the 

professional implementation. 
She started with 3 clients a week, and is now fully booked throughout the year. 
She and her team have plans to expand the business. 

Innovative 
aspect 

Ayse Ünlü sees herself and her multicultural team as intercultural mediators. 

Through communication during treatment sessions, cultural knowledge is 
transferred from people to people with different origins which consequently 
reduces mutual prejudices. 
According to Ayse Ünlü, the majority of clients are Austrian, mainly because 
beauty treatments offered by women with a Turkish background have the best 
reputation among Austrian women. However, women with a migration 
background are also regular visitors. 

Ayse Ünlü speaks German at mother tongue level. She says that if you do not 
want to sell yourself under price, language skills are among the main 
prerequisites.  Her business is a very good example for an ethnic enterprise 
that fulfills the highest Austrian standards and reaches out to different age 
groups by using different/modern (print and online) communication techniques, 
such as social media channels as well as a website. 

Duration Founded in 2015 

Involved 
actors 

 

Ayse Ünlü & 4 employees (2 with a Turkish migration background, 1 with a 
Romanian migration background, 1 Austrian) 

Funding 

Ayse Ünlü used one financial support program where she had to pay back part 
of the money. Furthermore, she used her savings. Other than that, her network 
(family and friends) were generally very supportive and she agrees that without 
this support she would not have been able to set up her own business. 

Links and 
documents 

http://www.sixtytwo.at/  

https://www.facebook.com/Professional-Cosmetics-SixtyTwo-

1465352403772639/ 

http://deskgram.org/sixtytwo_cosmetics 

http://www.thepicta.com/user/sixtytwo_cosmetics/336885734  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

http://www.sixtytwo.at/
https://www.facebook.com/Professional-Cosmetics-SixtyTwo-1465352403772639/
https://www.facebook.com/Professional-Cosmetics-SixtyTwo-1465352403772639/
http://deskgram.org/sixtytwo_cosmetics
http://www.thepicta.com/user/sixtytwo_cosmetics/336885734
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Case study 3 

 

Title of the 
project / 
Name of the 

woman 
entrepreneur 

Piccola Casa 

Lead Body Selma Atalar 

Place Innsbruck/Tyrol, 132.000 inhabitants, city center, close to university 

Picture 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Description of 
the activities 

 

Selma Atalar founded “Piccola Casa” in June 2015, a medium-sized restaurant 
in the heart of Innsbruck where people can find a good mixture of Turkish, 
Italian and Austrian dishes seven days a week. Due to both the proximity to 

the University of Innsbruck and the old town, the restaurant enjoys popularity 
especially among students and tourists.  
Bad experiences with employees made her come to the decision to share the 
daily work uniquely with her husband. Because of limited human resources, she 

stopped the home delivery service she used to offer via food delivery platforms. 
Her regular customers however can still ask for this extra service.  
 

Before being self-employed, she had different jobs, mainly in the hotel and 
restaurant industry in Innsbruck, but always had the vision to start her own 
business one day. Thanks to these jobs she has acquired a lot of experience 
and has built up a good network in the sector which helps her now with the 
implementation of her business idea. 
Selma underlines that she has never had issues to set foot on the Austrian job 
market despite her limited German language skills. The main reason to become 
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self-employed was to improve the family’s living standard and to have a second 

leg to stand on.  
 
The business is now in its second year. Even though Selma says that the first 
three years are the hardest in terms of market survival, she has already plans 
to expand her business and has rented a second commercial property next door 
where she wants to open a pastry shop and employ women. 

 
On the whole, Selma estimates that 80% of her clients are Austrians who value 
the freshness of the served food and the cleanliness of the restaurant. Part of 
the success are also the Turkish food recipes which originally come from her 
mother, grand-mother and sister-in-law. However, these dishes have been well 
adapted to the Austrian taste.  

Innovative 

aspect 

Selma Atalar is another example of migrant business women who, despite so-
called language barriers, manage to successfully run a business and even aim 
higher. Moreover, it is a good example of a family-run business. 
 
The restaurant combines different cultures: Since the menu offers a broad 

choice of numerous popular and reasonably priced dishes from three different 

countries, Selma has managed to satisfy her customers and reaches various 
consumer groups. 
 
Her restaurant is not one of the “typical” Turkish takeaways that are in and 
around Innsbruck, but a decent place where people can enjoy their food “the 
Austrian way”. 

Duration Founded in June 2015  

Involved 
actors 

Selma Atalar & her husband 

Funding 

Selma Atalar took out a bank loan that she has to pay back over the next couple 

of years. Other than that, she has experienced help from her network, friends 
and family. 

Links and 

documents 

Selma Atalar does not rely on marketing measures. She has already created a 
Facebook page and a web-site, but both are not really in use. She counts on 
word-of-mouth advertising. 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Piccola-Casa/1607221422851254  

www.piccolocasa.com  

 

  

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Piccola-Casa/1607221422851254
http://www.piccolocasa.com/
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Part E: Findings of focus group discussions  
 
Reasons for self-employment 

 
There are multiple reasons why migrants opt for self-employment. 

According to your focus groups and interviewees, the cultural background, 
discrimination in the labour market and the educational level are the main 

reasons to establish one’s own business.  
 

 

- Cultural background 
 

o In many societies, self-employment is highly respected, enjoys high 
recognition and improves people’s social status.  

o Due to the migration background, people already have 
transnational/cross-border relations and hence see potential for the 

implementation of a business idea. Through such a network, they 
might identify potential market development opportunities and 

might have a bigger reach among the population because they reach 
out to consumers/clients from both migrant groups and the local 

population. 
o We see quite often that ethnic enterprises derive from 

(traditional/original) professions that have been carried out in the 
country of origin. This implicates niche jobs that are hardly practiced 

anymore in Austria, such as shoemaker, tailor, woodcarver, etc. 

 
 

- Discrimination in the labour market is related to 

 

o lack of German language skills, 

o lack of competencies/low-qualifications, 
o the complicated procedure for the recognition of qualifications 

gained abroad, 
o long-term unemployment (access to qualified employment is 

difficult) 

o intercultural differences (between counsellor and job-seeker). 
 

 

- Educational level 

 

o Low-skilled migrants have enormous difficulties to earn income 

from employment. Self-employment is an alternative.  

o High and very high-skilled migrants and migrants who have been 

long enough in Austria recognize (easier) numerous possibilities for 

self-employment and come up with innovative projects/business 

ideas.   
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Social and personal needs 
 

As it is crucial to understand the social and personal needs that might be 

country and context specific, early access to the Austrian education system 
is one of the most important prerequisites for setting up a successful 

business. However, many migrants do not have the necessary access, also 
because parents might come from countries where education and/or 

vocational training have got a different value and are perceived in a different 
way than in Austria. During the discussion it became clear that besides the 

knowledge of the German language itself, the understanding of the Austrian 
labour market system (as well as all related systems) is highly important 

for a successful integration in the Austrian labour market. Moreover, anyone 
who wants to be self-employed should bring along sector related 

experience, qualifications as well as a sophisticated and innovative concept 
with a clear vision to stand out of the crowd. Self-organization, the 

willingness to take on risks, perseverance as well as an entrepreneurial 
attitude (to be able to sell the product) are character traits/competencies 

that are truly beneficial in terms of self-employment.  

 
Economic needs 

 
The costs of a (recently funded) business might be overwhelming and 

challenging. Access to financial resources is essential when setting up an 
enterprise. Both Austrian and ethnic enterprises might face difficulties in 

terms of accessing financial support programs, banking credits, etc. 
However, focus group participants as well as interviewees assumed that 

access is more difficult for migrant groups: Either they do not know about 
their possibilities or access is denied or hindered due to multiple reasons. 

We have not found any statistics that underline this assumption. 
 

Know-how in business-management and commercial law are also important 
prerequisites. It is crucial to comply with the trade law requirements 

(experience, qualifications for regulated trades, etc.) if one wants to 

participate in business funding programs: here, new entrepreneurs 
elaborate documents (such as business plans, calculations, funding 

strategy, …) that are indispensable for the application of a loan from a 
banking institute for instance.  

 
Even though migrant groups generally have access to funding programs, it 

is likely that they either drop out or do not make use of such services. The 
relatively high drop-out rate – depending on the program might be due to 

the fact that the pace of the workshops is too fast, the duration too long 
(sometimes up to 8h/day), the language used is too difficult. Some 

institutions tried to offer low-threshold workshops, but migrants did not 
respond well to this offer. It seems that migrants generally set up 

businesses faster and with less planning than Austrians.  
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According to our focus groups participants and interviewees, Austrians often 
have more networks in the specific sector they want to work in (they usually 

have worked in this very sector before), they can demonstrate more 

experience in the Austrian labour market, more knowledge about Austrian 
systems and they have better access to information in terms of business-

management and commercial law. People with a migration background do 
not necessarily have this information or experience and thus have worse 

preconditions. 
 

 
Learning needs 

 
Focus groups participants and interviewees agreed that the drafting and 

writing of a well-thought and useful concept (including business plans, 
calculations, targets, etc.) can be challenging for both migrant and Austrian 

entrepreneurs. However, the overall tendency was that it is more 
challenging for migrants. This is also reflected in the numbers given by the 

AMS business funding program: For the current period, 1000 people are 

registered in the program’s database. 33.5% of all inquiries came from 
foreign-born people, and 27.1% from people who do not have Austrian 

citizenship. These numbers are in strong contrast with those that reflect the 
actual business implementation (21% foreign-born, 16% not Austrian 

citizens). This difference is due to the fact that multiple prerequisites are 
missing: 

Basically, there is an urgent need to catch up with 
managerial/entrepreneurial/administrative/legal know-how. There is a lack 

of knowledge in terms of how to lead an enterprise, which formal and 
financial commitments have to be respected, which costs have to be 

calculated for staff/rent/insurance, etc. The development of long-term 
strategies and context-specific language difficulties (business, technical, 

legal jargon) are also sometimes a problem and hence a barrier. Moreover, 
especially young entrepreneurs, underestimate the real workload that 

comes along with self-employment. 

Migrant men, especially adolescents, experience difficulties with cultural 
techniques and their behaviour towards employees and authorities. 

 
 

Challenges in accessing labour market/obstacles to implement 
business in Austria 

 

- Qualifications: 

o The recognition of qualifications gained abroad is a very long 

and expensive procedure, often with negative/disappointing 

outcomes 

o Both low-qualified and high-qualified migrants experience 

difficulties as job seekers 
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- Administration/authorities: 

o Bureaucratic hurdles (citizenship, residence permit, work 

permit, registration for support programs, etc.) 

o Setbacks due to negative/disappointing experiences/answers 

from authorities/ contact persons from support programs 

o Access to continuing education is hard 

o Intercultural differences, problems with mutual understanding 

o Self-employed people experience stricter controls (illicit 

employment for instance) and heightened 

stipulations/prerequisites  

 

 

- Specific challenges for women: 

o Women with children experience disadvantages in the Austrian 

labour market 

o Compared to women, men experience more possibilities/have 

better access in terms of continuing education  

o Muslim women wearing a headscarf face 

difficulties/discrimination 

o Women who are self-employment face more risks than men and 

have to deal with bureaucratic issues such as maternity leave 

or child care services which are also associated with costs.  

o In some societies, women have a different status which might 

collide with Austrian values. 

 

Summary 
 

Many migrants who are caught up in long-term unemployment face 
depression, fear of failure, desperation with the consequence the 

integration in the labour market becomes more and more difficult. Even 

though self-employment has also its barriers, funding a business in Austria 
is relatively easy if requirements are met and it might be a good alternative 

in order to escape long-term unemployment. There are numerous financial 
support options (for enterprises, start-ups, …) as well as various counselling 

services that make the implementation of a business idea easier.  
In order to address the learning needs of migrants, strategies must be 

developed and implemented, (improved) continuous and low-threshold 
guidance and counselling should be offered. However, some services are 

more frequently used by migrants than others. In order to adapt our local 
workshops to the identified needs, we should network/cooperate with 

relevant institutions and analyse lessons learned and do a follow-up on best 
practices. 
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Business funding/support programs should be led by people with an 
intercultural understanding in order to avoid misunderstandings, 

frustrations and failure. In order to reach the participants in such programs, 

a differentiation/clear definition of the target group is indispensable. It is 
equally important to respect people’s individuality, support their formal and 

informal competencies by showing them available (tailored) possibilities. 
Networking, especially in an enterprise’s key region, is crucial for success. 

In terms of women & self-employment and the associated risks, it became 
clear that women should not be pushed into self-employment. Knowledge 

on laws and regulations become very important for instance during and 
after pregnancy. Before women start their business, they must be aware of 

possible risks. If migrant women had the possibility to make use of 
guidance/counselling/training/workshops adapted to their needs and to be 

in contact with role models, risks related to business implementation could 
be drastically reduced.  
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GREECE 

Introduction 
 

This research examines the integration level of immigrants in the Greek 
labour market and its impact on the labour and as well as the preconditions 

for developing entrepreneurial opportunities for migrant women in Greece. 
In the framework of the above investigation, the characteristics of the Greek 

labour market in sizes such as unemployment and employment as well as 
problems that hinder its normal function (e.g. low productivity and 

competitiveness, undeclared work and segmentation) are reflected. 
Moreover, the existing business structures and business climate is 

investigated together with the conditions which will provide a fertile ground 

for further business development as a key to economic integration to the 
national labour market.  

 
Then, using the available statistical data, the profile of immigrants in our 

country is shaped. The investigation of the influences of the integration of 
immigrants into the workforce concludes that they are a mixture of positive 

and negative elements. Regarding the positive, immigrants contribute to 
GDP, the sustainability of small-medium businesses and the revitalization 

of the Greek countryside, while as far as the negative ones are concerned, 
they replace mainly unskilled natives and affect the redistribution of income 

against them, they increase the badly understood labour market flexibility 
and strengthen the existing informal economy and thus the undeclared 

work. 
 

Also, the juxtaposition of the historical development of the legislative-

institutional framework as regards the aspect of employment policy for 
immigrants leads to mapping of existing regulations for immigrants, with 

particular emphasis on the conditions of admission. The assessment of this 
policy is concentrated in that it does not contribute to the extent it should 

be, the objectives of the broader economic policy, because it fuels at a great 
extent undeclared work and informal economy, and does not make proper 

use of opportunities of immigrant workforce. Finally, given the problems of 
the existing management of the foreign workforce in our country, the study 

provides an overview to the financial conditions of migrants and the existing 
conditions for business establishment.   
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Part A: General data – Migrants and the national labour market 
 

The Greek labour market 
 

According to the 2011 Census, the permanent population of Greece 

amounts to around 11 million people. It is estimated that immigrants are 
10% of the total population and 12% of the population of working age. The 

migration flow led to – among other things – the expansion of GDP, the 
pressure to keep the wages low, an increase in total employment as well as 

the substitution of the employment of locals in specific occupational 
categories (NILHR, 2012). 

 
Educational level is closely connected with economic development and 

labour market integration. Generally speaking, groups with lower 
educational attainment are in risk of poverty and social exclusion. Migrants 

belong to this category. Greece is characterised by relatively low labour 
market participation rates mainly due to low participation of women, low 

participation of students, and, finally (at least until recently) the relatively 
low retirement age, particularly for certain population groups. 

 

A correlation analysis shows that, before the crisis, the developments in the 
employment rate did not follow GDP developments. However, in the past 

five years, which include the crisis years, a different situation has existed. 
Employment has followed the changes in GDP which has affected the 

creation of new jobs and the labour market in general. The share of 
manufacturing and construction has decreased. These are traditional 

sectors that migrants were employed and has been documented an increase 
of job losses and high unemployment levels among migrants. Moreover, 

between 2007 and 2011, a decrease of about 41,000 jobs in the sector of 
public administration, defence and compulsory social insurance has been 

recorded (NILHR, 2012). 
 

The share of management positions in total employment has been gradually 
decreasing in the Greek labour market especially after 2008. This is mainly 

due to the closing of small enterprises, a trend that existed before the crisis 

but possibly got exacerbated by it. Professionals’ share in total employment 
is increasing due to the general increase of the educational level of the 

population. Moreover, there is a great increase in the share of employment 
in services and sales and a decrease in the share of technicians and 

operators of industrial facilities, the latter being mainly due to a decrease 
in employment in construction and manufacturing (NILHR, 2012). 
 

The Greek labour market can be characterized as a very flexible labour 

market mainly due to the high level of undeclared work. It is also composed 
of many very small businesses in which atypical forms of employment are 

often occurring (NILHR, 2012). Migrants are often employed unofficially in 
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the “black labour market” and that causes tremendous results both for the 
migrants and the national economy.  

 

The highest unemployment rate for the EU overall was recorded for 2010 
as a result of the economic crisis. In 2008 the lowest unemployment rate 

was recorded. Greece is facing in general higher unemployment rates than 
the EU average. What is worth mentioning is that great disparities and 

employment gaps have been identified between men and women. 
Particularly young women, among them may migrant women, have harder 

hit by the crisis comparing to other social groups. The greatest increase in 
unemployment rates was documented recorder after 2010, where 

unemployment levels almost doubled reaching above 20%. Particularly 
young women between 15-29 face greater unemployment rates that 

surpass the average by double. In 2011, the unemployment rate for this 
age group was 44.9%, double than the average for female workers. 

Similarly, the percentages from 2012 to 2017, for the age group 14-24, was 
ranged between 53,2 to 46,6 and for the age group 25-34 was 30,3 to 29,5 

(ELSTAT, 2017).   

 
In Greece, women are also faced with a longer duration of unemployment. 

Moreover, the gap between men and women with respect to the duration of 
unemployment is sustained over time. One of the results of the crisis is the 

extension of the duration of unemployment for 20-29 year olds. There is a 
great differentiation in Greece with respect to unemployment rates at the 

regional and local level.  
 

Characteristics of migrant population in Greece 
 

In Greece, there is a problem of lack of adequate data for migrants’ 

background and occupation status. Available data are mostly existing from 
previous years and do not reflect the current situation of the last 5 years 

after the crisis and the increase of migration flows in Europe. The latest 
statistics depict the national population composition back to 2000-2008 and 

are not representative of the current trends. In the context of investigating 
the profile of the immigrant population in the country, the origin of various 

migrants has been mapped. More than half of the migrants in Greece, about 
6 out of 10 immigrants have Albanian citizenship. That gives a particularity 

to the migratory phenomenon in Greece, because is the only country where 
certain migrants originate more that 50% of migratory inputs 

(Tzortzopoulou, 2005). Followed by migrants from Bulgaria, Romania, 
Poland, Georgia, Russia and Ukraine at 4.6%, 4%, 3.3%, 3.2% and 3% 

respectively. Here it is worth noting that since 2007 Bulgaria and Romania 
became EU members, these are EU migrants and not migrants from third 

countries (EKKD, 2010). 

The table below presents the latest statistics of the migratory population in 
Greece: 
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Table 1 

Migrants citizenship in Greece, 2007 

Citizenship Overall percentage 

Albania 60,7% 

Bulgaria 4,6% 

Romania 4% 

Poland 3,3% 

Georgia 3,2% 

Russia 3% 

Ukraine 2,6% 

Pakistan 1,6% 

Cyprus 1,6% 

Armenia 1,1% 

Great Britain 1,1% 

Germany 0,9% 

Iraq 0,8% 

India 0,5% 

U.S.A. 0,5% 

Egypt 0,4% 

Philippines 0,4% 

Turkey 0,3% 

Australia 0,1% 

Other countries 9,1% 

Source: INE-GSEE-ADEDY, 2008 

 

It is also important to identify the reasons why immigrants choose Greece 

as the destination country. During the process of obtaining residence permit 
during 2003/2004, the overwhelming majority of migrants stated that 

reason for migration and settlement in Greece was to work (work: 68.1%, 

Seasonal work: 2.3% and independent services: 12.1%). Other basic 
reasons are family reunification (11.8%) and marital relationship with EU 

citizens (2.7%) (Kontis et al., 2006). Taking into account that the majority 
of migrants in Greece are economic migrants, is interesting to present the 

facts about migrant labour force and their position in the labour market.  

 

Migrant women in Greece 
 

A recent research of KETHI (2007) entitled “Female immigration to Greece”, 

which was conducted at a national level and in a sample of 612 migrant 
women, included in the research the subject of employment of migrant 

women and came up with interesting conclusions.  Among them the 
following have stated: (A) Migrant women have a high level of education 

since, most of them are graduates of high school and tertiary education (in 
the highest percentage of secondary and tertiary education). B) They 

arrived in Greece during the last decade and intend to stay in the country 
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except for those coming from Philippines and Poland, who intent to return 
at some point in their own country. C) A significant proportion of migrant 

women came alone (female feminization migration). D) On arrival, they 

received help from "informal social networks" relatives and fellows usually, 
while in a few cases it was mentioned assistance from Social Services such 

as Public Services, NGOs, the Church or Associations of immigrants.  
 

The usual problems they face in Greece, regardless of their residence time, 
focus on two categories: the bureaucratic problems, notably in terms of 

obtaining a residence permit, and work, and work problems (difficulties in 
finding a job, especially of legal nature, low payed jobs for the living 

standards in Greece, many hours of work). As to the learning of the Greek 
language takes place either through work or with individual effort, while 

organized education structures of the Greek language are not a frequent 
way of learning. Women who wish to stay permanently in Greece knows the 

Greek language better and invests on this issue.  
 

Regarding to the position of migrant women in the labour market, the 

findings are consistent with the Surveys of the Labour Force of the ESYE, 
i.e. that immigrant women are employed at low paid, unskilled jobs, 

covering positions that usually Greek women reject. The majority of migrant 
women work as maids and supporting staff in private households and are 

employed in the care of children and the elderly and replaces the Greek 
housewives. Also, most migrant women do not have national insurance, are 

low paid despite that they work long hours. From the correlation of migrant 
education with employment, it also emerges that a small, but extremely 

interesting rate (6.2% of migrant women with studies beyond 13 years) 
would be interested in opening a business in Greece or in the country of 

origin. I) The high level of education among migrant women is not a factor 
that affects their working situation as most of them do jobs that do not 

match with their skills.  
 

The situation of migrants in the Greek labour market 
 

Migrants offer a new dynamic and renewal to the labor force since based on 

ELSTAT’s 2009 data, considering that half of the migratory population 
(51.4%) is aged between 15 and 39 years of age, par excellence the most 

productive age group. Contrary, the Greek labour force for the same age 
group does not overcome the 1/3 of the population (31%). Also, the young 

population (0-14 years) corresponds to 20.7% of the total immigrant 
population while for the Greeks is 14%. The youthful age structure of 

migrants is therefore visible in relation to the Greeks, a fact that offers a 
new dynamic to the entire workforce. Additionally, migrants' participation 

in employment is growing (From 3,95% in 1998 to 7,1% in 2007) and their 
unemployment rate for first time in 2007, reached the same levels of Greeks 

which is more prominent among migrant women (Kritikidis, 2008). The 

situation therefore started changing after the crisis, due to the fact that 
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unemployment levels increased for migrant workers, which led many of 
them to leave the country (Giannourou, 2010).  

 

It is also important to analyse the different sector that migrants are 
employed as seen below: 

 
Table 2 

Migrant employment per economic sector in 2007 & 2009 

Economic sectors Participation in the labour force in 

Greece 

(%) 

2007 2009 

Agriculture, forestry, livestock 2,9 5,9 

Fisheries 3,8 2,2 

Mining 1,4 12,3 

Manufacturing 8,0 1,7 

Electricity industry 1,6 1,7 

Construction 27,4 32,7 

Commerce and wholesales 3,2 5,2 

Hotels & restaurants 10,1 15,4 

Logistics 2,1 2,9 

Financial services 0,4 1,3 

Personal investment services 3,4 2,2 

Public administration & defense 0,4 0,2 

Education 0,7 1,3 

Health & social services 1,4 3,8 

Other activities 3,2 8,0 

Private households 70,1 75,2 

Scientific & technical activities - 2,2 

Public administration & defense 0,4 0,2 

Administrative activities  - 14,4 

Source: INE-GSEE ADEDY, 2008 page 13 

 

The above figures show that in 2007, the overwhelming participation of 
migrant workers compared to other employees is identified in the Private 

households’ sector with 70.1% followed by the Construction sector 

(27.4%), Hotels and Restaurants (10.1%) and Manufacturing Industries 
(8.0%). This distribution of employment of migrants to the various 

economic sectors does not change drastically in the second quarter of 2009 
but the respective percentages increase (EKDD, 2010:30).  

 
The figures in the table show that 75.2% of those employed in private 

households, are migrants, while in construction migrants’ participation is 
32,7%. Third, is the participation of migrants in hotels’ services (15.4%), 

and the fourth in the administrative and management sectors (14.4%) and 
the fifth is the manufacturing sector. Generally, 70.7% of migrants work in 

4 economic sectors (Construction, Household Activities-Services, Hotels-
catering and manufacturing etc.), while 17,7% in two other sectors 

(Agriculture & Trade), resulting in 9 to 10 migrants to work on the above 
sectors.  
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As regards the concentration of migrants on specific sector on the basis of 

gender distribution, about 8 out 10 migrants are employed in the 

construction, manufacturing and commerce sectors, while 7 out of 10 
migrant women employed for providing housekeeping services in private 

households, hotels, catering and commerce. Taking into account that those 
sectors concentrate in a great extent undeclared economic activities and 

unskilled labour then they mainly attract illegal migrants who are willing to 
work for smaller salaries in less favorable working conditions.  

 
It is worthy noticing that migrants are mostly employed in manual 

occupations. According to Kavounidi, the phenomenon of high concentration 
of migrants in manual occupations are only seen in that extent to Greece, 

among all OECD countries. Adversely, the employment of migrants in 
manual occupations is not because of lack of educational qualifications or 

skills, considering that 22% of migrants in Greece are higher education 
graduates (Kavounidi, 2003). Moreover, the majority of migrants work as 

unskilled workers and in the case of migrant women more than them occupy 

unskilled jobs (INE GSEE-ADEDY, 2009). Migrants in Greece as previously 
mentioned are not necessarily underqualified or unskilled but they absorbed 

by sectors who do not require specific qualifications.  According to the 
above, the majority of migrants are regularly employed by contract 91,1% 

compared to 61,8% for Greeks, and less more turn to entrepreneurship and 
self-employment, only 7,7% comparing to 32% for Greeks (INE GSEE-

ADEDY, Kritikidis, unpublished figures). 
 

Finally, there are the sectors of economic activity according to the ethnic 
background of migrants in Greece: The Albanians are mostly employed in 

construction, secondly in manufacturing and third in private households and 
hotels & restaurants; Workers from 

 
countries of the former USSR are mainly employed in the manufacturing 

industries, construction, followed by private households and commerce. The 

rest of migrants from the Balkans are mainly employed in the 
manufacturing industries, secondarily in private households followed by 

construction and hotels & restaurants. Migrants from the Middle East and 
the rest of Asia are engaged in manufacturing, commerce and private 

households (Geormas,2009, pp. 50-51).  
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Part B: Business climate  
 

Entrepreneurship in Greece 
 

According to a recent research that it was presented by the Foundation of 

Economic and Industrial Studies, there is a significant increase in the 
number of people starting a new business venture. In addition, there is a 

drop-in business closing and increase in extroversion. On the other hand, 

most business ventures characterized by a lack of innovation, while small 
and family businesses dominate, indicating that entrepreneurship in Greece 

remains shallow. Improvements to some of the indicators of 
entrepreneurship recorded in the study are likely to have changed, as 

conditions have deteriorated in 2015 due to uncertainty, prolonged 
bargaining, capital cuts and the shrinking economy. 

 
The population aged between 18-64 who are in early stages of business 

establishment, increased from 7.8% in 2014, compared with 5.2% in 2013, 
levels higher than the long-run average (2003-2014). The ongoing 

recession leads, as compared to other countries, more people to open a 
business through out of necessity to escape unemployment, rather than to 

exploit real business opportunities. The Greek entrepreneurship that is 
mobilized by the identification of opportunities (30.5%) moves to a much 

lower level than the average of the innovative countries (54.9%), while the 

percentage of people in Greece who open a business (43.6%) is moving at 
much higher levels than the average of the innovative countries (23.9%). 

Thus, Greece is in the last place of ranking among the member countries of 
the EU in terms of business opportunities and in the first place of ranking in 

terms of business need. 
 

Greece records one of the highest rankings of established entrepreneurship 
among the innovative countries (12.8% in 2014). This finding reflects the 

real structure of the Greek economy dominated by small and mostly family 
businesses. However, it is interesting that even after five years of crisis - 

with all that this implies for the viability of small businesses - the resilience 
of small (in size) entrepreneurship in Greece remains remarkable (IOBE, 

2014). 
 

Private initiatives to support entrepreneurship in Greece 
 

In recent years there has been a tendency to shift and promote 
entrepreneurship as a result of high unemployment even through private 

initiatives. Now there is better information, more programs, but also 
business incentives. 

 Endeavor Greece selects and supports dynamically growing 
entrepreneurs through strategic guidance, access to markets and 

access to capital. 
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 Eurobank participates in the "Greece Innovation!" Competition in 
Applied Research and Innovation competition, which it designed and 

implemented in cooperation with BSE (Business and Industry 

Association) and aims at bridging Applied Research and Innovation 
with Entrepreneurship. 

 The Youth Entrepreneurship Program egg-enter-go-grow, a Corporate 
Social Responsibility initiative, designed and implemented with 

Corallia to create a favourable environment for stimulating young 
innovative entrepreneurship and raising funds to ensure entry in the 

actual market. 
 Cosmote invites family businesses to share their history, how they 

started, how they evolved, and what their goals and action plan for 
the future are at www.epomenigenia.gr. 

 

Business accelerators 
 

The Hellenic Federation of Enterprises, with the Strategic Initiative 
"Together at Start!", offers a way out and perspective to the new talented 

generation of Greek scientists, hosting 32 business groups in Greece and 
Volos. 

Entrepreneurship Boards of the University of the Aegean 
Innovation and Entrepreneurship Unit 

 
Other business accelerators & incubators: 

 
o Startup Labs  

o Colab Athens 

o Metavallon 

o Cosmote Startup 

o Epinoo 

o HIGGS  

 

Profile of migrants as entrepreneurs in Greece 
 

It has been recorded that migrants in Greece have lower chances of self-

employment than Greeks. This finding does not seem to be in line with 
international figures. Since in most of the economically developed countries 

self-employment is mostly met that among migrants than natives. Among 
other things it was found that women migrants in Greece have lower self-

employment rates (Dimitriou, 2004). That is also interrelated with the 
integration levels in the Greek society. More specifically, migrants who live 

in Greece for more than 11 years have more chances to entrepreneurship 
than others who live 5 years for example. For the case of Greece studies 

show that immigrants use self-employment as a means of avoiding 
discrimination against them (Lazaridis and Koumandraki, 2003). Other 

studies show that immigrants use self-employment to improve educational 

http://www.epomenigenia.gr/
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conditions of their children (Serderakis et al., 2003; Liapi, 2006). The study 
of Lianos and Psiridis (2006) concludes that the probability of self-

employment of migrants in Greece is highly correlated with previous 

business experience in Greece. Apart from the factors that related to the 
labor market, there are other factors that have to do with different 

incentives between natives and migrants. The current institutional 
framework affects that decision of business establishment.  

 
Hatziprokopiou (2008) is studying the institutional framework and the 

factors that are related to the self-employment of immigrants in Greece. As 
a consequence of political and social transitions in Eastern Europe, a large 

number of migrants migrated in Greece, without being officially registered 
by the Greek authorities. The immigrants came mainly from the former 

Soviet Union Union and the Balkans, in particular from Albania. Policies that 
implemented by the Greek authorities were aimed at limiting the 

phenomenon, and so the majority of immigrants did not have access to the 
necessary documents to work as employees or to self-employment. The 

situation began to change in 1997 with the first programme of legalization 

of migrants. By the late 1990s migrants’ businesses were present in the 
centre of Athens.  At early 2000s, empirical studies show that immigrants 

in Greece are moving towards self-employment and the ownership of small 
businesses.  

 
The two subsequent accession programs (2001, 2005) legitimized most of 

the migrants in Greece. Regarding available data about the entrepreneurial 
activity of migrants, the available statistics are really limited and are mainly 

covering the period 2000-2005. A disadvantage is that still a big number of 
migrants are unregistered or illegal, therefore there is not a clear image of 

their activity and employability status. In Greece, the percentage of high 
skilled migrants are very low of about 1,5% of all labour activity. Several 

issues of bureaucratic nature, prevent high skilled migrants to come and 
open businesses in Greece.   

Table 3 presents the rates of self-employment of migrants by geographical 

area of origin and by gender. Self-employment rates for men ranges from 
33.3% for immigrants from Africa to 8.9% for migrants from Eastern 

countries Europe. For women, self-employment rates range from 26.1% for 
migrant women from countries of the Americas-Canada-Australia up to 5.5 

% for migrant women coming from Eastern Europe. Our sample shows a 
zero percent self-employment for women from East Asian countries. 

According to the data of the Labour Force Survey, the rates of self-
employment in Greece is 33.6% for men and 18.5% for women. Men 

migrants from Western Europe and Africa show self-employment rates 
similar to the those of the Greeks. It followed men migrants from Americas-

Canada-Australia countries and migrants from the countries of the former 
Soviet Union and East Europe. 
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Table 3. Self-employment rates of migrant men and women in 
Greece per geographic area and country of birth. 

 Men Women 

Per geographical area 

Country of origin Average (%) 

Western Europe 31,0 24,6 

Africa 33,3 20 

former USSR 14,1 10,5 

Western Asia 17,6 25 

America-Canada-Australia 24,0 26,1 

Eastern Asia 18,5 0 

Eastern Europe 8,9 5,5 

Per country of birth 

Albania 8,1 4,7 

Russia 14,2 12 

Georgia 10,4 10,1 

Bulgaria 8,8 6 

Romania 11,6 9,6 

 

The second part of Table 3 contains self-employment rates of the five most 
populous nationalities in the sample. The Russian immigrants to Greece 

have the highest rates of self-employment in both men and women (14.2 
percent and 12 percent respectively). Followed by the migrants from 

Romania, Georgia, Bulgaria, and the lowest rates in both gender have 
migrants from Albania (8.1 percent for men, 4.7 percent for women). 

Particular interest presents the migrants from Albania due to the greater 

deviation in self-employment rates between men and women. 
 

Available data exist for the entrepreneurial activity of Albanians in Greece 
by the Chamber of Commerce of Athens. Albanian entrepreneurs are mainly 

operating businesses in the commercial sector. Most of their businesses 
offer products and services that target other Albanians. We notice that 

migrants have lower monthly incomes than natives even in self-
employment. But Albanian immigrants have higher monthly incomes than 

the average of all migrants, in self-employment. We conclude from the 
above table that the Albanian migrants have lower self-employment rates 
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than other migrants in Greece, but those who choose to open a business 
have on average higher monthly earnings (Dimitriou, 2009). 
 

Migrants’ Entrepreneurship in Greece 
 

Studies about migrants in Greece, show that migrants have developed 
significant business activity in Greece either as employers or self-employed. 

More and more migrant families turn their occupation (care, cleaning etc.) 
into a business. The choice of migrants to open a business as entrepreneurs 

and employers is favored by good knowledge of the Greek language, from 
acquiring new skills and knowledge and if they are being already working in 

occupations related to trade or construction. Another factor is if they were 
already self-employed in their country of origin. As regards the choice of 

self-employment versus paid work, age has a negative effect, whereas 
positive effect has the skills acquired in the previous job, self-employment 

in the country of origin and the total duration of migration. 

Businesses in which foreign-nationals act as owners or co - owners, are 
mainly in the retail/wholesale commerce and construction. There are 

differences in the profile of both enterprises and entrepreneurs among 
Greeks and immigrants. Greeks entrepreneurs are older that migrant 

entrepreneurs. Accordingly, the educative profile of migrants is higher as 
opposed to great relevance of qualifications in entrepreneurial activity in 

the case of Greeks. At the same time, there are a number of common 
points, such as the family character of the majority of businesses and the 

importance of informal family work and support, as well as mainly local 
business activity. Entrepreneurship among migrants can be seen as a form 

of economic integration.  
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Part C: Preconditions for business establishment for migrants 
 

Available legal forms for business establishment  
 

 Individual Business 
 Personal Companies (OE and EU) 

 Private Equity Company (ICE) 

 Limited Liability Company (LLC) 
 Societe Anonyme (SA) 

 
To set up and start an activity, an Individual Business should: 

 Have or have found the premises. The existence of a business 
establishment is evidenced either by a property contract or by a lease 

or ownership agreement or a free concession. 
 Register to an insurance institution. 

 Register to a Chamber about the brand name and the right to use the 
distinctive title you intend to use in your business. 

 Bachelor’s degree - license to practice (where required). 
 License to operate the business as required. 

 Identity card or passport. 
 Personal presence or mandate.  

 Tax Update (if there is a VAT number already) or Toll Receipt 

 Responsible statement on the first commencement of activity  
 Business monitoring by the auditors of the competent tax office. 

 Viewing Books and Elements at the competent Tax Office. 
The establishment of an individual enterprise does not require a minimum 

capital and is taxed on profits arising from its books (revenue minus 
expenses).  

 

 
Personal Companies 

 

General and Limited partnerships are the simplest forms of partnership 
between two or more partners (natural or legal entities) for the mutual 

benefit of profit. 
 

In the General Partnerships, all partners are characterized as general, while 
in the case of the EU, there is a requirement that there is at least one partner 

and a limited partner. 
 

The difference between these two forms lies in the fact that in the General 
Partnership company all partners are indefinitely and completely responsible 

for the company's obligations, whereas in the Limited Partnership company 
only the general partners are indefinitely and wholly responsible with their 

personal property unlike the limited Partners only responsible for the amount 
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of their contribution to the company. The responsibility of the general 
partners in both forms does not cease with the company's closing. 

 

There is no minimum capital when they are set up and there is no mandatory 
involvement of a lawyer or a notary. The process of setting up and launching 

GP companies and the LP companies is relatively straightforward, and 
through the General Commercial Registry (GEMI) you do not require the 

presence of the businessman in a public service, except in the view of Books 
and Records at the relevant ISC. 

 
Personal companies are taxed on earnings arising from their books (revenue 

minus expenses). 
 

Limited Liability Company (LLC) 
 

There is not minimum requirement of capital investment to set up a LLC 
company (EPE). According to the law, the limited liability company is a 

commercial one, even if its purpose is not a commercial, it has a certain 

duration, partners' liability is limited to the share capital of the company, 
decisions are taken by majority of half or all of the partners who represent 

half or total share capital, as well as the two bodies, namely the General 
Assembly of the partners and the Administrator or Managers. 

 
A Limited Liability Company can be established by a single person or an 

already established LLC be converted into a single-member LLC.  
 

Societe Anonyme (SA) 
 

There must be at least two parties involved in the formation of a public 
limited liability company or at least two founders must be involved. The 

proportion of the founders' participation is not defined. 
 

The founding members of the public limited company may be natural or legal 

persons and the minimum share capital for the establishment of SA. is 
24,000 euros. 

 
The main features of the public limited company are: 

 The division of capital into shares 
 Strict publicity at the time of its establishment and throughout its 

duration 
 Its long duration (usually 50 years) 

 The limited liability of shareholders 
 Making decisions by majority 

 The existence of two bodies, namely the General Meeting of 
Shareholders and the Board of Directors. 
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A notary is required to set up a LLC and an SA. If the notary is coming from 
the Public Service of Companies’ Establishment (Ipiresia Mias Stasis), the 

presence of the businessman is not required.  

 

National funding for establishing a business  
 

The available public funding for establishing a business and mostly small-
medium enterprises are through national and European funding, the so called 

ESPA. 
 

The recent available funding opportunities are open to all Greek citizens and 
migrants who have the legal right to stay in the country. Usually the 

interested parties are required to apply to the programme of their interest 

and according to their proposal and business plan as well as the available 
funding per region, the proposal will be selected or not for funding. 

 
 Some of them are provided here: 

 ESPA Action 2014-2020 "Strengthening Self-Employment of Higher 
Education Graduates", 

 Processing, marketing or development of agricultural products, 
 Program: "Enhancing Youth Entrepreneurship", 

 Youth Innovation Entrepreneurship: Job Promotion Program through 
the financial support of business initiatives for unemployed young 

people up to 35 years of age, 
 Operational Programms - Competitiveness-Entrepreneurship-

Innovation. 
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Part D: Case studies 
 

Case study 1 
 

Title of the 
project / 
Name of the 
woman 

entrepreneur 

ANASA Pop-Up Mama Africa Restaurant 

Lead Body 

 
ANASA Cultural Center presents the beauty of diversity and the richness 
of cultures, among other things through food, as a common basic need 
of all people on earth, but also as a reason for gathering and celebration. 

With a variety of flavors from Africa, the POP-UP MAMA AFRICA 

RESTAURANT / CATERING of the ANASA Cultural Center travels to Africa, 
giving us the opportunity to experience and enjoy exotic delicacies while 
also supporting the entrepreneurship of migrant women and refugees from 
Africa. 

Place 

Where the project is running / Where the enterprise operates (city, 
region, give also indicators like number of inhabitants) 
The restaurant is operating in Athens. A city of about 5 million people 
and the capital of Greece.  

Picture 

Include a picture of the entrepreneur / activity 
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Description of 
the activities 

 

Anasa cultural centre organises pop-up restaurant nights where women 
from Africa where people have the opportunity to try different tastes from 
African women.  

Innovative 
aspect 

It’s great the fact that through this project, it is enhanced migrant women 
entrepreneurship especially related to African women and bypasses 
stereotypes.  

Duration 

This project has started in September 2015 and it continues up to now. It 
started with promoting African culture through artistic forms of expression 
and continued by giving a social perspective including culinary activities 
for African women. 

Involved 
actors 

 

The ANASA Cultural Center (http://www.anasa.org.gr/), is a non-profit 

organization that aims at intercultural dialogue among the peoples and the 
integration and empowerment of the new African descent born in Greece 
through art and culture, promoting African art: music, theater, dance, 
literature. 

 

Funding 

Funding comes from private donors and foundations in Greece such as 
Bodosaki Foundation and part of the funding comes from EU projects. In 
addition, private donations in kind also assist in the implementation of 
several projects. 

Links and 
documents 

http://www.anasa.org.gr/  

http://www.anasa.org.gr/pop-up/  

 

  

http://www.anasa.org.gr/
http://www.anasa.org.gr/
http://www.anasa.org.gr/pop-up/
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Case study 2 
 

Title of the 
project / 
Name of the 
woman 
entrepreneur 

Social Enterprise Polyrizon  

Lead Body 

Polyrizon (https://polyrizon.wordpress.com/) is a social enterprise and 
its main activities aim to enhance intercultural dialogue and integration 
of vulnerable social groups such as migrants and their children. It has 
been established by migrants and targets first and second generation 
migrants of all ethnic backgrounds and Greeks. 
The social enterprise Polyrizon offers cultural services evaluating skills 
related to culture and the arts.  

Place 
Polyrizon is operating in Athens, the capital of Greece in close 
cooperation with the Municipality of Athens.  

Picture 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Description of 

the activities 

 

It offers creative labs such as: 
Latin and Cuban dances, African dances and percussions classes, 

Phonetics and hip-hop, Jewellery creation classes, traditional Georgian 
dances, athletic activities, events and festivals management, educational 
and intercultural pedagogical activities.  
Through its activities tries to integrate socially and economically migrants 
from different ethnicities by offering them employment and promoting 
intercultural dialogue. In addition, through its festivals it raises 
awareness about the situation of migrants in Greece.  

Innovative 
aspect 

It manages to integrate migrants with local population through the arts. 
In addition, it uses the talents and skills of migrants by offering them 
opportunities to develop their employability skills.  

Duration 

The social enterprise it has been established since 2015 and is working 

in close cooperation with other cultural institutions and foundations up to 
now. 

Involved 
actors 

 

Several public and private initiatives have supported the actions of 
Polyrizon, including the cultural centre of Municipality of Athens, 

Technopolis, and the Heinrich-Bell Foundation in Greece.  

Funding Funding resources come from donation from Foundations in Greece. 

Links and 
documents 

https://polyrizon.wordpress.com/  

https://polyrizon.wordpress.com/
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Case study 3 
 

Title of the 
project / 
Name of the 

woman 
entrepreneur 

Kalinka-Malinka 
Women Entrepreneur: Tatiana Georgieva 

Lead Body 

The business it was established by two women who live in Athens but 
are originally from Russia. For some time they wanted to create a small 
shop that will sell the best piroskies, as they called sweet or sour staff 
fried breads, traditional food from Russia. 

Place 

 
The business is operating in the very centre of Athens which the biggest 
city and Capital of Greece. The population of Athens is about 5 million 

people.  

Picture 

 
 

 
 

Description of 
the activities 

 

Traditionally dressed ladies with colorful Russian floral dresses, serving 

behind the stalls Russial traditional sweets and food. The shop not only 
serves traditional Russian food but the whole decoration reminds 
something from Russia such as the wall decoration, the folklore uniforms 
and babouscas (Russian dolls).  

Innovative 
aspect 

It’s great the fact that two migrant women from Russia differentiated 
common Russian food and manage to make their shop popular for this 

reason. 

Duration No information about it.  

Involved 
actors 

N/A 

Funding 

The business was funded by private means. It was an idea of the owner 
to turn their passion about cooking into a business, giving a traditional 
taste of their country. 

Links and 
documents 

https://kalinka-malinka.gr/el/  

https://kalinka-malinka.gr/el/
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Part E: Findings of focus group discussions  
 

Focus Group 1: Social workers/cultural mediators/trainers 

 
Background 

 

Four Elements organised its first focus group on May 29th. It took place in 

Athens, where our organization is based, and brought together 9 people 
(social workers, cultural mediators, trainers) who were selected from 

different areas and with different experience levels, in order to include 
various points of view and get more profound discussions and results. 

 

Our Focus Group took place in two stages:  
 a presentation of Four Elements and presentation of the Arise project, 

and 

 a period of discussion and exchange of good practices on our subject. 

 

Social Needs 
 

According to the participants, the social needs necessary for the 

implementation of this type of project are as follows: 
 Basic knowledge of cooking,  

 At least basic knowledge of Greek and/or English, 

 To be passionate for cooking, 

 Taking initiative. 

 

Economic needs 
 

The most important is the start-up capital necessary which in most cases it 

will not exist. But the crucial point is that this project will give to the migrant 

women more skills in order to implement a cook project in the future.  
 

Learning Needs 
 

The basic learning needs that migrant women need to set up their projects 
are the following: 

- Knowledge of the legal and health framework, 

- Know the basic principles of business creation and the necessary 

administrative procedures, 

- Knowledge of the basic elements in management. 
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Second Focus Group: Migrant women  

 

Background 

 

The second focus group was held also at the premises of Four Elements, with 

the participation of 6 migrant women from Eastern European countries. The 

meeting was held at three phases which included: 

a) the presentation of Four Elements to the women, 

b) the presentation and purpose of ARISE project and how migrant 

women can participate, 

c) different activities that aimed to acquire information about 

entrepreneurship and the required skills and knowledge.  

 

The workshop activities included aimed at focusing on personal skills that 

migrant women need to open a business and to enter the labour market as 

entrepreneurs. The focus was on knowledge-skills-competences. Each 

participant had to write in a paper what she was thinking was relevant to 

each of those three categories and to stick that to the table. After that it 

followed a general discussion about the next steps. 

 

Social Needs 

 
The participants identified, that in order to establish a business, each of 

them need specific knowledge about the national frameworks including the 

legal and financial aspects. Moreover, the knowledge should also focus on 

market needs in order to open and run a successful business. A market 

research with analysis of pros and cons of opening a business is vital part 

of this process.  

 

In terms of skills and competences, migrant women-future entrepreneurs 

need very strong motivation in order to run their own businesses, 

considering that will require long hours and personal sacrifices. In addition, 

sense of initiative, good communication skills, organisational skills and 
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creativity are essential as well as conflict resolution and team-working skills. 

A business may require more than one person and good communication 

skills are necessary both to communicate with the customers but also with 

the other employees. Managerial capabilities is the key to have the general 

supervision of all the activities that a business needs.  

 

Economic needs 

 
Information about financial opportunities and source of funding is needed 

as participants mentioned. It was provided a thoroughful presentation of 

the legal framework for operning small-medium business and the financial 

resources that needed in each case. Special attention was given to the food, 

catering sector as special certificates and permissions are required for 

provide health and safety to customers. It was provided a list of business 

accelerators/free advise/training as well as networks of migrant women who 

are active in this field.  

 

Learning needs 

 
In terms of learning needs, the participants referred to the legal and health 

and safety rules that are vital for the implementation of the project and for 

running a business. Since all of them had already culinary skills, the focus 

was mostly on learning how to operate a business including the financial 

aspects starting from establishing a business to book keeping and taxation 

system. Marketing skills were also mentioned since the point was to create 

products that are marketable throughout a wider network of customers.  

 

In summary, these Focus Groups were an opportunity to discuss existing 

partners and associations working in the same field, which could help us in 

the selection of partners participating in the Arise project. They also allowed 

us to see the strengths and weaknesses of our project, which we can take 

into account for its implementation.  
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FRANCE 
 

Part A: General data – Migrants and the national labour market 
 

Migration overview in France 
 

According to the INSEE and to the Ministère de l’intérieur – Enquête ELIPA, 

a migrant is defined as a foreign-born person in a foreign country2. 
Currently there are 5.84 million migrants in France.  

 
 

Origin in 2015 (%):  
 

Total EU (27) 31.7 

Total Africa 43.5 

Other non-EU countries 24.8 

  
According to the 2013 census of population of INSEE and the Ministry of 

Interior data3, 67% of migrants in France come from outside of the EU and 

almost half of them come from Africa. These figures reflect the diversity of 
migration in France and will need a certain consideration in the 

implementation of our project. 
 

 
Reason of migration and gender split (%):  

 
According to the Survey of Trajectories and Origins (TeO)4, carried out in 

2008 by the National Institute for Demographic Studies (INED) and the 
National Institute for Statistics and Economic Studies (INSEE), migrant 

women are more and more numerous in France.  
Women accounted for 47% of the migrant population in 1911, 44% between 

1954 and 1975, and 51% in 2008. They accounted for 65% of migrants 
from EU countries and 57% of migrants from Central Africa or the Gulf of 

Guinea. The change in migration policy and the legal recognition of the right 

to family reunification since 1974 can explain the feminization of the 
migrant population since the mid-1970s. Indeed, according to the INSEE, 

only 3% of women come to France for professional related reasons. This 

                                                 
2“[Migrant] is a general category to which refugees belong, but also foreign students or workers from other 

countries, for example. A refugee is a person forced to leave his country because of a major political crisis: war, 

ethnic violence.”, Catherine Wihtol de Wenden, CNRS Le Journal, 22.09.2015, on line : 

https://lejournal.cnrs.fr/articles/migrant-refugie-quelles-differences  
3 Ministère de l’Intérieur, Immigration, asile, accueil et accompagnement des étrangers en France, (2016), 

“Activité, emploi et chômage des immigrés en 2015”, [internet] available at : 

https://www.immigration.interieur.gouv.fr/Info-ressources/Donnees-statistiques/Etudes-et-

publications/Publications/Numeros-parus-en-2016/Activite-emploi-et-chomage-des-immigres-en-2015  
4APUR, Mairie de Paris (2016), Les entrepreneurs étrangers à Paris, [internet] available at : 

http://www.apur.org/sites/default/files/documents/entrepreneurs_etrangers_paris.pdf  

https://lejournal.cnrs.fr/articles/migrant-refugie-quelles-differences
https://www.immigration.interieur.gouv.fr/Info-ressources/Donnees-statistiques/Etudes-et-publications/Publications/Numeros-parus-en-2016/Activite-emploi-et-chomage-des-immigres-en-2015
https://www.immigration.interieur.gouv.fr/Info-ressources/Donnees-statistiques/Etudes-et-publications/Publications/Numeros-parus-en-2016/Activite-emploi-et-chomage-des-immigres-en-2015
http://www.apur.org/sites/default/files/documents/entrepreneurs_etrangers_paris.pdf
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does not mean that migrants do not work (or look for work). It stresses that 
professional migration is not a priority in the eyes of migrant women when 

they answer the question “Why are you coming to France”. Most part of 

them, come to join their family. 
 

Cause of migration Men Women 

Professional migration 15  3 

Family related 

migration  

62 81 

Asylum/refugee 15 13 

Other 7 5 

Total 100 100 

 
 

Nevertheless, there are also more are more women migrant unmarried or 
"pioneers" who are ahead of their spouses. They accounted for 16% of 

migrants who arrived without their spouses before 1974, compared to 42% 

since 1998. They are also coming to France to study: after 1998, one foreign 
student out of two is a woman, compared to one in four in the period 1975-

1983 (APUR, 2016:13). Consequently, we can notice that even if a huge 
majority of women migrant are coming to join their family, their migration 

motivation is changing and the survey shows a clear connection between 
migration patterns of both sexes. 

 
 

Age and reason for admission (%):  
 

 Professional Family related Refugee 

0 to 17 3 6 13 

18 to 29 65 57 48 

30 to 39 24 27 24 

40 to 49 6 7 10 

Over 50 1 2 5 

  
We can see, according to the ELIPA survey5, that 89% of the professional 

related migration concern people between 18 and 39 years old. This should 
be taken into account when thinking about our target groups. Most of them 

are young/adult people who are not over 40 years old. 

  

                                                 
5 European Project Migrapreneurs (2017), [internet] available at : https://migrapreneurs.eu/  

https://migrapreneurs.eu/
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Migrants and labour market overview in France 
 

Employment according to age and nationality in 2015 (%): 

 
 Altogether            Migrants Non-migrants 

15-29 years old 53.7 48 54.1 

30-49 years old 88.9 77.3 90.6 

50 and more 34.6 37.2 34.3 

 
According to the INSEE data6, we can say out that migrant people are less 

employed than non-migrants people and generally 50 years old and more 
migrants and young migrants are more exposed to difficulties in the labour 

market. 30-49 years old are frequently the most active age group even if 

we can notice differences between migrant and non-migrant people, who 
are respectively employed at 77.3% and 90.6%. 

 
 

Active population in 2015 (in thousand):  
 

 Altogether Men Women 

Migrant 2 841 1 547 1 295 

Non-migrant 25 885 13 385 12 500 

Total 25 726 14 932 13 795 

 
 

Activity rate in 2015 (%):  
 

 Altogether Men Women 

Migrant 54.8 62.4 47.8 

Non-migrant 56.3 60.8 52.2 

Total 56.1 61 51.7 

 

According to the survey “Activité, emploi et chômage des immigrés en 
2015” made by the Ministry of Interior and the INSEE (Ibid), generally 

speaking, migrant women have more difficulties to enter the labour market 

than non-migrant women, migrant men and non-migrant men. In fact, only 
47.8% of migrant women are in activity in 2015, while 52.2% of non-

migrant women and 62.4% of men migrant. In that way, they are suffering 
a twofold problem. This trend can be explicated in different way we are 

trying to explain throughout this research. 
 

 
  

                                                 
6INSEE (2016), Tableaux de l’économie française, [internet] available at : 

https://www.insee.fr/fr/statistiques/1906669?sommaire=1906743  

https://www.insee.fr/fr/statistiques/1906669?sommaire=1906743
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Breakdown by activity status and nationality of persons aged 15 
years old or over (%):  

 
 Study Employment Unemploymen

t 

Inactive Retire

d 

 

Total 

French 

national 

8.1 50.5 7.4 6.8 27.2  

Total UE 

(27) 

national 

4.6 50.8 7.7 9.8 27.1  

Total Africa 

national 

6.3 37.6 19 21.6 15.5  

Total 

others 

national 

11.1 40.9 16.2 23.4 8.4  

 

We can notice, according to the Ministry of Interior and the INSEE survey 
“L’immigration en France, données du recensement 2013”7, that, on a one 

hand, Africa national and others national migrants are less employed than 
other residents in France. On the other hand, unemployed rate for these 

people is high. The same observation applies to inactive but not retired 
people, as housewives for example.  

 
 

Unemployment (%):  
 

 Altogether Men Women 

Before 

migration 

8 6 10 

At arrival 33 24 48 

One year after 24 18 34 

Two years after 21 15 29 

  
Concerning unemployment, we can appreciate, according to the ELIPA 

survey (Ibid), that migrant unemployment rate gets lower after 2 years of 
arrival. This shows that it is necessary to have an adaptation period. It is 

interesting to notice that unemployment amongst women is much higher in 
France. Before migration, the unemployment rate is both lower (which 

means that a lot of migrants find themselves without a job when they come 
to France) and with less gender gap (8% men/10% women). This shows 

that it is necessary to create innovative ways for migrant women to find 
professional activities.   

 

Indeed, economic integration of non-communal foreigners in Paris is 
sometimes difficult (APUR, Mairie de Paris, 2016:14). In 2011, 20.7% of 

                                                 
7Ministère de l’Intérieur, Immigration, asile, accueil et accompagnement des étrangers en France, (2013), 

“L’immigration en France, données du recensement 2013 », [internet] available at : 

https://www.immigration.interieur.gouv.fr/Info-ressources/Donnees-statistiques/Etudes-et-

publications/Publications/Numeros-parus-en-2016/L-immigration-en-France-donnees-du-recensement-2013  

https://www.immigration.interieur.gouv.fr/Info-ressources/Donnees-statistiques/Etudes-et-publications/Publications/Numeros-parus-en-2016/L-immigration-en-France-donnees-du-recensement-2013
https://www.immigration.interieur.gouv.fr/Info-ressources/Donnees-statistiques/Etudes-et-publications/Publications/Numeros-parus-en-2016/L-immigration-en-France-donnees-du-recensement-2013
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non-EU residents residing in Paris declared themselves unemployed, 
compared with 10% of French nationals.  In addition, foreign employees 

are more often on fixed-term or part-time contracts. This population often 

faces a multiplicity of difficulties. In addition to economic integration, other 
problems arise: legalization of their situation, access to housing, mastery 

of French, codes and standards of French society and more specifically those 
of the labour market. Some people misunderstand their rights or 

demonstrate a visible lack of self-confidence. 
 

 
Active women rates according to status and socio-professional 

category in 2015:  
 

 Altogether Non-

migrant 

women 

Migrant 

women 

Farmer 27.6 27.4 37.2 

Craftsman, 

shopkeeper, 

business owner 

29.2 30 23.9 

White collar 

professions 

39.9 40.1 36.9 

Technicians 

and associate 

professionals 

52.1 52.4 47.5 

Employees 75.9 76 75.2 

Worker 20.1 19.4 24.2 

Unemployed 

and have never 

work before 

48.2 45.6 63.3 

Not 

documented 

49.6 50 47.7 

Total 48 48.3 45.6 

 

  
According to the INSEE data of 2015 (Ibid), generally, most part of the 

women are working as employees. The second activity group for both is 
technicians and associated professions. However, concerning the 

craftsman, shopkeeper and business owner category, we can observe a 
certain difference between migrant and non-migrant women who are 

employed respectively at 23.9 and 30%. In few words, we can observe that 
migrant women are generally less employed than non-migrant women and 

that our target category is the lowest in the list for migrant women.  
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Women migrant activity rate according to education level (2013):  
 

According to the survey “L’insertion professionnelle des femmes 

immigrées”,8 a high level of education facilitates access to the labour 
market. However, migrant women face a doubly unfavorable situation at 

the same level of education: they are less active than women as a whole 
and than migrant men. This difference is particularly important for migrant 

women with a high level of education, with 69% active compared to 80% 
of women.  

The least "effectiveness" of high levels of education is to be related with the 
recognition mechanisms of foreign diplomas, special conditions for 

exercising certain professions, or even the impossibility of working when 
they do not have French diplomas. Moreover, as we have already seen, the 

activity rate increases progressively according to the duration of the 
presence in France, whatever the level of diploma. A significant proportion 

of migrants are inactive during the first few years of their arrival, in 
particular women, who often combine a family project and then a 

professional project. Finally, the increase in activity rates indicates a strong 

desire of integration despite the difficulties faced. 
 

 
Source : Le Mancq D. (2013), Infos migrations, Département des 

statistiques, des études et de la documentation, numéro 51, mars 2013 

 
Level of education and entrepreneurship  

 
Generally, migrant entrepreneurs have lower academic qualifications (lower 

level diplomas) than their French counterparts: 41% of migrant 
entrepreneurs do not have a university degree, a high school diploma or a 

                                                 
8Ministère de l’Intérieur, Immigration, asile, accueil et accompagnement des étrangers en France (2013), 
“L’insertion professionnelle des femmes immigrées”, [internet] available at : 
https://www.immigration.interieur.gouv.fr/fr/Info-ressources/Donnees-statistiques/Etudes-et-
publications/Publications/Numeros-parus-en-2013/L-insertion-professionnelle-des-femmes-immigrees   
 

https://www.immigration.interieur.gouv.fr/fr/Info-ressources/Donnees-statistiques/Etudes-et-publications/Publications/Numeros-parus-en-2013/L-insertion-professionnelle-des-femmes-immigrees
https://www.immigration.interieur.gouv.fr/fr/Info-ressources/Donnees-statistiques/Etudes-et-publications/Publications/Numeros-parus-en-2013/L-insertion-professionnelle-des-femmes-immigrees
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French Certificate of general education (brevet des collèges) or other 
against 17% of their French counterparts. The lack of a diploma among 

migrant entrepreneurs is more evident among "traditional" businesses 

managers (48%) than those who ascribe to the auto-entrepreneur scheme 
(34%) (DAAEN/APCE, 2013: 12). Nevertheless, 34% of migrant 

entrepreneurs have a higher education qualification (Ibid) and 27% have 
technical secondary-level diplomas (S. Plana in OECD, 2010: 186). 

 

 

General statistics about entrepreneurship  
 

Entrepreneurship on the rise  
 

Since 2003, business creation has grown substantially in France (+ 62% 
between 2002 and 2008) as a result of various measures implemented both 

at the national level (laws promoting economic initiative – LIEs, the 
ASSEDIC unemployment office, etc.) and at the local level (regions, 

departments, etc.) (Migrapreneurs project, 2017). It is likely that these 

measures have been accompanied by a change of mentality in France 
towards business creation and entrepreneurship more broadly. All 

categories of entrepreneurrs have been affected by this strong growth, 
whether they are of foreign or French nationality. This has meant that the 

share of migrants has remained virtually the same, even though their 
numbers increased over this period (Plana in OECD, 2010: 184). Generally, 

between 1998-2008 there has been an increase in the annual number of 
new migrant entrepreneurs in France (over 35 000 per year) (OECD, 2010: 

41). 
 

According to the INSEE, in 2014 about 2,819,000 people pursued an activity 
as a self-employed person in France, thus representing 10.57% of active 

labour force. From the 2,855,000 entrepreneurs registered in France in 
2012, 1,124,000 employed personnel. Women entrepreneurs amounted to 

30% of the total entrepreneurs and 24% of all employers, compared to the 

total EU proportions of 31% and 26%, respectively. The majority of women 
entrepreneurs (68%) were solo entrepreneurs (European Commission, 

Panteia, 2014: 3).  
 

Major groups of migrant entrepreneurs  
 

According to the French Agency for Entrepreneurship (APCE), there are two 
major groups of migrant entrepreneurs: 

1- Young (over 60% are younger than 30 years old), highly skilled 
(93% have college degrees) male (9 out of 10 times), who in over 

50% of the cases know someone who is also an entrepreneur (has 
a reliable network). 

2- Adult (30% are over 35) less educated (41% do not have a high 
school diploma and only 34% have tertiary level diplomas) male 
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entrepreneurs. For both groups, most of them (74%) are 
originally from non-EU countries. 

 

 
Gender split - Women representation 

 
According to the aforementioned data, migrant women are unrepresented. 

Only 26% of all entrepreneurs are migrant women (against 32% of French 
women entrepreneurs). Female presence is among the "auto-entrepreneur" 

category is higher: 32% of women against 21% for enterprises excluding 
the "auto-entrepreneur regime (DAAEN / APCE, 2013: 12). 

In 2012, 4% of the adult population in France were women entrepreneurs; 
21% of these characterized themselves as necessity entrepreneurs and 

79% as opportunity entrepreneurs; 57% of the total were sole founders 
(Migrapreneurs Project, 2017). 

 
 

Migrant entrepreneurs and entrepreneurial activities 

 

Migrant entrepreneurs’ origins 
 

In Paris (we can extrapolate this data to the rest of the country), a half of 
all non-EU migrant entrepreneurs come from China, Algeria, Tunisia, 

Morocco and Turkey. Americans and Egyptians also represent a significant 
portion (APUR, Mairie de Paris, 2016:2). 

 
Companies founded by migrants 

 

Migrants (4% intra-EU migrants and 4% non-EU migrants) founded around 
8% of the new enterprises created in 2010 in France (DAAEN/APCE, 2013: 

10). Accordingly, there were about 25,000 new enterprises founded by 
extra- EU migrants in 2010 (Ibid). 

In Paris, non-EU migrants manage 1 in 10 enterprises (APUR, Mairie de 
Paris, 2016:2). Of an annual volume of 200.000 enterprises created in 

France, migrant entrepreneurs have created around 15.000. 
 

 
Profile of businesses created by migrant entrepreneurs  

 
Immigrant enterprises tend to be in low-value-added sectors: 

  
• more frequently have a “craft business” (entreprise artisanale) 

(40% vs. 34% for the French). This reflects the fact that 60% of craft 

businesses (i.e. businesses registered in the trade directory are 
engaged in construction activities) 

• more often engage in subcontracting (22% as compared with 12%) 
(Plana in OECD, 2010: 185). 
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Top sectors for entrepreneurial activities  

 
According to a study led by the Agency for the Creation of Enterprises 

(APCE), half of the enterprises ("traditional" or self-employed) created by 
foreigners (including self-employed entrepreneurs) are concentrated in two 

sectors: Construction (31%) and retail trade (20%), compared with 16% 
and 14% respectively of companies created by French people (APUR, Mairie 

de Paris, 2016: 16). According to data from the registry of the Paris 
Commercial Court (excluding auto entrepreneurs), hotels and restaurants, 

real estate and trade are the main sectors of activity of enterprises run by 
non-Community foreigners.  

 
When it comes to migrant women entrepreneurs, research has shown that 

tend to be more active in service industries. This reiterates the findings on 
other European countries, where migrant women tend to enter fields 

already familiar to them or linked to traditional female roles and stereotypes 

such as cooking, healthcare, domestic help, beauty care (Halkias et al., 
2011:153).  

 
Moreover, according to the APUR survey, the business sector is often linked 

to the country of origin: imported raw materials for cosmetics, crafts 
(jewellery, textiles for example), import/export, logistics, news 

communication technologies, etc. Often, it is a question of transforming or 
valuing products from the country of origin. Projects linked to both France 

and the country of origin are becoming more frequent. On this point, the 
“auto-entrepreneur” created in 2005 changed the situation. In fact, a simple 

declaration will suffice to become “self-entrepreneur”9. This declaration 
must be transmitted by Internet (mandatorily, from January 1, 2016) to the 

Centre de Formalité des Entreprises (CFE) responsible for the activity: 
 

-  The Chamber of Commerce and Industry (CCI) for a commercial 

activity 
-  The Chamber of Trades and Handicrafts (CMA) for a craft or trade and 

artisanal activity, 
-  The URSSAF for a liberal activity 

- The Registry of the Commercial Court for a Commercial Agent 
 

A photocopy of a piece of identification must accompany this declaration. 
Then, you will receive the following information:  

- A Siret number (establishment identifier)  
- A notification concerning the tax regime 

                                                 
9« Comment devenir auto-entrepreneur : démarches à effectuer !»[internet] available at : 

https://www.legalstart.fr/fiches-pratiques/autoentrepreneur/statut-auto-entrepreneur-quelles-demarches/  

https://www.legalstart.fr/fiches-pratiques/autoentrepreneur/statut-auto-entrepreneur-quelles-demarches/
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- The contact details of the tax contacts that you will have to contact in 
order to declare and pay the tax on the profits and property taxes of 

companies (CFE self-contractor) 

- The contact details of a dedicated correspondent "new company" to obtain 
information on exemptions and tax breaks that you can benefit. 

 

Economical outcomes of migrant entrepreneurship 
 

Migrant entrepreneurs contribute to the economy by creating new 
businesses. Businesses created by migrant entrepreneurs employ 1,63 

persons (including the entrepreneur and his/her associates). This figure is 
smaller among business created by French entrepreneurs, who on average 

employ 1,57 persons (S. Plana in OECD, 2010: 184).  

The salaried employment generated by migrant entrepreneurs counts for 
9% of the salaried jobs generated at a start-up of all new businesses (Ibid: 

186). In both 2007 and 2008, migrant entrepreneurs annually employed 
almost 400 000 in France (OECD, 2010:15). 

 
Besides job creation, migrant entrepreneurs contribute to the overall 

economic growth of the receiving country. However, because of the lack of 
complete statistical tools it is difficult to gather true empirical evidence 

regarding the actual contribution of migrant entrepreneurs to the French 
economy. General data shows that in 2009, migrants in France received 

EUR47.9 billion from the French state (welfare, housing, education, etc.), 
but they contributed EUR 60.3bn. In other words, migrants contributed a 

net EUR 12.4bn to public finances (European Economic and Social 
Committee, 2012:9). 

 

However, according to data from the registry of the Paris Commercial Court 
(APUR, Mairie de Paris, 2016:19), about 3500 corporate failures were 

registered in Paris in 2014. These are essentially liquidations, before 
adjustments and safeguards. There is a high proportion of leaders from non-

EU nationalities. Indeed, non-EU foreigners headed 18% of the liquidated 
companies, whereas they represent 9% of company directors. 

 
In summary, migrant women in France face various difficulties to implement 

entrepreneurial project in France (gender, racial, social, etc.).  Most of them 
come from non-EU countries, are over 30 years old, and generally do not 

have a high level of education. They are working mainly in the service 
industry and are more exposed to unemployment than migrant men and 

non-migrant people. That is why it is important to create innovative ways 
to offer professional activities for migrant women. In that way, the “auto-

entrepreneur” status available since 2005 appears as a very good option to 

start such a project.  
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Part B: Part B: Business climate  
 
According to data from the registry of the Paris Commercial, hotels and 

restaurants, real estate and trade are the main sectors of activity of 
companies headed by non-EU foreigners in Paris (APUR, Mairie de Paris, 

2016:16). Some activities are more widespread among certain nationalities. 
For example, hotel and restaurant leaders are twice as likely to be among 

Chinese, as compared to their proportion among all non-EU leaders 
(respectively 40% and 20%). Moreover, we can notice that for a large 

majority of migrant (except United States), hotels and restaurants 

businesses represent a considerable percentage of the business creation.  
 

 
 

 
 

Sectors of activity of business leaders according to the manager 
nationality 
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Support services for entrepreneurs or business incubators  

 

Institutional support 
 

Start or embarking a business creation project can frighten or even 
discourage migrant entrepreneurs. First of all, they need to identify the right 

people and start the project in the best possible way. The project starts 

from a definition but also from a work on oneself. The fear of launching is a 
first obstacle to the creation of a company. However, in the particular case 

of migrants, business creation is seen as an opportunity for the integration 
of migrants or citizens with a migration background as well as for jobs 

creation and innovation. 
There are various public and private counselling and support schemes 

aimed at supporting and promoting business creation. Although, general 
advice and training services for business creators can be used by migrants. 

Various initiatives and projects target explicitly immigrant entrepreneurs10.  
 Before beginning his proper business, it is important to have 

professional knowledge and good management methods.  In this case, 
there are three major structures who help migrant entrepreneurs to begin 

their project:  
 

- Chambers of trades and craft 

- Chambers of commerce and industry 
- The agency for the creation of companies 

 
 

Chambers of Trades and Crafts support 
 

 The Chambers of Trades and Crafts offers regularly information 
meetings in order to present the specificities of the “self-employer” status. 

They also have training courses to help them to define their project, to 
evaluate their profitability of their project and to launch them. More 

information here: http://www.cma-paris.fr/creer-reprendre/cmap-
presente/les-formalites-administratives-de-creation-reprise  

 
  

Chamber of Commerce and Industry support 

 
They offer personalized or collective help. For example, they can 

attend information meetings, a five-day training session or benefit from 
individual support for the formalization of their project.  

For more information:  
http://www.cma-paris.fr/creer-reprendre/cmap-presente/l-

accompagnement  http://www.cci.fr/web/creation-d-entreprise  
http://www.cci.fr/web/creation-d-entreprise/l-offre-creer-des-cci  
                                                 
10 http://autoentrepreneur.fr/  

http://www.cma-paris.fr/creer-reprendre/cmap-presente/les-formalites-administratives-de-creation-reprise
http://www.cma-paris.fr/creer-reprendre/cmap-presente/les-formalites-administratives-de-creation-reprise
http://www.cma-paris.fr/creer-reprendre/cmap-presente/l-accompagnement
http://www.cma-paris.fr/creer-reprendre/cmap-presente/l-accompagnement
http://www.cci.fr/web/creation-d-entreprise
http://www.cci.fr/web/creation-d-entreprise/l-offre-creer-des-cci
http://autoentrepreneur.fr/
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The agency for enterprise creation  
 

The Agency for the Creation of Enterprises (APCE) is an association created 

in 1979 aimed at project promoters, support professionals and public 
authorities to raise awareness, inform and guide throughout the creation 

process Development of the business. It is backed by the State, the Caisse 
des Dépôts (CDC), the Conseil Supérieur de l'Ordre des Experts-Comptables 

(CSOEC) and the Permanent Assembly of Chambers of Trades and Crafts 
(APCMA). It has an observatory for business creation and provides 

documentary resources on the subject at all stages. Specialized websites 
managed by the APCE are aimed in particular at self-entrepreneurs, women 

and Projects in priority neighbourhoods. More information here: 

https://www.afecreation.fr/  

Other resources exist to learn about the training course of creation of a 

company, such as the websites http://www.creersaboite.fr of the region Ile-
De-France. 

 
  

Enterprise creation support 
 

According to the website legalstart.fr, people wanted to become “auto-
entrepreneur” can benefit from a number of public incentives. If they are a 

job seeker or meet certain criteria (age, etc.), they can apply for self-

contractor ACCRE. If they get ACCRE, they can apply for NACRE, which 
means help with the assembly of their project and the development of the 

company. If they carry out their activity from the overseas departments, 
they can be exempt from payroll taxes for 24 months for the craft and 

commercial professions. Employment centre support, such as the partial 
maintenance of unemployment insurance benefits, is also available. Once 

they become self-entrepreneur, they can join groups of self-entrepreneurs 

to maximize their chances of development and defend your interests. 

 

Associative support  

 
Administrative procedures, mastery of project implementation and 

substantial personal investment are unavoidable in the business creation. 
Migrant people may face additional challenges, such as the lack of mastery 

of the French language, a certain lack of knowledge of the French codes and 

the French entrepreneurial world. Migrant entrepreneurs may be penalized 
by the complexity of the administrative procedures to be followed. The 

levels of demand in the assemblage of projects often unsuitable, in 
particular due to a formalism required sometimes incompatible with people 

who culturally work more with the “instinct” and the orality culture. The 
content of training courses is sometimes considered too elitist, in particular 

those dispensed by the consular chambers or the mandatory training course 
considered expensive by the Chamber of Trades for all self-employed 

https://www.afecreation.fr/
http://www.creersaboite.fr/
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entrepreneurs (APUR, Mairie de Paris, 2016:29). That is why some 
associations are specialized in monitoring these audiences throughout their 

professional, even social and cultural projects. They offer personalized and 

qualitative support.  
Successful integration does not necessarily result in the successful 

completion of the business creation project.  Generally, there is little or no 
follow-up once the company has been created, partly because of the long 

time of creation (1 to 2 years) and the various structures that intervene 
throughout their journey. It is sometimes difficult for associations to value 

successes. This could be an element to take into account in the 
implementation of the Arise project. 

According to the association and her history, they accompany migrant from 
different countries. For example, Singa (https://www.singafrance.com/) 

receives relatively non-francophone refugees, relatively graduated.  The 
Research Group Realization Rural Development (GRDR) 

(http://www.grdr.org/) accompanies historically Malians, Senegalese or 
Mauritanians. Nevertheless, more and more people from Eastern Europe, 

Indians and Sri Lankans are monitored by the GRDR. However, there are 

few or no associations specialized for Asian migrant in Paris.  
 

Other associations are specialized in helping migrant women, as IRFED 
Europe (http://blog.irfed-europe.org/), which is an association aimed at 

business support, created in 1980. IRFED Europe receives about 80 women 
a year from one of three courses: short training in entrepreneurship 

awareness, six-week training in market research and training in accounting 
and finance. The level of training is adapted to the level of women who are 

increasingly graduates. Half of women trained at IRFED Europe have 

graduate studies. 

Those associations, often position themselves as an intermediary between 

"common law" and migrant entrepreneurs. Nevertheless, they go beyond 
their mission of accompanying the creation, since they often manage 

related problems: mastery of the French language, administrative situations 
(papers), prevention of discrimination (reminder of the law). The binomials 

that follow the promoters of projects are trained to start a business, but 
also to deal with intercultural diversity. It is above all a question of restoring 

their confidence, particularly in the case of refugees, whose life experiences 
may have been particularly destructive.  

 

In order to help more people, associations such as Singa or SIAD 
(http://www.siad.asso.fr/) have plans to digitize their activities, in the form 

of an e-learning platform or a social network. For example, SIAD launched 
the Cré'Afrique e-learning platform in partnership with the East-Ensemble 

agglomeration community, the Cofides Nord-Sud (bank guarantee 
company) and Graine de talents, a business incubator Located in Yaoundé 

(Cameroon). 
 

https://www.singafrance.com/
http://www.grdr.org/
http://blog.irfed-europe.org/
http://www.siad.asso.fr/
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These initiatives offer services that supplement those of general business 
development organisations and are designed to address the specific needs 

of migrants. Moreover, there are a multitude of organizations specialized in 

help and support of “auto-entrepreuners”. To access the list of local and 
regional grants you can visit the APCE website: 

https://www.afecreation.fr/pid322/rechercher-une-aide.html?espace=1.  

 

The challenges of language and the deciphering of the codes of the 

host society 
 

Migrant entrepreneurs must devote time to learn or perfect their French to 
facilitate their integration journey.  "The APIES" (Association for the 

Promotion of Economic and Social Initiatives - http://apies.e-monsite.com/) 

proposes a specific accompaniment to migrant entrepreneurs, articulated in 
courses of the linguistic trainings devoted to the steps of creation. It is a 

creation of the courses Municipalities for adults, in partnership with the 
association Langues Plurielles (https://langues-plurielles.fr/).  

 
 

Networking 
 

In the process of accompanying the creation of a business, networking is 
an essential issue (APUR, Mairie de Paris, 2016:32). One of the biggest and 

even the main difficulty faced by entrepreneurs remains isolation. On the 
one hand, networking concerns contacts with institutions and associations 

that work specifically in one area: micro-credit (ADIE), financing (active 
France, etc.), collaborative workspaces (such as La Ruche, l'Archipel, etc.). 

Need is to orient towards an adequate structure, towards resource persons, 

to favour the dynamics of partnerships. On the other hand, the connection 
with resource people who have gone through the same stages of starting a 

business in France is also rich in lessons.  
 

 
 

Financial support services for new entrepreneurs and start-ups 

 
In a context of economic crisis, banks' reluctance and a constrained real 

estate market, access to finance and premises can be a source of blockages. 

Funding denials are often linked to a lack of knowledge of the codes and 
prerequisites for setting up a business in France, poorly assessed risks or 

the meanderings of the administration. Moreover, migrants are potentially 
victims of more discrimination. Credit access dilemmas are at the forefront 

of cash flow problems among foreign non-EU business creators (36%). The 
lack of financing can lead to the abandonment of the project (APUR, Mairie 

de Paris, 2016:32). 
 

https://www.afecreation.fr/pid322/rechercher-une-aide.html?espace=1
http://apies.e-monsite.com/
https://langues-plurielles.fr/
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Financing mechanisms  
 

According to the APUR report, not all self-entrepreneurship require 

significant start-up capital. 30% of foreign business creators used bank 
loans to finance their projects and 36% of foreign business creators have 

benefited from public. Migrant entrepreneurs can find some financing help 
in the following devices:  

 
Accre: is an incentive scheme for starting a business, which consists mainly 

of a partial exemption from social security contributions and support during 
the first years of activity. It also allows certain beneficiaries to claim other 

forms of aid. More information here: 
https://www.afecreation.fr/pid643/accre.html  

 
 

France active: France active is a structure that helps financially the 
creators of companies who create their own employment via guarantees of 

bank loans and solidarity loans. More information here: 

http://www.franceactive.org/default.asp?id=26  
 

 
ADIE (Association for the right to economic initiative, microcredit-

financing structure) support  
 

ADIE is a recognized association of public utility created in 1989 that helps 
people excluded from the labour market and the banking system to create 

their own business and thus their own employment thanks to microcredit. 
The activities funded are essentially commercial. The principle of Adie 

consists of making small loans with interest rates at market rates; a deposit 
of 50% of the amount is requested in the entourage. This deposit system 

can cause problems because migrants just arrive and do not have the 
networks to find surety people. Adie also offers a credit offer in solidarity 

groups that is very successful among women from sub-Saharan Africa. 

ADIE can grant them microcredit as well as micro insurance adapted to their 
situation. It can also accompany them through training, expert assistance 

and even individual coaching. If they are between the ages of 18 and 32, 
they can apply for the Adie CréaJeunes program to receive funding and 

specific training. 
To overcome cultural barriers, for example, for Muslims vis-à-vis the 

demand for bank loans, the Adie proposes a "liberty loan" for Muslims who 
allows them to pay interest immediately in the form of an application fee. 

Microcredit becomes a substitute for immigrant populations who are 
threefold excluded from the banking system: greater precariousness, 

difficulty in presenting their project according to the expectations of these 
financiers and their ethnic origin that can be a brake. More information here: 

https://www.adie.org/  
 

https://www.afecreation.fr/pid643/accre.html
http://www.franceactive.org/default.asp?id=26
https://www.adie.org/
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Paris initiatives enterprise (Pie): is a structure supported by France 
active and treats about 600 cases per year, of which about 240 are 

registered. Public services or associations send project leaders to them as 

soon as the question of funding arises. 20% of the creators who arrive are 
from the neighbourhoods of the city's policy. More information here: 

http://www.pie.paris/  
 

 
The BGe: in partnership with MyMajorCompagny, launched 

NotrePetiteEntreprise.com (http://bgeparticipatif.fr/#/), a platform for 
crowdfunding entirely dedicated to the financing of entrepreneurial projects. 

Other general crowdfunding platforms exist as Ulule (https://fr.ulule.com/) 
or Kisskissbankbank (https://www.kisskissbankbank.com/).  

Therefore, we can notice that alternative solutions exist (community 
assistance, microcredit, pooling of premises, etc.). In addition to 

methodological support, migrant entrepreneurs can receive financial and 
social assistance. For example, 36% said that they had received public 

subsidies or waivers while setting up the project, and 28% had received aid 

under the programme for assistance to unemployed persons who create or 
purchase a business Accre (Aide aux chômeurs créateurs/repreneurs 

d’entreprises). However, they received this aid less often than their French 
counterparts (OECD, 2010: 41).  

 
 

Community support  
 

To begin their enterprise, some migrants rely on the support of their 
community, whether for access to premises or more often for financing. 

According to a study by APCE, 50% of foreign business creators use the 
assistance of a close relative to set up the project. These relatives may be 

the spouse (24%), another member of the family (30%) and/or a 
professional relative (10%) (APUR, Mairie de Paris, 2016:29). 

Within the Asian community, the use of tontines is widespread in order to 

finance the creation of an activity. This type of approach seems to be a little 
less usual today, since the younger generations have more recourse to 

banking. Interest rates are currently low and inter-community loans can 
help to build up initial capital. Within the Maghreb and Sub-Saharan 

communities, there is also a strong appeal to the community and the 
network to finance the activity. The use of bank loans is therefore rare. The 

help of the community is not only financial, it also consists of human 
resources (Ibid.). 

 
 

Business set-up process - support received  
 

Generally, two out of five migrant entrepreneurs had less than EUR 4 000 
of initial capital to finance their project and only 4% of migrant 

entrepreneurs had EUR 40 000 or more. Projects requiring large amounts 

http://www.pie.paris/
http://bgeparticipatif.fr/#/
https://fr.ulule.com/
https://www.kisskissbankbank.com/
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of capital are more numerous among French entrepreneurs (12% had at 
least EUR 40 000) (Migrapreneurs Project, 2017). 

To finance their project, 27% of migrants made use of bank loans. Access 

to bank loans is less frequent for migrant entrepreneurs than for the French 
(38%).  

Few entrepreneurs set up their project alone: two-thirds of them declare 
not having received support. Most often, they receive assistance from 

someone close to them in preparing the business plan (45%). This person 
could be the spouse (22%), another family member (26%) or a person that 

they knew from work (7%). In addition, many of them also use support 
from start-up professionals (39%). This included organisations specialised 

in business creation (Ibid).  
According to the APUR report (Ibid:48), more than half of the companies 

have a capital of less than 7500 euros (especially the nationalities of Africa 
and Central and South America). The difference with the leaders of the 

nationalities of the European Union (including France) is visible especially 
for large capital. 28% of enterprises run by Community foreigners have a 

capital of more than 37 000 euros, compared with only 13% of enterprises 

run by non-Community aliens, ie almost three times less. On the other 
hand, 36% of North American-controlled companies have a capital equal to 

or greater than 37,000 euros. Young start-up entrepreneurs, that is, less 
than a year old, have smaller capital since 68% start with less than 7500 

euros of capital.  
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Part C: Preconditions for business establishment for migrants 
 

Create an enterprise is for a lot of migrant an opportunity to exercise a 

professional activity on French soil. In France, there 10 types of 
entrepreneurship11:  

  
- Self-entrepreneurship 

- Limited liability company (Société à responsabilité limitée – SARL) 
- One person limited liability (Entreprise unipersonnelle à responsabilité 

limitée – EURL) 

- Société d'exercice libéral à responsabilité limitée (SELARL) 
- Société Anonyme (SA) 

- Société par actions simplifiée (SAS) 
- Société par actions simplifiée unipersonnelle (SASU) 

- Société en nom collectif (SNC) 
- Société civile professionnelle (SCP) 

 
 

According to Valérie Talmon12, migrant's business creation in France can 
presents some specific barriers. 88% of migrant entrepreneurs declare 

having faced different kinds of difficulties while setting up their enterprises 
against 78% of French entrepreneurs.  

 
Among the main challenges faced by migrant entrepreneurs are:  

 

 dealing with administrative formalities (41% against 34% of French 
entrepreneurs), 

 Access to financing (31% against 20% for French) 
 Opening a bank account (12% against 4%) 

 Access to a bank account overdraft (12% against 5%) 
 

 

Legal conditions for business establishment in general  
 

First of all, to become self-entrepreneurs in France, it is necessary to be in 

possession of a temporary residence card not expired. According to the 
French legislation (APUR, Mairie de Paris, 2016:25), any person of foreign 

nationality (outside the EU, the European Economic Area and Switzerland) 
wishing to reside in France and to practice a trade, industrial or artistic 

profession must apply for a long-[stay visa and a residence permit 
authorizing the exercise of a Professional activity. The visa obtained by the 

                                                 
11Cléon Pierre, Les Echos business, « Les différents types de société » [internet] available at : 

https://business.lesechos.fr/outils-et-services/guides/guide-de-la-creation/1417/1423-6-les-differents-types-de-

societes-24609.php  
12 Talmon Valérie, Les Echos business, « Immigration/création d’entreprise : vers un visa entrepreneur élargi ? », 

[internet] available at : https://business.lesechos.fr/entrepreneurs/aides-reseaux/immigration-creation-d-

entreprise-vers-un-visa-entrepreneur-elargi-58389.php  

https://business.lesechos.fr/outils-et-services/guides/guide-de-la-creation/1417/1423-6-les-differents-types-de-societes-24609.php
https://business.lesechos.fr/outils-et-services/guides/guide-de-la-creation/1417/1423-6-les-differents-types-de-societes-24609.php
https://business.lesechos.fr/entrepreneurs/aides-reseaux/immigration-creation-d-entreprise-vers-un-visa-entrepreneur-elargi-58389.php
https://business.lesechos.fr/entrepreneurs/aides-reseaux/immigration-creation-d-entreprise-vers-un-visa-entrepreneur-elargi-58389.php
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French consulate depends on the assessment of the economic viability of 
the project, of the compatibility of the activity with "public safety, sanitation 

and tranquility". The next step is to ask the prefecture of the department 

for a receipt of (On presentation of proofs), pending registration in the Trade 
and Companies Register or in the Directory of Trades and the handing over 

of the residence permit bearing the trade, industrial or artisan mention13. 
 

 

Legal conditions regarding special business areas  
 

Migrants’ legal status may also affect the life span and characteristics of 
their enterprises. The specific obstacles facing migrant entrepreneurs tend 

to decrease with continuing residence in the host country. Such obstacles 

are to be faced throughout the life cycle of an entrepreneurial venture and 
may limit migrants’ opportunities to extend beyond ethnic businesses. 

Enterprise creation is more difficult for migrant entrepreneurs. According to 
the research carried on by the SINE (Migrapreneurs Project, 2017), the 

failure rate among migrant entrepreneurs is higher ((20%) than for all 
entrepreneurs (17.5%). 

 
 

Financial preconditions  

 

Difficulties Accessing Credit from Financial Institutions: A lack of 
adequate funding is a major obstacle to the start-up and development of 

SMEs, regardless of the owner’s national origin. Nevertheless, credit 
constraints tend to be greater for immigrant entrepreneurs than for the 

native born. In France, only 10% of migrant entrepreneurs have access to 
bank loans against a rate of 28% for all entrepreneurs (Ibid). 

 
- 85% of migrant auto-entrepreneurs started with their own resources. 

- Only 5% declared having benefited from a non - bank loan de type such 
as repayable advance or an honour loan. 

- 3% declared having contracted a personal bank loan on their name. 
- 2% declared having benefit from a non-bank micro-loan (1% for French 

entrepreneurs). 
- Concerning "traditional" entrepreneurs, the majority of migrant 

entrepreneurs have financed their projects with personal, family or 

associates resources (62%); this is clearly more relevant than in the case 
of French entrepreneurs (49%). 

 
Survival rate: In France, data suggest that enterprises funded by 

immigrants have significantly lower survival rates than enterprises funded 
by native-born (OECD, 2013). 

                                                 
13 CCI Paris Ile-de-France, « Les conditions de création de l'entreprise individuelle », [internet] available at : 

www.entreprises.cci-paris-idf.fr/web/reglementation/creation-entreprise/entreprise-individuelle-ei/quelles-

conditions-faut-il-remplir-pour-creer-une  

http://www.entreprises.cci-paris-idf.fr/web/reglementation/creation-entreprise/entreprise-individuelle-ei/quelles-conditions-faut-il-remplir-pour-creer-une
http://www.entreprises.cci-paris-idf.fr/web/reglementation/creation-entreprise/entreprise-individuelle-ei/quelles-conditions-faut-il-remplir-pour-creer-une
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For example, longitudinal data indicate that only 40% of migrant (non-EU) 

businesses created in 2002 were still in existence after five years, compared 

with 54% of corresponding native businesses (OECD, 2010:15). Using the 
SINE dataset, Breem (2009) shows that only 40% of the firms created by 

non-EU foreign-born in France had survived five years after their creation 
(Ibid: 25). 

 
 

In summary, we can notice that there are a lot of institutional and 
associative mechanisms to help migrant people in the implementation of 

their entrepreneurial project. However, it is very important to accompany 
them in those steps because they generally face huge difficulties in dealing 

with financial, legal and bank issues. This coaching will represent the 
biggest deal of the Arise project. 
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Part D: Case studies 
 

Case study 1 

 

Title of the 
project / 
Name of the 
woman 

entrepreneur 

Santa Carne – Lorena Luan Rojo and Frédéric Pons 

Lead Body Lorena Luan Rojo 

Place 
Paris, district 4, Ile-de-France region, touristic and dynamic area in the center 

of the city, 2,2 million inhabitants. 

Picture 
 

 

 

Description of 

the activities 

 

Santa Carne is a restaurant that offers typical Argentinian menus, dishes and 
cocktails. It was created in 2008 by Lorena and Fred, his partner, who had 
noticed in their previous jobs that they had the ability to raise turnover quickly. 
Today, it employs 10 people, serves an average of 69 people per evening and 
welcomes a medium-sized or high-class public. It is a rather expensive and 

classy restaurant, open only in the evening, when guests have time to drink 
wine and consume. It has the status of SARL. 

The success of the restaurant, according to Lorena is due to the quality of the 
products supplied, directly imported from Argentina, to the service perfection. 
The location of the restaurant is also an important element, as its presence on 
the internet and social networks. The high salary of employees and the good 
atmosphere created within the team promote the success of the restaurant. 
Lorena and Fred are planning to open soon a second similar restaurant in the 

same neighborhood. 
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Innovative 
aspect 

According to Lorena, Santa Carne is an innovative restaurant because it uses 

only fresh products from Argentina, even charcoal comes from Argentina. Our 
dishes are excellent, cooked with fresh produce and our cocktail menu is 
amazing. 
We also bet on the decoration of the restaurant, which is always neat. Lorena 
always pays attention to the smallest details: the flowers on the table are 
always fresh even if it implies a cost. They were the first Argentinian classy 

restaurant in Paris, the others were very "American Argentinian with local loud 
Argentinian music". Here, the clients will not be disoriented, as it has 
established a very classy, cozy (fun) atmosphere and very well cared for. 
  

Duration Project started in 2008.  

Involved 
actors 

10 employees 
Lorena and Fred 

Funding 

Lorena did not receive any economic support to create her restaurant and did 
not call on associations. She has saved money and be helped by private 
investors (family and friends). 

Links and 
documents 

Web site and other links useful to have additional information on the case study. 

- Facebook : 
https://www.facebook.com/527514810692340/photos/a.5326511368
45374.1073741827.527514810692340/746317868812032/?type=3&t
heater 

- La Fourchette : https://www.lafourchette.com/restaurant-plus/santa-
carne/59635?cc=16767-
0cd&gclid=CjwKEAjwsqjKBRDtwOSjs6GTgmASJACRbI3ftzHyMEpLWKy
2oOZe_CJFt6-OosQQ4bmYeCI6x-ag8BoCsRzw_wcB 

- Trip advisor : https://www.tripadvisor.fr/Restaurant_Review-
g187147-d2032366-Reviews-Santa_Carne-Paris_Ile_de_France.html 

- Michelin travel partner : https://restaurant.michelin.fr/3wuhcx4/santa-

carne-paris-04 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

  

https://www.facebook.com/527514810692340/photos/a.532651136845374.1073741827.527514810692340/746317868812032/?type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/527514810692340/photos/a.532651136845374.1073741827.527514810692340/746317868812032/?type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/527514810692340/photos/a.532651136845374.1073741827.527514810692340/746317868812032/?type=3&theater
https://www.lafourchette.com/restaurant-plus/santa-carne/59635?cc=16767-0cd&gclid=CjwKEAjwsqjKBRDtwOSjs6GTgmASJACRbI3ftzHyMEpLWKy2oOZe_CJFt6-OosQQ4bmYeCI6x-ag8BoCsRzw_wcB
https://www.lafourchette.com/restaurant-plus/santa-carne/59635?cc=16767-0cd&gclid=CjwKEAjwsqjKBRDtwOSjs6GTgmASJACRbI3ftzHyMEpLWKy2oOZe_CJFt6-OosQQ4bmYeCI6x-ag8BoCsRzw_wcB
https://www.lafourchette.com/restaurant-plus/santa-carne/59635?cc=16767-0cd&gclid=CjwKEAjwsqjKBRDtwOSjs6GTgmASJACRbI3ftzHyMEpLWKy2oOZe_CJFt6-OosQQ4bmYeCI6x-ag8BoCsRzw_wcB
https://www.lafourchette.com/restaurant-plus/santa-carne/59635?cc=16767-0cd&gclid=CjwKEAjwsqjKBRDtwOSjs6GTgmASJACRbI3ftzHyMEpLWKy2oOZe_CJFt6-OosQQ4bmYeCI6x-ag8BoCsRzw_wcB
https://www.tripadvisor.fr/Restaurant_Review-g187147-d2032366-Reviews-Santa_Carne-Paris_Ile_de_France.html
https://www.tripadvisor.fr/Restaurant_Review-g187147-d2032366-Reviews-Santa_Carne-Paris_Ile_de_France.html
https://restaurant.michelin.fr/3wuhcx4/santa-carne-paris-04
https://restaurant.michelin.fr/3wuhcx4/santa-carne-paris-04
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Case study 2 
 

 

Title of the 
project / 
Name of the 

woman 
entrepreneur 

Le QG – Rookya Camara 

Lead Body Rookya Camara and Patrick Yinkem 

Place 
4 rue Boinod 75018 Paris, Ile-de-France region, popular area with a high 
rate of immigration 

Picture 
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Description of 
the activities 

 

The QG is a restaurant specializing in Cameroonian and Congolese specialties 

that offers typical dishes based on fish, chicken, pork, grilled and braised 
meat, seasoned with spices from the country. The restaurant welcomes a 
public mainly Cameroonian, Congolese or originating from other African 
countries. They are usually regulars coming from the neighbourhood or 
acquaintances who come especially to find the flavours of their country at the 
restaurant. The restaurant serves an average of 20 meals per night. On 
Sundays, it is rented for private celebrations or birthdays, which allows it to 

increase profits and to be able to live. The manager has just opened two 
months ago, another restaurant of the same type, in the 11th arrondissement 
of Paris. 

Innovative 
aspect 

This restaurant recreates a very typical atmosphere of Africa with music and 
a local decoration where customers feel good. Here, they find the colours and 

flavours of the country. This is very important for migrant communities, who 
can find places where they feel "at home" in the host country? 

 

Duration The project started in 2007. 

Involved 

actors 

 

Four people are working in this restaurant: the manager, a cook, a waiter and 

for a few months his nephew who helps her in the administrative and 
management tasks. 

Funding 
She did not need associations support to set up her restaurant, but she relied 
on her own resources and those of her family. 

Links and 
documents 

The restaurant does not have a website and is not present on social networks. 
It works mainly through word of mouth. 
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Case study 3 

 

 

Title of the 
project / Name 
of the woman 
entrepreneur 

La cantina de Gloria – Gloria Avilla 

Lead Body Gloria Avilla 

Place 
Paris, Ile-de-France region, touristic and dynamic area in the center of 
the city, 2,2 million inhabitants. 

Picture 
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Description of 
the activities 

 

La cantina de Gloria is a project set up in 2014 by Gloria Avilla, which 
consists in selling Latin American sándwich (perritos calientes) on a trike 
bike in the city of Paris. Gloria travels by bike to the cultural, touristic 

places and festivals of Paris to sell her perros calientes, empanadas or 
quesadillas. She also works sometimes on corporate events. The idea of 
the project was born because for Gloria, who is Colombian, the French hot 
dogs were very bad. She decided to reproduce a Colombian recipe and to 
propose to sell them on a bicycle, as she appreciated much this means of 
transport. Initially, she had no kitchen skills but she was very motivated 
by the project. Her audience is mainly French, curious and quite wealthy 

people. She tells us that her perritos calientes "are not for everyone, but 
for people of a certain level, the bobos". A perrito caliente costs on average 
7 euros and is made with organic products and artisan bread. 

Innovative 

aspect 

The innovative character of this project is the trike bike. Gloria was the 
first person to sell Latin American sandwiches by bicycle in Paris. She told 
us that today there are many bicycle manufacturers of this type, but in 

2014, it was very difficult to find one. She bought her bike in Holland. This 

is also an innovative project because of its Latin America specialty and the 
self-entrepreneurial status of Gloria and her model business, which enables 
her to reduce costs related to renting premises, staff salaries, accounting, 
etc. 

Duration Project started in 2014 

Involved actors 

 

Gloria works alone, she is self-entrepreneur, but she says she receives 
great support from her spouse and friends in her daily life. 

Funding 

To implement this project, Gloria received a loan from ADIE, she used also 
her half-time salary as an administrative employee in a French university, 

which she maintains until now and which allows her to finance her activity 
and she benefits from the help of her spouse, who was the guarantor of 
the project. 
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Links and 
documents 

Gloria does not have a website but she is present on facebook 
(https://www.facebook.com/lacantinadegloria) and on a number of 
internet pages available from google: 

http://www.lemonde.fr/m-actu/article/2014/07/29/le-chien-chaud-latino-
de-gloria-avila_4462138_4497186.html  

http://tttruck.com/foodtruck/la-cantina-de-gloria  

http://www.mademoiselle-dentelle.fr/prestataires/la-cantina-de-gloria/  

http://bossavelo.com/la-cantina-de-gloria-le-foodbike-aux-saveurs-
latinos-a-paris/  

In the future, she would like to employ a person responsible for 
communication, because this is not her specialty and she says she is 

running out of time to be able to devote herself fully to all the activities 
necessary for the evolution of the project. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

  

http://www.lemonde.fr/m-actu/article/2014/07/29/le-chien-chaud-latino-de-gloria-avila_4462138_4497186.html
http://www.lemonde.fr/m-actu/article/2014/07/29/le-chien-chaud-latino-de-gloria-avila_4462138_4497186.html
http://tttruck.com/foodtruck/la-cantina-de-gloria
http://www.mademoiselle-dentelle.fr/prestataires/la-cantina-de-gloria/
http://bossavelo.com/la-cantina-de-gloria-le-foodbike-aux-saveurs-latinos-a-paris/
http://bossavelo.com/la-cantina-de-gloria-le-foodbike-aux-saveurs-latinos-a-paris/
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Part E: Findings of focus group discussions  

 

First Focus Group: Social workers - Food project members 

 
Background 

 

Elan Interculturel organized its first focus group on June 14th. This first 

meeting took place at the Grands Voisins (https://lesgrandsvoisins.org/), 

where our association is based, and brought together 8 people from the 

Food project. The Food project is a project set up by the associations Aurore 

(http://aurore.asso.fr/) and Yes we Camp (https://yeswecamp.org/), both 

present on the Grands Voisins site. It is a professional integration project 

aimed at residents of the shelters of the Grands Voisins. They are 

accompanied by professional cooks and social workers to cook and sell their 

dishes on the site of the Grands Voisins. They share their knowledge and 

know-how, while learning the functioning of a professional kitchen: organize 

a work plan, compose a menu, prepare a plate, etc. 

Our Focus Group took place in two stages: a presentation of the 

associations, the Arise project and the Food project, and a period of 

discussion and exchange of good practices on the subject. 

 

Social and personal needs 

 

According to the participants, the social needs necessary for the 

implementation of this type of project are as follows: 

 

- Basic knowledge of cooking 

- Be autonomous and able to produce about 20 dishes per day 

- Know how to make shopping 

- Master French 

- Want to share his knowledge and show his cook, to be passionate 

- Taking initiative 

- Rigor 

- To be welcoming, convivial to develop a good contact with its clientele

  

Economic needs 

 

As the Food project is working almost without money, participants said that 

they do not have a lot of information and knowledge concerning personal 

start-up capital necessary, insurance support or cost for training. Actually, 

the Food project is not an enterprise, but an associative project that aims 

https://lesgrandsvoisins.org/
http://aurore.asso.fr/
https://yeswecamp.org/
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to give some skills to migrant people who are living in the residential homes 

for migrant people at the Grands Voisins and who would like to implement 

a cook project in the future. As some migrant participant are illegal, the 

economic question cannot be deal in the same ways for them because they 

do not have an official and legal status. Furthermore, according to the 

participants, the Arise project training will be very useful in terms of 

economic and financial knowledge as well as in assurance support and legal 

pre-conditions.  

 

 

Learning needs 
 

The learning needs that migrant women can need to set up their projects 

are the following: 

 

- Knowledge of the legal and health framework (cold chain training, kitchen 

safety, accounting, IT, etc.). 

- Have a background in mathematics and accounting 

- Know the basic principles of business creation and the necessary 

administrative procedures (insurance, banks, charges, etc.) 

- Knowledge of the basic elements in management (management of 

employees, time, organization, etc.) 

 

In summary, according to the participants, the project could support the 

social needs in terms of networking and communication. The meeting with 

external professionals during the third module also appears as an important 

element in the Arise project. According to the participants, it seems 

important to put in place training modules simplified, accessible to the 

participants as much content as of language level used. It is also 

recommended to use a participatory methodology to give them an active 

role in the implementation of their project from the outset. 

This Focus Group was an opportunity to discuss existing partners and 

associations working in the same field, which could help us in the selection 

of women participating in the Arise project. It also allowed us to see the 

strengths and weaknesses of the Food project, which we can take into 

account for the implementation of the Arise project. 
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Second Focus Group: Migrant women 
 

Background 

 

The second Focus Group was held at Boutique Ephémère in the north of 

Paris. The meeting was attended by 9 people, including 8 migrant women 

from Africa. The meeting took place in three stages: 1- presentation of the 

association Elan Interculturel and the Project Arise; 2- Playful activities on 

the prerequisites to the establishment of a food entrepreneurship project; 

3- sharing and exchanging proposed answers. 

The playful activity consisted of three trees representing the three themes 

(personal skills, learning needs, external skills). Each participant received a 

few papers on which they had to write the resources and skills they thought 

necessary for each tree and then had to put them on the corresponding 

tree. 

 

Social and personal needs 

 

According to the participants, the social needs necessary to set up such a 

project are as follows: 

 

- Mental steel  

- Good physical condition 

- Joy 

- Fantasy 

- Team spirit 

- Patience 

- Creativity 

- Diplomacy 

- Curiosity 

- Rigor 

- Management capacity 

- Organization  

 

Economic needs 

  

All participating women told us that they suffer a huge lack of information 

in terms of economic and legal needs necessary to implement a start-up 

and recommended us to dedicate particular attention to this point in our 

trainings. We could get some information in our interviews and desk 
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research concerning the various existing aid schemes and associations or 

institutions that are helping migrant people to implement such a project.  

 

Learning needs 

 

Concerning the learning needs, the participants assert that the following 

elements are necessary for the implementation of a culinary entrepreneurial 

project: 

 

- Culinary skills 

- Art of presentation 

- Knowledge in management and accounting 

- Knowledge in hygiene and safety rules 

- Legal knowledge 

- Knowledge of social and solidarity economy and organic                                                                            

-Langages 

 
Arise project support 

 

In summary, the Arise project can support social needs, according to the 

women participant, in terms of:  

 

- Partnership 

- Network 

- Support from community, family and friends 

- Financing 

- Possibility of childcare 

- Coaching 

- Market research 

 

 

In summary, it is interesting to note that between the first and the second 
Focus Group, a number of recommendations come back, such as the need 

for training in accounting, economic issues, management, hygiene and 
safety, language practice, rigor, personal motivation and knowledge of the 

culinary field. However, for the associative associates, the personal skills 
cited in the first place concern practical knowledge (culinary, organizational, 

linguistic, etc.). On the other hand, migrant women attach particular 
importance to the elements related to their professional practice, such as 

childcare, support for the environment, physical fitness or financial support. 
Regardless of the point of view adopted, it would seem that the elements 

shared during these two meetings are necessary for the implementation of 

an entrepreneurial project. 
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GERMANY 
 

Part A: General data – Migrants and the national labour market 

Collecting data about migrants and labour markets is aggravated by a 
problem of definition. The "Agentur für Arbeit" (Agency for Employment) 

who is in charge of monitoring the labour market defines "migrant" as 

"foreigners", meaning a person with a non-German nationality.  The 
"Microzensus" which is the public instrument to collect official 

representative statistics in Germany defines a "Migrant" as a "person with 
migration background", which is a much wider definition and includes 

persons with German nationality and persons with a different nationality 
born in Germany.14 

In 2015 every fifth unemployed person had a non-German passport. Among 

these there were 270.000 women (percentage of all unemployed women 21 
percent) and 293.000 men (19 percent of all unemployed men). While the 

unemployment rate decreased for Germans, it increased for foreigners. That 

was mainly due to a huge number of incoming refugees from non-European 
countries like Syria or Afghanistan, but as well from east and central 
European EU member states.15 

In comparison, in the same year 2015 the percentage of people with 
migration background was 21% of the overalls population in Germany, out 
of which 9.5 % had a foreign passport: 

 

Inhabitants with migration background in total figures (Mil), Share of total 

population in per cent. Source: Bundeszentrale für politische Bildung, 

                                                 
 
14 Definition Destatis 2014 (In: Studie Migrantenunternehmen) 
15 Mann Frau Arbeitsmarkt 2015 
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http://www.bpb.de/nachschlagen/zahlen-und-fakten/soziale-situation-in-
deutschland/61646/migrationshintergrund-i (13.06.17) 

So, statistics about migrant women are not easily comparable to other 
European countries.  However, it can be stated that the unemployment rate 

among migrants and migrant women is higher than the average 
employment rate which was 6.4% in 2015.16 So we are talking about 

unemployment on a relatively low level in comparison to other European 
countries.   

The gender structure of the migrant population is almost balanced.  49,4% 
are women, 50,6% are men. There is a deviation for women with Ukraine 

or Russian background and for men from Northern African countries, Syria 
and Italy as the data for 2015 show: 

 

Gender structure of migrants according to selected countries of origin 2015 

male/female. Source: Statistisches Bundesamt, Mikrozensus, 
Migrationsreport 2015 p.166 

The current general discussion in Germany is not about unemployment but 
about shortage of skilled workers. As there are not enough skilled 

employees in the country, Germany is actively seeking workforce from 
abroad. Since 2012 the Visa "zum Zwecke der Erwerbstätigkeit” (for 

                                                 
16 Bundesagentur für Arbeit (BA): Arbeitslosigkeit im Zeitverlauf 01/2017 
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employment purposes) are increasing: in 2015 to 4,2 % that is 38.836 in 
total.  Mayor countries of origin are United States of America, India, Bosnia-
Herzegovina and Serbia.   

The number of students from abroad who study in Germany is also 

increasing and was in 2015 with 99.087 Students at an all-time high. The 
major country of origin was China.17  

The overall policy is to open up the labour market for migrants. Therefore, 

several measures have been taken. The recognition of foreign vocational 

and professional qualifications has become a huge topic and a federal 
network of counselling offices has been established.  The website 

www.anerkennung-in-deutschland.de offers information for migrants, 
employers and counsellors in 9 languages including German. There is also 

a „recognition finder “, which is giving initial information, how qualifications 
from abroad fit into the German system of professions. The nationwide 

Project “Netzwerk IQ” (Integration through Qualification) offers counselling 
concerning the recognition of foreign professional certificates, for example 
in Lower Saxony in 33 locations www.migrationsportal.de.  

The legal opportunities for migrants to enter the German labour market 

have also been facilitated.  Access to working permissions has been 
improved. In general, in accordance with European regulations, refugees 

are allowed to work after three months stay, even if their asylum procedure 
is still running.  In former times self-employment was often the only way to 

support oneself, as there was no access to the regular labour market. One 
typical kind of enterprise at that time was the greengrocery shop of 

migrants. In times of a shortage of skilled labour force the policy in 
Germany has considerably changed.   

That does not mean that migrant women have the same opportunities to 

participate in society as female Germans, or compared to male migrants. 

But it means that the circumstances on societal level to get access to the 
labour market have improved. 

Migrant women face multiple disadvantages in the German society.18 

Looking from an intersectional perspective one can take gender, ethnical 
background and class into consideration and find different barriers to equal 

participation in society and the labour market. One is the compatibility of 
work and household respective children. As women are still more involved 

in family work like taking care of children or grandparents than men, they 
have less opportunities of pursuing a professional career.  Secondly, 

migrant women are facing discrimination and racism because of their ethnic 

background. It is i.e. a well-known fact that a so called foreign sounding 
name will reduce the chances of being invited to a job interview. And thirdly, 

the fact of belonging to a certain class like low income stratums can 
                                                 
17 Migrationsbericht 2015 p. 10 
18 Laros 2013: p.133-144 

http://www.anerkennung-in-deutschland.de/
file:///C:/Users/Anke2/Desktop/Bericht%20Arise/www.migrationsportal.de
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influence the chances of getting education and jobs in a negative way. But 
there is a possibility, that women take these supposed disadvantages and 

turn them into advantages to start their own business. Anna Laros examines 
this process in her study about female migrant entrepreneurs.19 

The number of migrant start-ups in Germany is increasing. In 2015, of the 
overall 4.16 million entrepreneurs in Germany, 737.000 had a migration 

background. Almost half of them came from one of the 28 EU-countries, the 
second biggest quota has Turkey with 12 %:   

 

Source: BMWI-Handout „Gründungspotenziale von Menschen mit 
ausländischen Wurzeln: Entwicklungen, Erfolgsfaktoren, Hemmnisse“. 

November 2016. 

http://www.bmwi.de/Redaktion/DE/Publikationen/Studien/gruendungspot
enziale-menschen-auslaendische-wurzeln.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=7 
(15.06.17) 

The above-mentioned study about migrant entrepreneurs in Germany from 
2005 to 2014 gives representative information about the topic. The quota 

of entrepreneurs in Germany is about 10 Percent. It differs according to the 
respective federal German state, but the quota between migrant and non-

migrant population is almost constant and a little lower among the migrant 
population: 

                                                 
19 Laros 2013 
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Self-employment quota in Germany (red) and its federal states (blue), dark 
colour: with / light colour: without migration background 

The ratio of female to male entrepreneurs is about one third to two third. 
There is no difference concerning migration background. Concerning 

education migrants have lower education in comparison to non-migrant 
entrepreneurs, which is also evident for the general population. Migrant 

entrepreneurs have a higher income than migrants in general, but it is lower 
in comparison to non-migrant entrepreneurs. Entrepreneurship in Germany 

is concentrating on service industries; there is a significant difference 
between migrant and non-migrant in commerce/catering industry and real 
estate: 

 

Division of entrepreneurs to different business areas, 2014. First block: 

Agriculture and forestry; fishery. Second block: Manufacturing (Mining and 
manufacturing industry; construction industry). Third block: services 

(trading and hospitality industry; transport industry, ICT; financial and 
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insurance services; property and estate; public and private services). Dark 
blue: with / light blue: without migration background 

Between 2005 and 2014 there has been little change for non-migrant 
entrepreneurs. For migrants, a decrease of 10 % in commerce/catering 

industry is significant and an increase in building sector. A considerably 
share of self-employed migrants are active in manufacturing and 
construction industries and also knowledge-intensive services.20 

Looking at the gender factor women compared to men there is a 

concentration of women enterprises in personal service enterprises, with 
43% of all female lead enterprises to 19% of all male led enterprises21 (dark 
blue: female entrepreneurs, light blue: male entrepreneurs): 

 

Migrant businesses also play a role in creating jobs. Projections indicate that 
migrants created at least 1.3 million taxable jobs in Germany in 2014.  They 

contribute significantly to the German labour market and its mid-ranking 
businesses. Thus, the promotion of migrant entrepreneurs is part of the 
German labour market policy.  

 

 

 

                                                 
20 Sachs et al 2016 
21 GründerZeiten 03, Existenzgründung durch Frauen, BMWI September 2016 
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Part B: Business climate  

Migrants who want to start a business in Germany face several obstacles. 

Some they share with everybody who wants to start a business, some are 
specific for migrants. Beside language, there is the residence permit, the 

acknowledgement of qualification, access to counselling services and 
social/cultural factors.   

To overcome these obstacles, they can use information and support which 
is more general or rather specialized. There are services for different target 

groups, entrepreneurs in general, women, migrants or migrant women, on 
different levels. 

The Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy offers a web portal 
(http://www.existenzgruender.de/DE/Weg-in-die-Selbstaendigkeit/Entscheidung/Ihre-

Startposition/MigrantInnen/inhalt.html) for start ups with detailed information on 

federal level in German, English, Turkish, French, Russian. It is dealing with 
topics like: 

 You, the entrepreneur 
 Types of new businesses 

 Requirements under residency law 
 Advice and information 

 Planning your start up 
 Formalities and public authorities 

 Legal structures 
 Taxes 

 Insurances, personal health and security provision 
 Contracts 

“Wir gründen in Deutschland” (We found in Germany, http://www.wir-
gruenden-in-deutschland.de/)  addresses students, academics, qualified 

employees and refugees in Germany, the EU and third countries who want 
to set up a business. The website is providing information in 13 languages 
including German. 

There is also a web based teaching course from the ministry for economy 
and energy (BMWI) Lernprogramm Existenzgründung available in German 

language:  
http://www.existenzgruender.de/static/etraining/existenzgruendung/inhalt.html 

 
It leads the learner through all the steps necessary to set up an enterprise. 

It is augmented by an eTraining which aims at women. The target groups 

are women with families and women who are planning a small business: 

www.existenzgründerinnen.de. There are six lessons consisting of 

information, exercise and background material. The themes are business 

plan, financing, personal safeguarding, time management and founding in 
a team (Teamgründung). 

http://www.existenzgruender.de/DE/Weg-in-die-Selbstaendigkeit/Entscheidung/Ihre-Startposition/MigrantInnen/inhalt.html
http://www.existenzgruender.de/DE/Weg-in-die-Selbstaendigkeit/Entscheidung/Ihre-Startposition/MigrantInnen/inhalt.html
http://www.wir-gruenden-in-deutschland.de/
http://www.wir-gruenden-in-deutschland.de/
http://www.existenzgruender.de/static/etraining/existenzgruendung/inhalt.html
http://www.existenzgründerinnen.de/
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 A guide for start-ups to find pathways to the respective administration in 
charge is also available online: http://www.bmwi-wegweiser.de/start. 

There are three levels of government and administration in Germany 
(federal republic, federal state, county/municipality) who are offering 

different kind of information and support. Some are focusing on 
entrepreneurs in general, some on women, some on migrants and only a 

few on migrant women specifically. 
One project on federal level is “Migrant Women as start-ups” 

https://www.migrantinnengruenden.de a mentoring program which 
supports a group of migrant women during a period of 2 years with their 

start-ups. It serves as a role model to promote female migrant 
entrepreneurs. 

Several German states have special support offers for migrants who want 

to incorporate a business. One example from Lower Saxony is the 
“Wirtschaftsförderung”  (business development council) of the City of 

Hannover with GründungInterkulturell  https://www.wirtschaftsfoerderung-
hannover.de/hannoverimpuls/Gr%C3%BCndung-und-

Entrepreneurship/Gr%C3%BCndungInterkulturell. It exists since 2001 and 
aims at migrants in general, not differentiated according to gender. They 

offer individual counselling and weekly seminars related to topics like 
business plan, financing and more. They have about 400 clients per year 

with start-ups ideas: 38 % in services, 24 % in retailing and 20 % in health.  
There is also a support system for female entrepreneurs, not differentiated 

between migrant or non-migrant background “Gründerinnen Consult” in the 
City of Hannover https://www.wirtschaftsfoerderung-

hannover.de/hannoverimpuls/Gr%C3%BCndung-und-
Entrepreneurship/Gr%C3%BCnderinnen-Consult. It offers counselling, 

training, networking and a database for female entrepreneurs. So migrant 
women, who want to start a business could enter both systems. One 

criterion for the decision could be language skills. 
On county level, there are as well support systems for women, for example 

the “Koordinierungsstellen Frau und Wirtschaft” (coordination offices for 
women and business) which support women entering the labour market 

after periods of i.e. family work. This program on local level is funded by 
the state of Lower Saxony and started in 2017 with an additional focus on 

migrant women. 
Few organisations supporting women migrant in starting a business are 

founded by migrant women themselves.  One example is petekweb 

(http://www.petekweb.de/), a business network for migrant woman which 

was founded by Turkish women. 
There are different possibilities in Germany to get public funds for starting 

a business. Migrants have the same right as Germans to apply for this 
support. As the application has to be in German language, there are 

disadvantages and challenges for non-native speakers.  

 

http://www.bmwi-wegweiser.de/start
https://www.migrantinnengruenden.de/
https://www.wirtschaftsfoerderung-hannover.de/hannoverimpuls/Gr%C3%BCndung-und-Entrepreneurship/Gr%C3%BCndungInterkulturell
https://www.wirtschaftsfoerderung-hannover.de/hannoverimpuls/Gr%C3%BCndung-und-Entrepreneurship/Gr%C3%BCndungInterkulturell
https://www.wirtschaftsfoerderung-hannover.de/hannoverimpuls/Gr%C3%BCndung-und-Entrepreneurship/Gr%C3%BCndungInterkulturell
https://www.wirtschaftsfoerderung-hannover.de/hannoverimpuls/Gr%C3%BCndung-und-Entrepreneurship/Gr%C3%BCnderinnen-Consult
https://www.wirtschaftsfoerderung-hannover.de/hannoverimpuls/Gr%C3%BCndung-und-Entrepreneurship/Gr%C3%BCnderinnen-Consult
https://www.wirtschaftsfoerderung-hannover.de/hannoverimpuls/Gr%C3%BCndung-und-Entrepreneurship/Gr%C3%BCnderinnen-Consult
http://www.petekweb.de/
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Part C: Preconditions for business establishments for migrants 

There are several factors influencing the opportunities for migrants to 
successfully setting up a business in Germany: 

 The residence status,  

 the kind of profession you want to work in and  
 necessary permissions and registrations. 

The residence status 

The residence status is the most important precondition before you can start 

a business in Germany.  This legal area is very complicated and depends on 

different factors. Do you live in Germany or abroad?  Do you come from the 
EU or are you a third country national?  If you live in Germany, what kind 

of status do you currently have? Not every legal status as a migrant in 
Germany gives automatically the permission to start a business.  One needs 

a “Aufenthaltserlaubnis zum Zweck der selbständigen Tätigkeit“ (a 
residence permission for self-employed profession) if one is not an EU, EWR 

or Swiss citizen. This permission is granted depending on the economic 
interests and the regional needs. An overview in several languages can be 
found here  www.wir-gruenden-in-deutschland.de/informationen/.  

The profession 

There are different kinds of professions in Germany: regulated and non-

regulated professions. Regulated professions are subject to specific 
regulations, detailing which qualifications you need in order to practise the 

profession in question. You must be able to prove that you hold the relevant 
qualification, e.g. an exam. Examples of regulated professions include many 
medical professions, teachers in state schools etc.  

Non-regulated professions are often occupations requiring training, such as 

a butcher or hairdresser. Commercial professions are professions for which 
you are self-employed. Most of these will involve registering a trade. There 

is a list containing the commercial professions. It includes professions from 
trade, industry, commerce or straightforward services.  

There are also freelance professions, which differ from commercial 
professions.  Freelancers are generally university graduates. There is a list 

of all freelance professions. The registration procedure is different for each. 
Freelancers do not have to register their company as a business operator. 
Freelancers do not pay commercial Tax.  

Apart from these legal forms, fictitious self-employment 
(Scheinselbständigkeit) refers to the practice of acting as though one is self-

employed when in reality one isn't. In this case, not all of the criteria for 
self-employment are met. Fictitious self-employment may refer to just 

file:///C:/Users/tino/Desktop/here%20%20www.wir-gruenden-in-deutschland.de/informationen/
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working for one client. Typical branches are freight forwarders or 
construction industry. Fictitious self-employment is forbidden in Germany 

and is prosecuted as a criminal offence.   

 

Permissions and registrations 

There are several legal forms of registering a business: Freelance, part time, 

full time, GmbH, GbR, franchise, small trade businesses, ... Depending on 

the type of business there are different regulations concerning taxes, 
insurances, liability and social insurance. So before starting a business it 
makes sense to contact one of the above counseling services.  

In Germany regulations concerning trade are in the responsibility of the 16 
federal states. In Lower Saxony, this responsibility is mainly delegated to 

the municipalities. There are 38 municipalities in Lower Saxony. These are 
the first contact points for potential entrepreneurs. 

For the food related business sector, certain legal conditions apply. There 
are special rules i.e. for selling and serving alcohol. Important is food 

hygiene which has to be taken into account. The regulations differ 
depending on whether one is active in food processing, food retail, 

restaurant/snacks or food or snack sales carts. There are rules concerning 
trades which are dealing with meat, minced meat or sprouts. People who 

work in the respective fields have to have special training before they start. 
Responsible is the respective regional public health office. 

The chamber for industry and commerce in Bavaria has developed an online 
tool (www.onlinehilfe-lebensmittelhygiene.de) for food hygiene with 

detailed information concerning enterprise, production, staff and 
supervision. One can click through a menu which gives i.e. the temperature 

for chicken eggs (older than 18 days) for the cool place to be documented 
for official checks, within seconds. 

Summary 

The business climate for female migrant entrepreneurs is deeply influenced 

by the German labour market. The unemployment rate is rather low and 
there is a shortage of skilled labour. That has led to a policy that wants to 

activate the hidden reserves of the labour market such as woman, migrants 
and migrant woman.  Because of that, the obstacles to enter the German 

labour market have been decisively reduced by the expansion of working 
permits and the simplification of the recognition of foreign acquired 
educational attainments.    

That might have different consequences for founding conditions. On one 
hand the access for migrants and therefore also migrant women has 

improved. On the other hand, the high demand for employees might lead 

file:///C:/Users/tino/Desktop/www.onlinehilfe-lebensmittelhygiene.de
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to lower rate of start-ups as migrants or founder in general prefer safe 
employment to risky start-ups. One possibility to combine both is a part-

time business. It combines the advantages of being employed (health 
insurance, social insurance) with free entrepreneurship.  

Food - related businesses are on one hand a chance for migrant women. 
The branch is not very restricted like i.e. the medical sector concerning 

access. On the other hand, is it subject to a lot of regulations which has to 
do with public health, i.e. food hygiene which sets a rather high standard, 
if one wants to do it officially which is highly recommended. 
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Part D: Case studies 

The collection of data about best practise has to take into account data 

privacy regulations. Therefore, only publicly available data has been used, 
which doesn´t have to be approved by the described person or enterprise. 

 

Case study 1 
 

Title of the project / 
Name of the woman 

entrepreneur 
Eghlima Kiaei /mundus 1 

Lead Body See above 

Place 
Hannover. Hannover is the capital of lower Saxony with around 

550.000 inhabitants. 

Picture See website 

Description of the 
activities 

 

mundus is an enterprise which produces pastries on a high level 
as confectionary art for special occasions such as weddings.  It 

was funded as a part-time start up and because of the success 
transferred into a full-time profession.  Meanwhile part-time 
help is employed (4).  The owner formerly studied biomedicine  
and worked in this field before starting her business. For 
opening up her enterprise she had to do an exceptional test to 
be freed from the examination for master craftsman. The Master 
in biomedicine made this possible  The exam for master 

craftsman  is a condition for production of off-trade sale of 
pastries. 

Innovative aspect 

Mundus is selling an innovative food product. It is a niche 

product which is consciously chosen by the entrepreneur.  It 
aims at an upscale segment, where customers are willing to buy 

and pay manufactured pastries for special occasions. 

Duration The enterprise was founded 2015 and is still running 

Involved actors 

 

GründerInterkulturell gave advice and support for the start up 

Funding Unknown 

Links and documents 

http://www.mundus-hannover.de/  

 

 

  

http://www.mundus-hannover.de/
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Case study 2 
 

Title of the project / 
Name of the woman 
entrepreneur 

Njeri Kinyanjui  / hottpott 2 

Lead Body See above 

Place 
Walddorfhäslach. Walddorfhäslach is a small village with 5000 
inhabitants located in Baden-Wurttemberg  

Picture See website 

Description of the 
activities 

 

Hottpott is producing spicy sauces, chutneys and pestos.  They 
are based on recipes from Kenia, the country of origin of the 
founder. They are individually hand-made. The products are 
distributed online, with an internet shop. Besides the online- shop 
they offer cooking courses for African food, have a small local 

store and are attending market events to promote their products.  

The owner studied national economics in Germany, had a longer 
family time, worked in her profession and then started her 
business. 

Innovative aspect 

Hottpott is interesting, because Mrs. Kinyanjui uses her migration 
background to establish a unique characteristic for her product. 
She uses the internet as a mayor way of marketing and can thus 
run her business from a village and reach a wide range of 
customers 

Duration The enterprise was founded 2009 and is still running 

Involved actors 

 

unknown 

Funding unknown 

Links and documents https://hottpott.de  on facebook: hottpott saucen manufaktur 

 

Case study 3 

 

Title of the project / 
Name of the woman 
entrepreneur 

Jasmin Arabian-Vogel / 

Interkultureller Sozialdienst 
3 

Lead Body See above 

Place 
Hannover. Hannover is the capital of lower Saxony with around 550.000 
inhabitants. 

Picture See website 

Description of the 
activities 

 

The interkultureller Sozialdienst is offering ambulant nursing and elderly 

care. They are specialised on migrants as a target group and are offering 
nurses with non-german mother tongue such as Turkish, Russian or 
Farsi. They have an intercultural approach of nursing and have been 
working successfully for more than 20 years.   

They have about 100 employees, the legal body is an GmbH. Mrs. 
Arabian-Vogel has won several prices.  

Innovative aspect 
The Interkultureller Sozaildienst is innovative, because migration as an 
obstacle has been turned into a unique characteristic for founding an 
enterprise 20 years ago. The intercultural approach uses i.e. the mother 

https://hottpott.de/
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languages of the employees to establishment workplaces especially for 

migrants. Thus, the participation of migrants in the society is promoted. 

Duration The enterprise was founded 1996 and is still running 

Involved actors 

 

unknown 

Funding unknown 

Links and documents 

http://www.iks-hannover.de/ ,  

Portrait: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EzQtHIiutdI&feature=youtu.be 

 

 
  

http://www.iks-hannover.de/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EzQtHIiutdI&feature=youtu.be
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Part E: Findings of focus group discussions  
 

The focus groups bring together stakeholders in the county of Nienburg, 

surrounding counties and Lower Saxony. For the data collection one 

discussion concerning the needs of migrant women was initiated with the 

KMN Diepholz / Nienburg, a regional group of the cooperative migration work 

of Lower Saxony (KMN). The KMN is a state-wide network of 10 local 

networks bringing together all the counseling services working with migrants 

in a certain region. It is coordinated by the Ministry of Social Affairs, Health 

and Equality of Lower Saxony. The VNB is the lead body for the region 

Diepholz / Nienburg, organizing 4 meetings per year for the local network 

and representing it on state level within the meetings of the social ministry. 

The second round of interviews was conducted with the stakeholders who 

are or will be directly involved with the local training of migrant women. Half 

of these persons have a "migration background".  Participating was the 

"Fachdienst Migration und Teilhabe" (Department for migration and 

participation) of the County of Nienburg, the “Koordinierungsstelle Frau und 

Wirtschaft” (coordination office for women and business) in Nienburg, with 

their special counselling service for migrant women, the 

"Wirtschaftsförderung" (agency for business promotion) of the county of 

Nienburg and lead body of the KMN local network. The members of the focus 

group are involved in different ways with the project: they are counselling 

the target group, they have experiences in qualification of future female 

entrepreneurs, they are in charge of the integration strategy of the county 

of Nienburg and they are responsible for the economic promotion of the 

county of Nienburg, which includes advice, guidance and funding of local 

entrepreneurs. 

The focus groups discussed the needs of the future participants. This included 

a definition of the target group. The seminars will be directed at migrant 

women in Germany. This includes females with a migration background, 

female refugees, migrant women from EU and third countries.  

The needs of migrant women who want to start a business were discussed in 

a rather general way. Especially the learning needs depend a lot on the 

personal experience of the participating women. Once the participants are 

known, the program of the qualification will have to be adapted according to 

the actual needs of each participating woman. 

Social needs 
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As mentioned earlier, migrant women face multiple obstacles in the German 

society.  

Very important is the compatibility of family and career. Women who start a 

business face the same challenges as employed women, if they want to 

combine i.e. raising children and gainful work.  Time becomes an important 

topic.  

For some women starting a business is a way to create the "ideal working 

place".  They can combine i.e. working as a freelancer at home with taking 

care of kids in exactly the way they want.  But most women struggle with 

the time and the risk it means to start a business. A possibility for this group 

is sideline start up and team start up. 

Sideline start up means, that one does not start a business full time, but part 

time. This reduces the risk, because one can stay employed, which means 

save income. Further advantages are, that the financial demand is smaller 

and that one can test, if the business idea is working or not.  Furthermore, 

flexible time management is facilitated. 

A team start up means, that not one woman, but a several women as a team 

are starting a business.  This also reduces financial risks and time required. 

It can make childcare easier and facilitate the collection of different 

qualifications.  Essential is to find the right partner and to have clear 

agreements i.e. concerning task and risk division.  

Both models have framework conditions, which should be included into the 

curriculum of then local activity. These are questions like: Do I need 

permission from my employer if a start a business part time? How many 

hours per week can I work for my business, without losing alimentation? 

Time management of the migrant women has to be considered when 

planning the local activities. Probably weekend seminars or workshops in the 

evening will be an appropriate to meet the needs of the participants. 

Economic needs 

In Germany, everybody has access to public social support, if he or she 

cannot earn a living. This also applies to migrant and refugees. Everybody 

gets a certain amount of money every month, health and social insurance. 

This public alimentation is deduced or cancelled according to the income of 

a person. This has to be taken into account if one starts a business. Especially 

health insurance can be a problem, as regular access to public h insurance 
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is only for employees. Others have to join private health insurance, which is 

in general more expensive. 

As mentioned before there are different possibilities in Germany to get public 

funds for starting a business. Migrants have the same right as Germans to 

apply for this support. There are i.e. programs for starting a business out of 

unemployment or special funding opportunities for women.  A woman can 

get public alimentation and start a business, but as soon as she is generating 

an income, she has to declare it to the administration in charge.  They will 

decide to what extent subsidies are granted. 

 

 

Learning needs 

The learning needs can be divided into subjects everybody requires to open 

up a business and needs which are special. These special needs can be due 

to the fact, that the target group are migrant women. Also, to start a business 

in the food sector leads to special learning needs. 

As mentioned before, small trade is a way of starting a business which is 

suitable for quite a lot of migrant women.  Here is a range of the teaching 

needs for small trade, such as: 

 personal preconditions 

 time management 

 qualification 

 business idea and registration 

 business plan and financing 

 personal safeguarding (insurances etc.) 

 marketing  

 networking and cooperation 

 Internet and e-business 

 

For the local activities, these themes have to be focussed in order to meet 

the needs of the learning group once it is fixed.  Some may need an input on 

all the topics, some only on some due to earlier qualification. 
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The conditions concerning the residence permit and the acknowledgement of 

qualification should be mainly dealt with by counselling and coaching, 

because they are depending very much on the individual situation of a 

woman. Broad statements do not meet the needs of women in this area and 

there is an existing support system of experts to which the participants can 

be transferred. 

Language can also be a challenge for migrant women.  There are different 

kinds of language courses in Lower Saxony. Some are compulsory for newly 

arrived migrants; some are voluntary on different levels from illiterates to 

university level. So, language training will not be part of the local activities, 

but participants who are interested will be transferred to the organisations 

in charge.  The seminars for the migrant women will be in German language. 

Language skills are important for starting the business, because it requires 

a lot of communication with authorities.  But afterwards, the situation might 

be different if one focuses for example stores or restaurants orientated 

towards the own community.  

As mentioned before, there are a lot of regulations if one handles food on a 

professional level and they go very much into details.  The rules differ 

depending on what kind of business or trade is planned.  For that reason, 

this information will be collected from the participants and then the necessary 

teaching module will be designed.  
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ITALY 
 

Part A: General data – Migrants and the national labour market in Sicily 
 

Residents per nationality and gender 
 

By January 1, 2016, foreigners living in Sicily are 183.192, with an incidence 
of 3,6% of total regional population (Graph 1). Despite the fact that the 

Region continues to be the privileged destination of those who arrive by sea 

in Italy, data on the regular presence of foreign citizens describe Sicily as a 
place of landing and transit to other regions of Italy and Northern Europe. 

 
The analysis of data on the foreign population in Sicily confirms the 

contraction of the growth rates of foreign citizens over the last few years. 
If in 2014 the increase, compared to the previous year, was under 12.000 

units, at the end of 2015 the increase exceeded just 9.000 units (+5,2%). 
The figure remains however positive if compared with what recorded at the 

national level (+11.716 people, +0,2%) and in other regions of Italy. 
 

 
Source: ISTAT 
 

In 2015, the gap between male and female foreign populations increases 
(Table 1 and Graph 2). Unlike the national figure where the female 

component accounts for 52,6% of the total, in Sicily women account for 

48,9% of the foreign population. Looking closely at the provincial figure, 
women surpass men only in Enna (54,6%), Messina (53,8%) and Catania 

(51,2%). 
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Tab. 1 – Foreign resident population in Sicily per gender 
 
  2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Male 

39.61

9 

48.05

5 54.389 60.751 68.147 60.670 67.733 80.655 88.754 95.472 

Fema

le 

38.62

3 

50.09

7 60.243 66.559 73.757 66.077 71.677 81.753 85.362 87.720 

Total 

78.2

42 

98.1

52 

114.6

32 

127.3

10 

141.9

04 

126.7

47 

139.4

10 

162.4

08 

174.1

16 

183.1

92 

 
 

 
 

Source: ISTAT 

 
Population by age shows a greater concentration of foreign population in 

the age groups from 24 to 47 years (Table 2). Several data confirm that the 
foreign population living in Sicily is characterized by a young population 

structure, especially if compared to those of the regional population. The 
old-age index of foreign nationals at 1 January 2016 is 14,9%, while the 

aging population of the Sicilian population is 20,2%. Also, the structural 
dependency index (51,7%) and the average age above 42 years (against 

32,8 of foreign residents) are indicators of a gradual aging of the regional 

population. 
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Tab. 2 – Foreign resident population in Sicily per age, 2007-2016 

 

 
 
Source: ISTAT 

 
 

Foreign people residing in Sicily originate mainly from Europe (79.988), 
Africa (58.070) and Asia (40.124). They are followed by a low number of 

Americans (4.820) and citizens of Oceania (154). 
Looking at the detail of nationalities, the classification of communities in 

Sicily slightly changes compared to 2015. As 1 January 2016, Romanian 

citizens with 53.189 attendance continue to rank among the nationalities in 
Sicily, recording an increase of 2.417 in the last year. Foreign nationals 

come from Tunisia (19.244), Morocco (14.840) and Sri Lanka (13.452). In 
2015, the fifth place in the standings is the Bengali (8.134), which surpasses 

the Albanians by 95 units. 
The first 20 nationalities present in the region account for 87,6% of total 

foreigners (Table 3). 
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Tab.3 – Foreign population in Sicily for first 20 Countries of origin, 

1st January 2016 

 

 
 
Source: Data processing from “Migrazioni in Sicilia 2016” – Osservatorio 

Migrazioni and “Padre Arrupe” Institute publication 
 

 
Source: ISTAT 
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If we observe the numerical consistency of the first 20 foreign communities 

residing in Sicily over the last decade, it is possible to draw some 
considerations (Table 11). Romania, which today has the largest number of 

residents in Sicily, has acquired a numerical consensus only from 2008 
(+14.137). This growth was the result of Romania's entrance to the 

European Union (January 2007) and of the entry into force of Legislative 
Decree 30/2007 which allowed Community citizens to benefit of special 

facilities (in Italy they do not need to Residence permit but only registration 
in the municipality of residence) in case of long-term stay in one of the EU 

countries. Tunisians, occupying the second place in the ranking over the 
last ten years, have more balanced growth from 14.000 units in 2007 to 

19.000 in 2016. Moroccan and Ceylonese have almost doubled their 
presence over the last decade, while the numerical consistency of 

Bangladesh is almost three times the value recorded in 2007. Interesting 
considerations also emerge looking at the lower part of the ranking. 

Ghanaians, Nigerians and Senegalese, whose presence in 2007 cannot be 

considered significant, at 1st January 2016, respectively, are ranked 10th, 
11th and 13th place. Other countries that have experienced significant 

growth (in particular in recent years) are Pakistan, India, Gambia and Mali. 
With particular reference to the province of Palermo, the most represented 

community is the Romanian one (with 6.909 residents) followed by that of 
Bangladesh (5.874) and the Sri Lanka community (3.902). 

 
As for migrant resident women, the number of foreign women residing in 

Sicily in 2016 is 87.720. The subdivision by country of origin of foreign 
women resident in the various Sicilian provinces is very different (see Table 

4): in Palermo, a quarter of foreign resident women are Romanian22 and 
the most represented communities are those of Sri Lanka and Bangladesh, 

in Catania Sri Lanka and Mauritius, in the province of Trapani obviously the 
Tunisian community, given the high number of Tunisian immigrants working 

in the fishing industry, etc. A summary picture of the nationalities of migrant 

women resident in Sicily is shown in graphic 4. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

                                                 
22 The Romanian community is actually the most present in all provinces and constitutes a third of foreign residents in Sicily but, 
for the purposes of the ARISE project, although the statistics are included, they appear to not be part of the target, due to the fact 
that Romania is member of the European Union 
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Tab.4 – Resident foreign women in Sicily per province (2016) 

 

 
 

Source: Data processing from “Migrazioni in Sicilia 2016” – Osservatorio 
Migrazioni and “Padre Arrupe” Institute publication 
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Source: ISTAT 
 

 
By January 1, 2016, people with residence permit in Sicily were 113.474, 

accounting for 2,9% of the total number of residence permits at national 
level, lower than the one held by the Region for the resident population, 

equal to this case to 3,6%. The lightest share depends on the passage 
position that Sicily often have in migration choices: even if it is a landing 
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point, migrants seek to acquire a legal title on a territory with more 
opportunities and closer to the Center and North Europe. 

 

The majority of residence permits in the region are headed by a male (60%) 
confirming a more unbalanced presence of this migrant presence in Sicily 

than the national one, where distribution is almost equal: 51,3% male and 
48,7% of females 

 
In eight years, residence permits grew in the region of 80,5%, with a more 

pronounced dynamic for males (94,4%) compared to female growth 
(62,9%). 

 
 

Graph. 6 – Residence permits in Sicily and Italy (% variations) 
 

 
Source: Ministry of Interior data processing  

 

 
Tab.5 – Residency permits in Sicily per gender and Province, 2016 

 

 
 
Source: Ministry of Interior data processing  

 
 

Age distribution indicates that more than a fifth of permit holders are 

underage (21,3%), while the majority is concentrated in middle classes 
between 25 and 39 years. Prevalence in residence permits is always, more 

or less strongly, to the male component. Percentages, however, become 
almost the same when talking about minors. 
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Employment 
 

The employment rate of both Italians and foreigners has grown in recent 

years and marks a weak recovery. In 2015 the employment rate in 
Southern Italy grew both for Italian residents and for foreigners (+0,7 and 

+0,9 respectively), standing at 42,0 and 53,9 percent, respectively. Growth 
in the employment rate of foreigners mainly affects men (+1,6 points), 

while women grow only 0,3 points. 
 

Foreign citizens have a greater participation in the labor market of the 
Italians, circumstance generated by both the age composition of the 

population, as described in the section on residents, and by the need to 
keep active a residence permit (often bound by their work activities). 

Despite this bigger work "flexibility", foreign citizens have suffered the 
decline in the employment rate more intensely than Italians, due to the 

economic crisis of 2011, contracting by 63,5% in the second quarter of 2011 
national historical lows 57,1% in the first quarter of 2015 before recovering 

in the last measurements up to 60,4% in the third quarter of 2016. The 

trend in the rate for Southern Italy is similar: starting from the same second 
quarter of 2011, when the rate was 60%, the rate touches a lowest level in 

the third quarter of 2014 with 50,5% and then starts to grow slowly. The 
latest data, reported in the third quarter of 2016, estimates the employment 

of foreign nationals in Southern Italy to 53,7%, which is still 6,3 percentage 
points lower than the value indicated at the start (and 7,6 points lower of 

peak detected in spring 2010). 
 

 
Graph. 7 – Employment rates - Italians and foreigners, 2010-2016 

 

 
Source: INPS, Statistical Office 

 
 

The total number of workers with a non-Community national passport 

operating in Sicily amounts to 53.042. Of these, 13.097 are traders, 24,7 
percent, while the registered quantities of artisans are very low (343), as 

parasubordinate workers (297) and self-employed in agriculture (only 153).  
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In the following paragraphs, attention will focus only on employees in the 

private agricultural sector, in the private non-agricultural sector and in 

services. At the end of 2015, INPS archives account for 39.152 open 
positions for non-EU citizens, up 2,1% from the previous year. Work 

positions correspond to 28.240 full-time employees per year. 
 

The employment of non-EU dependents in Sicily has 13.602 households 
(25,6% of the total), 13.488 workers in the private agricultural sector 

(25,4%) and 12.062 (22,7%) in the non-agricultural sector. For the latter 
two components in the agricultural and non-agricultural private sector, the 

growth in the number of employees in the region was 8,1% and 4%, 
respectively, in economic growth, which could also reveal a timid signal of 

a growing local economy. Domestic activities, on the other hand, have a 
contraction of 665 units of non-EU employment, representing a relative 

decline of 4,7%. Although contained in absolute terms, the importance of 
this decline in the context of the labor supply of this sector appears to be 

at a significant structural turning point (Table 6). 

 
 

Tab.6 – Employed migrants for economic sector, 2015 
 

 
 

Source: INPS, Statistical Office 

 
 

The gender distribution of foreign workers employed in private agricultural, 

non-agricultural and private service sectors shows in Sicily a prevalence of 
men (26.847 vs 12.305 women). 

Among men, 45% is occupied in the agricultural sector and 34,1% in the 
non-agricultural sector, while for females the largest share of the workers 

is recorded in the home service sector (7.895 units, or 64,9% of the total). 
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In terms of average number of employed persons, there are 18.453 males 
and 9.788 females in the Region, while the average annual amount is 7.618 

euros for men and 6.713 for women. In each of the three sectors considered 

here, the wage of the first exceeds that of the second, with a maximum 
difference of over €1.650 registered in the non-agricultural private sector. 

Overall, on an average yearly basis, a man perceives an income of 13,4 
percent greater than the female allowance (table 7). 

 
 

Tab.7 – Foreign employed people in Sicily per gender, 2015 
 

 
 

Source: INPS, Statistical Office 
 

 

Entrepreneurship 

 
Looking at the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor study (2017), almost twice 

as many men as women are involved in early-stage entrepreneurial activity. 
A survey shows female entrepreneurs choose activity sectors traditionally 

associated with women (retailer, beauty shop, restaurant, health care). 
Italy scores 40,9% in the EIGE’s Gender Equality Index, compared to 54% 

for the EU overall, with the highest score of 73,6% (Denmark) and lowest 
score of 35,3% (Romania). Even if the number of female enterprises is 

much lower, the immigrant women are emerging as dynamic subjects in 

Italian entrepreneurship and in 2012 they were 8% of female Italian 
entrepreneurs, taking into consideration EU and extra-EU origins. They 

participate in public funded projects and programs for setting up a business.  
In Italy, small businesses with employees driven by an immigrant woman 

are altogether 98.000 and in the North East these numbers reach 
remarkable rates. In that area, 8,5% of female businesses are foreign; 70% 

are realities in the tertiary sector, and 15% focus on classical trade and 
classical catering; "hire" sector is also relevant and regards not only cars, 

but goes from simple copiers to more complex equipment related to 
industrial production (such as textile processing). 

 
In the twelve months of 2015, individual businesses opened by citizens from 

outside the European Union increased in Italy by almost 23.000, bringing 
the total of these companies to over 350.000, 10,9% of all individual 

businesses operating in our Country. The presence of small non-EU 

entrepreneurs is particularly significant in handicraft: today in Italy there 
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are more than 120.000, one third of all micro-enterprises, with strong 
specializations in economic sectors such as business services (where 23% 

is extra-EU), trade (16,4%) and construction (15,2%). 

 
In Sicily, the number of female foreign entrepreneurs is lower than the 

average, and statistics generally concern foreign companies, regardless of 
gender. Over the last few years, from 2012 to 2016, the growth of 

handicrafts in the hands of immigrants has increased by 8,3%, a 
phenomenon which made possible to curb the fall of the sector which has 

overall registered a decrease of -7,8%. Although more than half of the 
immigrant artisan business sector remains composed of masonry works and 

wall painting companies (historically owned by Romanians, Albanians and 
Moroccans), what surprises and opens new development scenarios in the 

spread of immigrant entrepreneurship is the increasing attention of non-EU 
artisans for the activities of tailors, hairdressers, takeaway managers, 

sectors where the traditional "Italian" methods of management of these 
services is combined with the introduction of modes and features belonging 

to other cultures, but also responding to the demand for services that comes 

from the growing proportion of resident population from other countries. 
 

 
Sicily, too, is clearly pointing to those distinctions of foreign managed 

activities in the territories where emigration has a much longer history. In 
fact, in our region, we find the typical "ethnic" businesses responding to a 

specific demand of the community of origin, such as certain clothing or video 
and language books, but also, for example, butchers offering Halal meat, 

but also the communion due to the "westernization" of the enterprise, like 
the small supermarkets offering typical products of the countries of origin 

together with products commonly consumed by Italian residents. These 
businesses have been defined by the sociologist Ambrosini as "exotic" 

companies incorporating "exotic cultural contents" but putting it in 
consumer-friendly systems (for example kebab and street food sellers). 

 

The quantitative data on the evolution of the presence of foreign enterprises 
in Sicily show a significant increase over the last three years, a growth that 

can be considered substantially balanced across the entire regional 
territory, even with some differentiations with reference to Legal forms 

chosen for the enterprise and in relation to distribution on a provincial basis. 
From 2011 to 2015, the number of foreign companies registered in Sicily 

ranged from 22.843 to 27.766, with an increase of +21,6%. In the same 
period in Italy, the increase was of 96.688 companies i.e. 21,3% and with 

reference to the country area including the South and the Islands, the 
increase was of 27,2%. In the distribution for Province, the highest value is 

that recorded in Palermo with 8.320 companies registered at the end of 
2015, followed by Catania (4.790), Messina (3.716), Agrigento (3.011), 

Ragusa (2.310), Trapani (1.944), Syracuse (1.859), Caltanissetta (1.195) 
and Enna (621). During the same period, "foreign" capital companies went 

from 1.516 to 2.103 with an increase of 577 companies, companies of 
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persons from 686 to 727, individual firms from 20.171 to 24.341 and 
cooperatives from 400 to 514. 

 

The distribution by birth country and origin of individual foreign 
entrepreneurs sees in 2015 Morocco with 5.013 entrepreneurs as the most 

present in Sicilian entrepreneurial geography  (more than half of Moroccan 
enterprises are concentrated between Palermo and Messina), followed by 

Bangladesh with 3.586, 80% located in the Province of Palermo, China with 
2.303 distributed around Sicily but with a greater presence in Catania, 

Tunisia with 1.293 (of which almost 50% is between Palermo and Ragusa), 
and Senegal with 1.108, the latter community particularly present in 

Catania (Table 8). 
 

 
Tab.8 – Number of active enterprises in Sicily (in total and 

“foreign”) per Province and Foreign Entrepreneurial Indexes 
 

 
 
Source: Infocamere data processing 

 
 

The overall consideration is that those nationalities whose entrepreneurs 
are particularly active in the commerce sector, with a specific reference to 

pedestrian commerce, are distributed in metropolitan areas, while 
agricultural ones, which constitute the transition from previous collaborative 

experiences (migrants were just workers) to an entrepreneurial dimension, 
involve most the Provinces of Ragusa and Trapani with a more distinctive 

agricultural vocation. As for Trapani, it is also important to point out the 
importance of the fisheries sector that has represented in the region's 

immigration history, a first landing and a first "characteristic" phenomenon 

of transition to the state of autonomy. By explicitly referring to the 
community of Mazara del Vallo, the first immigration dating from the 
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Seventies of the last century came from the coastal areas of Tunisia, from 
cities such as Mahdia, Chebha, Susa and already had specific skills in 

fishing. As a member of the crew of a fishing vessel, some migrants have 

gradually become independent by acquiring the ownership or management 
of a boat and crew. The stories of the Tunisian fishing community of Mazara 

del Vallo, in spite of the severe crisis that has been hindering the existence 
for many years, is a typical pathway involving entrepreneurs from other 

sectors: clothing, small transport and storage, catering, telecommunication 
services and travel agencies. 

 
In Sicily, especially over the last three years, it should be noted that the 

most significant increase is the one recorded for the presence of 
Bangladeshi's entrepreneurs who went from 2.593 to 3.586, with an 

increase of 39%, in line with the rest of the country. This shows the choice 
of this Asian community for a longer-term migration project on Italian 

territory. However, in general, the country is experiencing an exponential 
growth of Asian-owned holders: in the last three years, the figures of the 

Commercial Registries of the Italian Chambers of Commerce indicate an 

increase of about 5.000 businesses among the Bengali, 2.300 Chinese 
enterprises and 2.000 from Pakistan. 

 
The analysis of Sicilian data also allows us to find, as a particularly 

significant consideration, that in many cases the communities of a specific 
nationality end up aggregating themselves in the territories around what is 

the most present and capillary business activity, building a sectoral 
specialization. 

 
So it seems significant, the concentration of the Albanian community in the 

Province of Ragusa (134 individual enterprises on 258 active in Sicily), the 
Chinese one on Catania with 708 individual entrepreneurs. In the Province 

of Agrigento, for example, the entrepreneurs' community from Senegal is 
of utmost importance, which results in size immediately below the one in 

Catania. And yet, the presence of the Romanian entrepreneur community 

in the Province of Ragusa with the great number of 127 individual 
companies in just over eight hundred in Sicily (Chart 8) is also of utmost 

importance. 
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Graph. 8 – Individual “foreign” enterprises in Sicily per Country of 
the entrepreneur, 2015 

 

 
 

Source: Infocamere data processing 
 

 
The distribution of foreign companies by economic sector is basically in tune 

with the vocations of the territory (Tab.9). In fact, foreign agricultural 
companies are more present and active in the Province of Ragusa, while in 

the industrial and construction sector the largest spread is recorded in 
Catania, also in this case in perfect correspondence with the vocations of 

the area. Commerce is the similar vocation of the Province of Palermo, 
where we find also foreign construction companies even if still far in 

numbers from the national average rates. In the region, 2,7% of 
manufacturing businesses are considered "foreign" compared to 7,2% 

recorded at national level while in the "construction" sector the distance is 

even greater: 3% in Sicily vs. 15,1% in Italy. 
 

On the other hand, the figure for the "trade" appears in line with the national 
average, with 13,1% in Sicily and 12,9% in Italy, while the indicator of the 

spread of foreign companies in the field of tourism (4,5%) is still far from 
the Italian average, even if in line with the South. On the other hand, it is 

rather higher than the national figure (1,9%), the presence of foreign 
companies on total agricultural enterprises (2,4% in Sicily), to which the 

value of the Province of Ragusa (5,1%) contributes in a significant way. 
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Tab.9 – Number of foreign enterprises per sector and Province in 
Sicily, 2015 

 

 
 

Source: Infocamere data processing 
 

 
The foreign 520.000 companies in Italy account for 9,2% of the total, 

producing 96 billion euros, or 6,7% of total wealth. Between 2011 and 2015, 
however, they increased by more than 21% (+97 thousand), while the 

number of companies registered in the Country during the same period 
showed a total reduction of 0,9%, which should lead to further appreciate 

the dynamism expressed by foreign entrepreneurs. According to sociology, 
the entrepreneurial entrepreneurship of immigrants depends on various 

reasons, connected to the potentialities associated with certain traits typical 
of the foreigner's conditions and to their contribution to the socio-economic 

system. In fact, foreigners often aspire to redeem their socio-economic 

status, they transmit socio-cultural instances typical of their context of 
origin, and in relation to it act as a network of social relations by agents of 

conjunction between distant socio-cultural worlds. These characteristics 
constitute an important impetus for entrepreneurship of the foreigners and, 

in a broader sense, a development of the social system in which they are 
established. They, however, cannot easily become real working 

opportunities for the individual, or even, solid prospect of relaunching local 
productive fabric, where the foreign workforce often acts as a low-cost 

labour basin, while providing indispensable help in key sectors of the local 
economy (such as fisheries and agriculture). 

 
However, some innovative entrepreneurial experiences in Sicily exist, in 

which Italians and foreigners operate in a condition of equal responsibility 
for management and decision-making processes. These are some jointly 

managed and/or co-managed enterprises by Italian and foreign workers, or 

in which the latter have important roles to such an extent that they are 
often the main resource on which the peculiarity of the production of the 

company itself is based. 
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Part B: Business climate 
 

Existing businesses of migrants in the area and existing local 
competition 

 

The main quantitative data concerning Sicilian existing migrant enterprises 
and local competition have been presented in the previous chapter. We 

include here some considerations on the consequent business climate in 
Italy and Sicily, with particular regard to women and migrant women. 

 
In Italy, business climate for foreigners is certainly a particularly complex 

topic to describe, both because of the difficulty in having precise 
quantitative values and for the interpretation of lights and shadows that 

have to be taken into consideration. In fact, it looks like a double-faced 
coin. On one hand, the desire for redemption and entrepreneurship of 

migrants, supported by a demand that emerges both from traditional 
demand of countrymen and from indigenous consumers attracted by 

unusual consumption, can be recognized. On the other hand, it is possible 
to see an expression of the precariousness of the work of immigrants, which 

finds difficult to access to employment. In addition, the need to maintain 

the legal residence permit in all cases, could be an incentive to build 
"subsistence" businesses primarily for this purpose. 

 
Most of the migrant entrepreneurs, interviewed or participating to focus 

groups, declared that, before starting their own business, have had several 
working experiences in Italy, under conditions that, in most cases, were of 

work in black. Representative to this is the testimony of a Bangladeshi 
entrepreneur in Italy for 10 years, who said: "When I arrived in Italy it was 

difficult to find work, I worked for few hours and in black without earning 
money. Then my dad opened this store and now I'm working and earning 

here". 
 

Others, on the other hand, refer to discrimination, or more generally 
mistrust experiences, such as a Cape Verde entrepreneur, in Italy for 25 

years, who stated: "I have never lived so serious experiences that can be 

described as negative, the only obstacle I have encountered is the suspicion 
in some cases by the people. When a customer enters a shop, and sees that 

there is a migrant woman, you can read her/his suspicion in his/her eyes". 
The problem associated with forms of suspicion towards immigrants is 

therefore an obstacle to job placement. These problems are accompanied 
by linguistic barriers. 

 
Some respondents also point out that a highly restrictive regulatory 

environment, such as the Italian one, often encourages immigrant workers, 
especially entrepreneurs, to remain in the shadows to hide activities halfway 

between irregularity and regularity, but also for Do not raise suspicion and 
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suspicion in Italian clients: [...] Italian legislation is very restrictive and 
often they hide because they are afraid not to be in the law. 

 

There is no doubt, however, that the spread of firms, albeit often as micro-
enterprises, started by immigrant workers in the last years, marks an 

obvious desire to seek ways to escape social and economic marginalization, 
a path that almost necessarily coincides with the integration in the economic 

and cultural system of the receiving companies. 
 

In Sicily, and in particular in the area of Palermo, foreign enterprises are 
small and medium-sized (most of the times in the commerce sector: 

handicraft shops, costume jewellery, markets and restaurants, some of 
which work also as phone centre activities), family sized, managed directly 

by the foreign entrepreneur and without employees (other data were 
presented in the chapter before). 

 
Some sectors are much more characterised by women entrepreneurship 

than other ones. In particular, activities in the sector of personal services is 

more or less kept to women and in majority from Eastern Europe (Romania, 
Poland) who almost exclusively work with caring of old people of resident 

families. Other existing entrepreneurial activities are more or less 
addressed to children of migrant families themselves as kindergartens, 

babysitting or toy libraries. Some activities can finally be recorded in the 
field of beauty and cosmetics (hairdressers, beauticians, etc.) and in 

catering and restaurants. 
 

Female migrant entrepreneurs appear more resolved to enable themselves 
as entrepreneurs even if it is quite clear there are widespread cultural biases 

against them. This is particularly true in the case of renting premises. 
Furthermore, banks are wary of them. Despite their determination, 

immigrant female entrepreneurs without personal properties having nothing 
to offer as a guarantee, and often may be coming out of illegal or informal 

work, may have to turn to microcredit institutions. These financial services 

ask for different social guarantees (Church, family, friends, etc.), yet their 
interest rates are in line with the financial market rates and higher than the 

interest rates charged by the signing banks of protocol 2014. Furthermore, 
female immigrant entrepreneurs face additional challenges compared to 

men due to the chauvinist culture in Italy, which discriminates against them. 
They feel that they therefore need to do more work and build leadership, 

reputation, and organization. 
 

Generally speaking, as a result of that, there is a significant 
underrepresentation of women entrepreneurs in Italy: this 

underrepresentation led the Italian government to create a number of 
initiatives to encourage more women-led businesses. According to Italian 

government, the main barriers to women’s entrepreneurship reflect to the 
structural disadvantages in women’s employment. Women tend to run 

businesses that are in traditionally women-led sectors, such as education, 
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health care, cleaning, catering, and beauty services. These areas tend to be 
unattractive to business banks as lending prospects.  

 

Therefore, whilst there has been some good progress in terms of improving 
the business and lending environment to encourage women’s 

entrepreneurship, there is still a need for political measures to promote a 
vision of entrepreneurship that includes both women and ethnic minorities, 

supported by good finance, yet not obstructed by bureaucratic red tape.  
 

Support services for new entrepreneurs and start-ups 

 
The current legislation in Italy is fairly restrictive as far as concerns the 

entry and stay opportunities of aspiring entrepreneurs in Italy, whose 

number must fall within the limits established annually in the entry quotas. 
This is an important premise, if we consider that most of the support 

services for new entrepreneurs and start-ups are obviously addressed to 
people (generally speaking) legally resident in the Country. There are 

however some measures aimed at promoting self-employment and 
entrepreneurship for non-EU citizens intending to set up an innovative start-

up in Italy which have been included in the so called “Italia Startup Visa”, 
we describe in a separate chapter. 

 
We hereby report the main measures in Italy supporting innovative start-

ups. The start-ups can count on a quite rich network of “certified 
incubators”23 and other public and private services to support them in the 

business plan creation and start-up phase. Moreover, at a Regional level 
(e.g. through the ERDF Operative Programme of the Sicily Region or 

through some private foundations, it is possible to have some other help for 

start-ups). 
 

The measures described below are available to innovative startups 
immediately after registration, for a maximum of 5 years since their date 

of incorporation: 
 

1. Incorporation and following statutory modifications by means of 
a standard model with digital signature (art. 4, paragraph 10 bis of the 

Investment Compact): according to the Decree of the Ministry of Economic 
Development of 17 February 2016 innovative startups and certified 

incubators can choose to draw up the deed of incorporation by means of a 
typified standard model. The document can be signed by using a digital 

signature, analogously to what is already in place for network contracts: 
i.e., the whole procedure can take place online. The Ministerial Decree of 

28 October 2016 extends the applicability of the digital signature also to the 

                                                 
23 Introduced in the Italian legal system by Decree-Law 179/2012, art. 25, par 5, a “certified startup incubator” is an entity that 
satisfies a number of specific quality requirements, defined by the Ministerial Decree of 22 December 2016. The legal criteria 
concern the physical facilities of the company, its management, and its track record in the incubation and acceleration of new 
innovative companies, aiming to identify and enhance those national structures that are able to offer efficient incubation services 
for hi-tech innovative enterprises. 
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successive modifications of the deed of incorporation. The new procedure 
of incorporation presents several advantages. First of all, its usage is free-

of-charge: no specific costs related to the establishment of the new 

enterprise are envisaged, implying a huge savings for innovative 
entrepreneurs as opposed to the standard procedure by notarial deed. 

Second, the process is characterised by a marked disintermediation: the 
entire procedure is online, through a dedicated platform (guide), and the 

validation of the identity of the subscribers is guarantee by the digital 
signature. Finally, the deed of incorporation is drawn up in a uniform format 

(XML) which allows rigorous checks without hindering customisation. Last 
but not the least, such procedure remains voluntary: it is still possible to 

establish an s.r.l. by notarial deed, registering it in the special section of 
the Register afterwards. 

 
2. Cuts to red tape and fees: unlike most companies, innovative start-

ups and certified incubators are exempted from the payment of stamp duty 
and fees incurred due to the obligation of entering the Business Register, 

as well as from the payment of the annual fee usually owed to the Chambers 

of Commerce. In addition, as clarified in the Circular 16/E issued by the 
Italian Revenue Agency on 11 June 2014, the exemption from such fees 

could be interpreted as a general waiver, covering all the actions carried 
out by the innovative start-ups after the subscription to the company 

register, such as incentivised capital increases. 
 

3. Flexible corporate management: innovative start-ups incorporated in 
the s.r.l. form are allowed to: create categories of shares with specific rights 

(for example, categories of shares that do not attribute right to vote or that 
attribute such rights in non-proportional terms to the participation); carry 

out financial operations on their own shares; issue participative financial 
instruments; offer capital shares to the public. Many of these measures 

imply radical changes in the financial structure of the s.r.l, which is made 
closer to that of an s.p.a. (the equivalent of a plc).  

 

4. Extension of terms for covering losses: during the initial years of 
activity, innovative, high-risk, companies may record losses. If the available 

capital is insufficient, such losses may have a direct impact on the 
company's share capital. Where losses result in the share capital being 

reduced by over 1/3, the shareholders' meeting must lower the capital 
proportionally to the losses recorded by the following financial year. A 12-

month extension is applied to innovative start-ups, during this period the 
capital can be reduced proportionally to the losses. While ordinary 

companies must lower capital by the following financial year, start-ups can 
do this for up to two financial years after they have suffered losses. 

 
5. Exemption from regulations on dummy companies: innovative 

start-ups are not subjected to regulations concerning non-operational 
companies and companies registering systematic losses. Accordingly, in 

case they cannot get “appropriate” revenues, they are exempted from fiscal 
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penalties applied to so-called “dummy companies”, such as the computation 
of a minimum income and taxable base for corporate taxation purpose 

(IRAP). 

 
6. Exemption from the duty to affix the compliance visa for 

compensation of VAT credit (art. 4, paragraph 11-novies of the 
Investment Compact): the ordinary norm calling for the application of the 

compliance visa for compensation (by using the “F24” payment form) of 
VAT credits above €15,000, may constitute a disincentive to use 

“horizontal” compensation, thus limiting the capability to offset other 
tributes. With the exemption up to €50,000, innovative start-ups may 

receive relevant benefits in terms of liquidity during the delicate phase of 
investment in innovation. 

 
7. Tailor-made labour law: in general, innovative start-ups comply with 

the regulations on fixed-term contracts as defined in Decree-Law 81/2015 
(known as “Jobs Act”). Therefore, innovative start-ups can hire a staffer on 

a fixed-term contract for a maximum of 36 months. However, in derogation 

to Jobs Act’s provisions, innovative start-ups can hire personnel through 
fixed-term contracts of any duration, even very short, which can be 

renewed as many times as wished. After 36 months, the contract can be 
renewed only once, for 12 months maximum, leading to an overall 

employment duration of 48 months. By the end of this 4-year period, the 
fixed term contract is automatically converted into an open-ended one. 

Moreover, in exception to general regulation, innovative start-ups with 
more than 5 employees are not required to maintain a statutory ratio 

between fixed term and active open-ended contracts. 
 

8. Flexible remuneration system: salaries due to workers employed in 
innovative start-ups can have a variable component linked to efficiency or 

profitability of the company, the productivity of the employee or the team 
of employees, or to other objectives and parameters for output and 

performance as agreed upon by the parties, including through stock options 

and work-for-equity schemes (see below). 
 

9. Remuneration through stock options and work for equity 
schemes: start-ups and incubators may offer to their collaborators, 

employees, and even suppliers and consultants such as lawyers and 
accountants, capital shares by way of additional remuneration. The 

revenues resulting from these financial instruments are tax deductible for 
both fiscal and contributory purposes. 

 
10. Tax incentives for corporate and private investments in start-

ups, both by individuals and by legal entities. This benefit, stabilised and 
significantly bolstered by the 2017 Budget Law (art. 1, par. 66), envisages 

for individuals a deduction on personal income tax (IRPEF) amounting to 
30% of the amount invested, up to a maximum sum of € 1 million; for legal 

entities, the benefit consists in a fiscal deduction on the taxable income for 
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company tax purposes (IRAP) equal to 30% of the amount invested, up to 
a maximum of € 1.8 million. 

Until 2016, these incentives amounted to 19% for investments made by 

individuals and to 20% for investments made by legal entities, except the 
special rates, respectively amounting to 25% and 27%, reserved to 

investments in innovative start-ups with social goal or operating in the 
energy field: since 2017 the 30% flat rate applies to these special typologies 

as well (see Implementing Decree for 2013-2015; Implementing Decree for 
2016). These subsidies apply both in case of direct investments in start-ups 

and in case of indirect investments by means of other companies, such as 
CIUs, investing predominantly in start-ups and innovative SMEs. Starting 

from 2017, the incentives are conditioned to a holding period of the 
shareholding in the innovative start-up for a minimum of 3 years 

(previously, 2 years).  
 

11. Possibility to collect capital through equity crowdfunding authorised 
online portals. In July 2013, Italy was the first country in the world to enact 

comprehensive regulation for this instrument. In early 2015, the already 

mentioned Decree-Law 3/2015 introduced three important amendments: 
- innovative SMEs can now take advantage from the instrument; 

- CIUs and other corporations that invest predominantly in innovative start-
ups and SMEs can resort to equity crowdfunding as well, an evolution that 

allows for the diversification of the portfolio and decreased risk towards 
retail investors; 

- once again waiving ordinary norms, the transfer of shares of innovative 
start-ups and SMEs is dematerialised, and as such related burdens are 

reduced, aiming for higher fluidisation of the secondary market. By a 
deliberation on 24 February 2016, CONSOB2 has updated the Regulation, 

adding to the aforementioned measures new procedural simplifications. The 
verification of adequacy of the investment can now be carried out by the 

administrators of the portals themselves, and not exclusively by banks as 
required before, bringing the entire procedure online. Moreover, two new 

categories of professional investors have been added: “professional 

investors on request”, identified according the EU directive “Markets in 
Financial Services” (Mifid), and “investors in support of innovation”, which 

includes business angels. Finally, the 2017 Budget Law has launched the 
process to extend the applicability of this instrument to all Italian SMEs. 

 
12. Fast-track, simplified and free-of-charge access for innovative 

startups and certified incubators to the SME Guarantee Fund (Fondo 
di Garanzia per le Piccole e Medie Imprese), a State Fund that supports 

access to credit through guarantees on bank loans. The guarantee covers 
up to 80% of the bank loans granted to innovative start-ups and certified 

incubators, up to a maximum of €2.5 million per company, and it is provided 
through a simplified fast-track procedure. 

 
13. Italian Trade Agency (“ICE”): ad hoc services to support 

innovative start-ups in international markets. The Agency provides 
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assistance in legal, corporate and fiscal activities, as well as real estate and 
credit matters. Innovative start-ups can benefit from a discount of 30% on 

standard costs, receivable by asking for a “Start-up service card” simply e-

mailing at urp@ice.it. In addition, ITA, in order to favour the matching with 
potential investors, accompanies – for free or on discounted fees – 

innovative start-ups to selected international events on innovation: the 
calendar of the planned activities for 2017 is available on the website 

www.innovationitaly.it/en/. 
 

14. “Fail fast” procedure: the aim of this measure is to avoid that the 
innovative entrepreneur is “stuck” for ages in bankruptcy arrangements, 

allowing him or her to start a new business project as soon as possible, 
limiting financial and reputational costs. In detail, start-ups are exempted 

from the standard bankruptcy procedure, preliminary closure agreements 
and forced liquidation in the event of an over-indebtedness crisis. As a 

result, waiting times are cut, and the administrative and reputational 
burden sharply reduced. 

 

15. Conversion to innovative SME: successful innovative start-ups, now 
become “mature” companies with a sizeable experience and production 

value, and whose activities are still characterised by a significant component 
of technological innovation, can transition to innovative SME status. With 

the aim of fostering all those enterprises that are characterised by a marked 
inclination to innovate, Decree-Law 3/2015 (“Investment Compact”) has 

extended many of the facilitations conferred to innovative start-ups to a 
wider range of companies. An “innovative SME” may be any Small and 

Medium Enterprise operating in the field of technological innovation, 
irrespective of its date of incorporation, its company purpose – as stated in 

the articles of association –and its stage of maturity. 
 

Additional measures to support the Italian innovation ecosystem  

 

In addition to the instruments part of the original package of regulations 
(DL 179/2012), the Italian Ministry of Economic Development is engaged in 

the following measures in order to support the innovation ecosystem: 
 

1. Smart&Start Italia: The Ministerial Decree enacted on 24 
September 2014 introduced a subsidised financing scheme for innovative 

start-ups based in Italy. The total endowment of the scheme amounts to 
€200 million, available until depletion of funds to innovative projects whose 

spending in investment goods and/or management costs are between € 
100,000 and €1.5 million. The financing scheme will cover such spending 

programmes through zero-interest mortgages for 70% of their total 

amount; the coverage ratio rises to 80% when a majority of business 
associates and employees are women or under 35. Moreover, when the 

beneficiary is an innovative start-up based in the South of Italy, 20% of the 
funding is converted into an outright grant. Access to the measure is also 
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open to individuals who are committed to establish a new innovative 
enterprise in the following 60 days. Start-ups younger than 12 months can 

also benefit from services of tutoring on technical and management issues. 

In addition, a preferential track is provided to innovative companies which 
commit themselves to finance at least 30% of their investment plan with 

capital from institutional investors. The 2017 Budget Law has refinanced 
the scheme. 

 
2. Transfer of start-up fiscal losses to listed sponsor companies. The 

Budget Law for 2017 (art. 1, par. 76-80) provides an incentive for 
companies to transfer, in return for a payment, the fiscal losses recorded in 

the first three years of activity (the “start-up” phase) to companies holding 
at least 20% of their capital shares. In fact, if the sponsor company is listed 

in the stock market or in a multilateral negotiation platform (in Italy or in 
the EEA), it is now allowed to deduct from corporate tax the entire amount 

of the losses reported by the parent company. 
 

3. Launched on 24 June 2014 by the Italian Ministry of Economic 

Development, the Italia Start-up Visa programme (see chapter below) 
has introduced a new fast-track procedure for the emission of self-

employment visas for non-EU citizens intending to set up an innovative 
start-up in Italy. The logic at the basis of this program consists in the beliefs 

that the meeting between different entrepreneurial cultures represents a 
fundamental component for the development of any innovation ecosystem. 

This new procedure, which counts on the collaboration of the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, the Ministry of Labour and Social Policies and the Ministry 

of Interior, is rapid (it ends in no more than 30 days), centralised (it is 
entirely managed by only one Administration) and digital (it takes place 

entirely online). Detailed information can be found on the quarterly reports 
dedicated to the programme, published both in English and in Italian on the 

website of the Ministry. Moreover, the mailbox in 
fo.italiastartupvisa@mise.gov.it is available for any clarification on the 

procedure. 

 
4. Launched on 23 December 2014, the Italia Start-up Hub programme 

extended the applicability of the abovementioned fast-track procedures of 
Italia Start-up Visa to non-EU citizens that are already in possession of a 

regular residency permit (obtained for example for study reasons), who 
intend to stay in Italy beyond its expiry date to launch an innovative start-

up. This programme allows the conversion of most types of residency permit 
into a “permit for self-employment in innovative start-up” without leaving 

the Italian territory and benefitting from the same simplified measures 
provided for the start-up visa. The official website of the programme, 

italiastartuphub.mise.gov.it, entirely redacted in English, has been launched 
on 22 April 2016. For more information, please contact the email address 

info.italiastartupvisa@mise.gov.it. 
 

mailto:info.italiastartupvisa@mise.gov.it
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5. In collaboration with the Italian Ministry of Education, University and 
Research (MIUR), a pilot project for the creation of Contamination Labs 

in four universities in Southern Italy (Convergence Regions in EU Regional 

Policy) was launched in late 2013. Its aim is to offer to university students 
a stimulating environment in which develop innovation projects with a 

business dimension. Contamination Labs are spaces that encourage 
students from different academic backgrounds to interact, while promoting 

entrepreneurship, innovation, an interdisciplinary perspective and new 
models of learning. A panel of experts set up by the two Ministries has 

selected the Mediterranean University of Reggio Calabria, the University of 
Calabria, Cosenza, the University of Catania, the University Federico II of 

Naples, Social Science Department. In the following years, other 4 Italian 
universities set up new, self-financed Contamination Labs (Cagliari, Marche 

Polytechnic, Milan Cattolica, and Trento). On 2 December 2016, ended the 
first four semesters envisaged, the Italian Ministry of Education, University 

and Research launched a new Call for Contamination Labs, allocating €5 
million for the project. 

 

6. Finally, two important measures applicable to all Italian enterprises are 
of particular interest for innovative start-ups:  

a. R&D Tax Credit: introduced by the 2015 Budget Law and documented 
by the decree of the Ministry of Economic and Finance, in concert with the 

Ministry of Economic Development, of 27 May 2015, the 2017 Budget Law 
(art. 1, par. 15 and 16) has significantly strengthened the discipline on tax 

credit for investments in research and development. In the new setup, valid 
from the fiscal year 2017 until 2020, the credit is equal to 50% of 

incremental annual costs (i.e. additional compared to a multi-annual 
average) for activities in R&D, both in-house (intra muros) and outsourced 

(extra muros). The tax credit is recognised up to an annual maximum of 
€20 million for each beneficiary. The basis for the benefit is calculated with 

respect to the average of the costs incurred over the 3 fiscal periods 
previous to the one current on 31 December 2016, as long as in each of the 

fiscal periods costs for R&D have been equal to or above €30,000. Before 

2017, the credit measured 50% only for outsourced R&D, whereas it 
amounted to 25% for in-house spending. Further explanations on the R&D 

Tax Credit are available on the Circular 5/E issued on 16 March 2016 by the 
Revenue Agency.  

b. Patent Box: unprecedentedly, the Budget Law for 2015 (art. 1, 
paragraphs 37-45) has introduced fiscal benefits on income deriving from 

the use of intellectual property. The so-called “Patent Box”, applicable as of 
2015, grants to companies an option to exclude from taxation 50% of the 

income deriving from commercial use of intangible assets (copyrights, 
industrial patents, commercial brands). DL 3/2015 has enhanced the 

measure, fully including among the intangible activities subject to tax 
benefits trademarks and commercial brands. Therefore, the Italian Patent 

Box represents a powerful measure for the attraction and the retention of 
knowledge-based capital. Implementation dispositions have been defined 

by a subsequent decree, enacted on 30 July 2015 by the Ministry of 
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Economic Development, in accordance with the Ministry for Economy and 
Finance, further clarified by the Italian Revenue Agency through the circular 

11/E (7 April 2016). 

 

Italy Start up Visa 
 

Non-EU innovators who are already in Italy and wish to prolong their stay 
for establishing an innovative startup can directly apply for receiving the 

startupper status through: 
 Application form for Italia Startup Hub (ISH); 

 Cover letter for proof of financial resources and attached files (e.g. 
Investment letter of intent). Financial resources that must be not 

inferior to 50.000 EUR. 

 
Both documents must be sent to ISV&H Committee 

(italiastartuphub@mise.gov.it) for obtaining, within 20 days, the Certificate 
of no impediment for ISH. After that, non-EU innovators should go to the 

Single Desk for Immigration (“Sportello unico per l’immigrazione”) with the 
following documents: 

 Certificate of No Impediment for ISH 
 Residence permit presently held 

 Documentation proving suitable accommodation (e.g. hotel booking) 
 Documentation proving an income above the minimum level set by 

law for the exemption from the participation to National Health 
Service expenses (8,500 euros) 

 ID or Passport 
 A 16-euro tax stamp (marca da bollo) 

for obtaining the Authorisation to conversion of residence permit, send it to 

the Local police headquarters (Questura) and receiving their self-
employment residence permit. 

 
Alternatively, non-EU innovators can apply for obtaining startup 

entrepreneurs status trough a Certified incubator that will support them to 
attend the aforementioned steps. In Sicily, certified incubator is: Consorzio 

Sol.Co. - Rete Di Imprese Sociali Siciliane - Societa'cooperativa Sociale, 
www.solco.coop.  

 
Both procedures, direct and trough incubator, are described in the following 

website: http://italiastartupvisa.mise.gov.it/#homepage. 
The innovative startups as well as certified incubators must register in the 

special sections of the Register of Companies (startups; incubators) created 
ad hoc at the Chambers of Commerce. Registration occurs by transmitting 

online a declaration of self-certification of fulfilment of all required 

qualifications to the competent Chambers of Commerce per jurisdiction. 
This flexibility “in entry” is balanced by two counterweights: supervision ex 

post by the competent authority on the effective fulfilment of all required 
qualifications, the duty to update twice a year (deadlines on 30 June and 

mailto:italiastartuphub@mise.gov.it
http://italiastartupvisa.mise.gov.it/#homepage
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31 December) the data provided at the moment of registration in the special 
section, and to confirm once a year, contextually to the biannual 

compliance, the fulfilment of all requirements, otherwise forfeiting the 

special status and correlated benefits (for in depth reading please see the 
Circular N. 3672/C issued by the Ministry of Economic Development on 29 

August 2014. These data concerns mainly the type of activity undertaken, 
with particular reference to the elements characteristic of technological 

innovation. The special innovative startup register is made public in 
electronic format and updated weekly by the Chambers’ system, in order to 

give publicity, foster widespread monitoring and spur a qualified and 
objective debate on the impact the new legislation will have on economic 

growth, employment and innovation. 
 

Support services particularly addressed to women and/or 

migrants 

 
A specific measure (law 215/92, “Azioni positive per l'imprenditoria 

femminile”) provides a series of loans and benefits to women owned 
businesses. This law funded start-ups or innovative business projects led 

by female individual entrepreneurs or by SMEs having a significant share of 
women (at least 60 %) among their partners and in their boards. 

 
MISE and MEF Decree July 8, 2015 established the criteria and the rules for 

granting incentives with no interests addressed to youth between 18 and 
35 years old and women who want to create new companies. 

It is about financial subsidies aimed to support, throughout Italy, the birth 
and the development of micro and small companies with a total or at least 

big attendance of young people: loans with no interest for investment 

projects up to 1.5 million EUR. 
 

Projects could involve the production of goods in the industrial sector, 
artisanship and agricultural product processing or services, in all areas, 

including trade and tourism, but special attention is given to activities of 
social innovation, tourism and enhancing the cultural and environmental 

heritage. For the above financial subsidies, they may apply to companies 
established up to 12 months. 

 
The investment program approved will be funded through subsidized loan 

at zero interest with a maximum duration of 8 years and a maximum 
amount to 75% of eligible expenditure. Startups have to ensure the funding 

of the remaining part of the investment program with its own resources. 
Investments will be made within 24 months of signing the loan agreement 

with Invitalia. In order to apply, it will be necessary wait the next disposition 

of the Ministry of Economic Development that will indicate timing and 
modalities. Applications could be submitted from January 13th 2016. 
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Part C: Preconditions for business establishment for migrants 
 
Foreign citizens who want to start an enterprise such as small business, a 

partner in a partnership, a director in a limited company, a director in a 
foreign company or who becomes a director in an already established 

company, have to check the following conditions: 
 if they live abroad: check reciprocity; 

 if they live in Italy (already resident or who intend to move to Italy): 
check reciprocity and have a valid permit of residency for self-

employment, dependent employment, looking for employment, 

family conditions, humanitarian reasons or political asylum, or a 
permit  both of residency or employment issued in accordance 

with D.Lgs. n.40/2014 (only available in Italian). 
 

Citizens from outside of the European Union with an EU permit of residence 
issued for a long-term stay can start any self-employed activity in Italy 

(D.Lgs. n.3/2007 only available in Italian). 
Reciprocity means that in the country which foreign citizen comes from an 

Italian is granted the same conditions as those a non-EU citizen applies for. 
It is certified by the Italian Embassies in foreign countries and checked by 

the Italian legal subject (i.e. the notary who has to set up a company, the 
Chamber of commerce once a non-EU citizen becomes the director in a 

company, etc.). 
If all the requested conditions are satisfied, the company has to be 

registered in the Italian Company Register within 30 days from the declared 

starting date of business. The following documents are requested: 
 citizens with a permit of residence (or with an EU dwelling 

authorization issued for a long-term stay) must photocopy the current 
permit; 

 citizens waiting for the issue of the dwelling authorization must show 
the receipt of the registered mail sent to Centro Servizi Amministrativi 

in Rome by Poste Italiane as requested when they apply for the permit 
of stay and photocopy the passport provided with a "D" visa; 

 citizens renewing their permit of residence must photocopy their 
expired permit and show the receipt of the registered mail sent to 

Centro Servizi Amministrativi in Rome by Poste Italiane as requested 
by renewing the permit of stay. 

If he/she is waiting for or renewing the permit of residence, he/she is given 
a temporary receipt in which in the notes it is specified "permit of residence 

to be issued/renewed". 

Once he/she has the permit of residence he/she must show it to the Italian 
Company Register Office to have the business enrolled. If there are 

problems in issuing or renewing the permit the business is not enrolled until 
you have it. 

If a citizen from outside of the European Union wants to come to Italy but 
he or she does not have any valid resident permit for starting an enterprise, 

http://www.normattiva.it/uri-res/N2Ls?urn:nir:stato:decreto.legislativo:2014-03-04;40!vig=
http://www.normattiva.it/uri-res/N2Ls?urn:nir:stato:decreto.legislativo:2007-01-08;3!vig=
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they can apply for the authorization and even for the permission of financial-
economic parameters. 

After solving the above described pre-conditions, a foreign citizen who 

wants to start up a company in Italy has to: 
1. enrol his/her firm in the Italian Company Register at the Chamber 

of Commerce in its area (the enrolment date does not necessarily 
correspond to the activity starting date. The company can start its 

activity at the same time of the enrolment or later on); 
2. register the activity starting date in the Economic and 

Administrative Register (REA) at the Chamber of Commerce in its 
area. The entrepreneur can apply online for the registration within 

30 days from the activity starting date by the website ComUnica 
(https://www.registroimprese.it/comunica); 

3. check the compulsory procedures above described; 
4. if he/she has to apply for an authorization, refer to the Desk for 

Production Activities, an online desk for the start-up and practice 
of goods and services production activities (in Italian called 

Sportello Unico delle Attività Produttive – SUAP); 

5. apply for a certified email. 
  

The Company Register is a civil registry in which all legal and economic data 
about all firms and businesses located in the area are registered. It is a 

fundamental database to understand the local economic and business 
development indexes concerning the area. 

The Economic and Administrative Register (REA) is a register in which 
economic, administrative and statistic data concerning subjects enrolled in 

the Company Register (i.e. billing, activity starting date, closure times 
longer than 30 days, enrolment of branches) are registered.  
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Part D: Case studies 
 
Case study 1 

 

Name of the 

woman 
entrepreneur 

Elsa Javier Piacentini 

Place Rome                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

Picture 

 

Description 
of the 
activities 

 

Elsa Javier Piacentini is a chef and former philosophy professor from Peru who 
was the owner of the highly acclaimed Peruvian restaurant “La Limena” in Rome 
for four years (2005-2009) and who now manages with her Italian husband a 

catering service called Luelpi. Elsa arrived in Rome to treat a serious health 
problem and found herself in a precarious economic situation, so she started 
working as a career for the elderly in order to save money for her treatment. After 
a while, she met and married her husband and together they thought and realized 
the dream of a Peruvian culinary experience in Rome and they opened their 
catering service Luelpi and their restaurant La Limena, which had been won many 

awards, with one of the most prestigious being “Premio Las Américas” (2009). In 
the meanwhile, she studied to be a cultural mediator and offered cooking classes 
for Associazione Apurímac.  

Innovative 

aspect 

The story of Elsa Javier Piacentini becoming a successful food sector entrepreneur 
is a very inspiring one, for the migrants who are interested in opening their own 
business and to all of us in general. It is a story of strong will that shows that no 

matter the difficulties (migration, health problems, precarious economic situation, 
etc.) one can make it if they try hard. She also uses food and food-related 
initiatives to promote the culture of her Country of origin. 

Duration 2005 - today 

Funding Self-funded 

Links and 
documents 

http://www.piuculture.it/2014/03/strane-straniere-la-grinta-delle-
imprenditrici-migranti-roma/      
http://orgulloperuano.pe/2015/index.php/basess/conoce-a-los-
postulantes/36-2011/profesional-exitoso/140-elsa-javier-in-piacentini  
http://www.ruta40.it/blog/peru/pacha-mama-una-filosofa-ai-

fornelli.php  

 

  

http://www.piuculture.it/2014/03/strane-straniere-la-grinta-delle-imprenditrici-migranti-roma/
http://www.piuculture.it/2014/03/strane-straniere-la-grinta-delle-imprenditrici-migranti-roma/
http://orgulloperuano.pe/2015/index.php/basess/conoce-a-los-postulantes/36-2011/profesional-exitoso/140-elsa-javier-in-piacentini
http://orgulloperuano.pe/2015/index.php/basess/conoce-a-los-postulantes/36-2011/profesional-exitoso/140-elsa-javier-in-piacentini
http://www.ruta40.it/blog/peru/pacha-mama-una-filosofa-ai-fornelli.php
http://www.ruta40.it/blog/peru/pacha-mama-una-filosofa-ai-fornelli.php
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Case study 2 
 

Name of the 
woman 
entrepreneur 

Dora Maria Peñaloza 

Place Rome                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

Picture 

 

Description 
of the 
activities 

 

Dora Maria Peñaloza is Colombian. She arrived in Italy in 1990, with a degree in 

telecommunications engineering in her pocket. She specialized in business 
internationalization, soon becoming a precious consultant for Italian 
entrepreneurs who wanted to look to other markets, starting from Colombia and 
the Latin American countries. This volcanic woman, full of energy and enthusiasm, 
then decided to found her company ABCnet, a leader in the Italian market for the 
provision of special services for enterprise development, starting to work with 
dozens of Italian companies, participating in European projects, receiving awards 

and awards for her professional skills and the quality of services offered by her 
company. So much commitment and consistency, besides the need to reconcile 
the role of mother and wife with that of a business woman, have made her arrive 

to success. 

Innovative 

aspect 

The story of Dora Maria Peñaloza becoming a successful service sector 
entrepreneur is a story of strong will that shows that no matter the difficulties 

(migration, health problems, precarious economic situation, etc.) one can make it 
if you try hard.  

Duration 1992 - today 

Funding Self-funded 

Links and 
documents 

http://abcnet.eu.com/  

  

http://abcnet.eu.com/
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Case study 3 
 

Name of the 
woman 
entrepreneur 

Radoslava Petrova 

Place Carrara                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

Picture 

 

Description 
of the 

activities 

 

Rady's feeling for the sea was born on the Bulgarian coast, in the Burgas bay, 
where she spent her holidays with her grandmother. When she was very young, 
she fell in love with an Italian man and in 1998 she takes her suitcases and moves 
to Tuscany. In front of the port of Marina di Carrara, the 25-year-old Radoslava 
Petrova promises to herself that her life would be the sea. She then did it fishing 
with the fishermen, accompanying them in the boat, and in 2011 she founded 

Bioemare, the only female fishing cooperative in Italy. Rady's marriage lasted for 
a while, but her story with the sea continued. With five women, she created the 
shortest and most complete fish chain: with wax and rubber boots, she and 
Margherita, Irene, Aurora, Gabriella and Maria, fish, repair nets, sell fish, deliver 

it to G.A.S. (more than 100 joint purchasing groups) in Lombardy, Piedmont and 
Emilia Romagna. 

Innovative 

aspect 

In the world of fishing, women are always in the shadow, but they have a key 
role: they are the ones who clean up the nets that repair them, dealing with the 
sale of fish. They do a decisive job. Bioemare proposes a new path for them, an 
economic and social redemption. Rady's fishing is also virtuous: it uses 
sustainable methods. 

Duration 2011 - today 

Funding Self-funded 

Links and 
documents 

http://www.ilsole24ore.com/art/food/2016-10-28/sostenibile-
solidale-filiera-corta-cosi-carrara-pesca-donne-diventa-impresa-

134358.shtml?uuid=ADanzDlB 
https://www.eventhia.com/it/produttori/cooperativa-bio-e-mare-la-
pesca-in-rosa  
https://www.facebook.com/radoslava.petrova.731 

  

http://www.ilsole24ore.com/art/food/2016-10-28/sostenibile-solidale-filiera-corta-cosi-carrara-pesca-donne-diventa-impresa-134358.shtml?uuid=ADanzDlB
http://www.ilsole24ore.com/art/food/2016-10-28/sostenibile-solidale-filiera-corta-cosi-carrara-pesca-donne-diventa-impresa-134358.shtml?uuid=ADanzDlB
http://www.ilsole24ore.com/art/food/2016-10-28/sostenibile-solidale-filiera-corta-cosi-carrara-pesca-donne-diventa-impresa-134358.shtml?uuid=ADanzDlB
https://www.eventhia.com/it/produttori/cooperativa-bio-e-mare-la-pesca-in-rosa
https://www.eventhia.com/it/produttori/cooperativa-bio-e-mare-la-pesca-in-rosa
https://www.facebook.com/radoslava.petrova.731
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Case study 4 
 

Title of the 
project  

NORAH 

Lead Body 
Cooperativa Al Kharub 

Place Agrigento  

Picture 

 

 

Description 
of the 
activities 

 

Project NORAH aims to boost the skills of migrant women as well as to increase 
their employability chances by providing cooking lessons about the Sicilian cuisine 
to them so they can learn and later use that advantage in order to be employed 
or start a business in the food or domestic sector. The project, also, promotes 
the culinary traditions of the participants’ countries of origin and healthy eating, 

alongside to the inclusion of migrants in the Italian society. Moreover, NORAH 
aims to create support networks and groups for migrant women and to guide 
them towards job finding or opening their own business. Furthermore, during the 
project the participants are informed on important aspects of the Italian labour 
market, such as their working rights and insurance. Last but not least, Project 
NORAH has the side goal to create a permanent Cooking School for refugees and 

asylum seekers arriving in Agrigento, so many people can be benefited from the 

initiative in the long term.   

Innovative 
aspect 

This project is innovative because it immerses migrant women in the culinary 
culture of their new home, Sicily, while helping them to develop their skills that 
will increase their chances for employment. In addition, the fact that the project 
has a long-term goal for a permanent Cooking School for migrants is quite special 
too. 

Duration 19 October 2016 - today 

Involved 
actors 

 

Caritas Agrigento, progetto Policoro 
Slow Food Agrigento 
Coopofond  
Ginger-People & Food  restaurant (managed by Cooperativa Al Kharub) 

Funding Coopofond 

Links and 
documents 

http://www.agrigentonotizie.it/cronaca/corso-cucina-donne-migranti-progetto-
norah.html       

https://www.corriereagrigentino.it/2016/10/20/agrigento-avviato-il-progetto-

norah-corso-di-cucina-per-donne-migranti-e-rifugiate/           

http://www.alkharub.it/norah.html      

http://agrigento.agrigentosette.it/societa/progetto-norah-corso-base-cucina-
siciliana-donne-migranti-10006.php     

https://www.corriereagrigentino.it/2017/04/27/ad-agrigento-lintegrazione-
nasce-anche-in-cucina-il-progetto-dellassociazione-al-karub/   

 

http://www.agrigentonotizie.it/cronaca/corso-cucina-donne-migranti-progetto-norah.html
http://www.agrigentonotizie.it/cronaca/corso-cucina-donne-migranti-progetto-norah.html
https://www.corriereagrigentino.it/2016/10/20/agrigento-avviato-il-progetto-norah-corso-di-cucina-per-donne-migranti-e-rifugiate/
https://www.corriereagrigentino.it/2016/10/20/agrigento-avviato-il-progetto-norah-corso-di-cucina-per-donne-migranti-e-rifugiate/
http://www.alkharub.it/norah.html
http://agrigento.agrigentosette.it/societa/progetto-norah-corso-base-cucina-siciliana-donne-migranti-10006.php
http://agrigento.agrigentosette.it/societa/progetto-norah-corso-base-cucina-siciliana-donne-migranti-10006.php
https://www.corriereagrigentino.it/2017/04/27/ad-agrigento-lintegrazione-nasce-anche-in-cucina-il-progetto-dellassociazione-al-karub/
https://www.corriereagrigentino.it/2017/04/27/ad-agrigento-lintegrazione-nasce-anche-in-cucina-il-progetto-dellassociazione-al-karub/
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Case study 5 
 

Title of the 
project 

FIDUCIA (Famiglie Immigrate Donne Unite nei Centri per l'Inclusione lavorative 

Anolf) 

Lead Body 
ANOLF SICILY 

Place 

Calabria and Sicily (Reggio Calabria, Cosenza, Crotone, Vibo Valentia, 
Agrigento, Caltanissetta, Catania, Enna, Messina, Palermo, Ragusa, Siracusa, 
Trapani).   

Description 

of the 

activities 

 

Fiducia is dedicated to migrant women entrepreneurship through the creation of 

a platform for start-up businesses in the home care sector. The project equips 
these women with the necessary skills for the food or domestic sector either for 
the employed or the self-employed. In the  different branches of ANOLF in each 
region, 230 women are expected to participate. Moreover, a support network for 

migrant women, who often due to lack of connections find themselves in illegal 
and heavily exploitative forms of employment, will be created and hopefully 
sustained through the training. In addition, the creation of 2 social cooperatives 

in Sicily and 1 in Calabria, that will employ 80 and 20 immigrants each, is part 
of the self-employment program. Meanwhile, the participants in the project will 
have the support of family councilors and cultural mediators. 

Innovative 
aspect 

This project is innovative because the skills that the participants will acquire will 
be useful for the communities they live in, which are need of highly-skilled 

domestic care professionals. In addition, the help offered to these women during 
the project is more than important to them while they try to manage their 
professional and family life at the same time. 

Duration July 2016 – today 

Involved 
actors 

 

Anolf Sicilia, Anolf Agrigento, Anolf Calabria, Anolf Caltanissetta, Anolf 

Enna, Anolf Messina, Anolf Ragusa, Anolf Sede Provinciale Di Catania, 
Anolf Siracusa, Anolf Trapani, Associazione Al plurale, Associazione Il 
Tempo, Centro Astalli Palermo, Universita’ Per Stranieri “Dante 
Alighieri” 

 

Funding 
Fondazione Con Il Sud, through the initiative “Immigrazione 2014” (200.000 
euros) 

Links and 
documents 

http://www.strettoweb.com/2016/07/reggio-calabria-presentato-il-
progetto-fiducia-per-inserire-le-donne-immigrate-nel-mondo-del-
lavoro/439807/#z4fP2DemdouSsVHI.99     
http://www.esperienzeconilsud.it/f-i-d-u-c-i-a-famiglie-immigrate-

donne-unite-nei-centri-per-linclusione-lavorativa-anolf/ 
https://www.calabriapost.net/attualita/donne-e-immigrazione-l-
anolf-presenta-il-progetto-fiducia  
http://www.strettoweb.com/2016/07/reggio-calabria-lunedi-la-
presentazione-del-progetto-fiducia/438140/  
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Case study 6 
 

Title of the 
project 

I SAPERI PEL L' INCLUSIONE 

Lead Body 

The Italian School for Foreigners of the Department of Humanities of the University of 
Palermo 

Place Palermo 

Picture 

 
 

Description 
of the 
activities 

 

 
A project of sartorial creation specifically for migrant women. The 200 participants, most 
of whom are 30 to 45 years old and from Ghana, Bangladesh, Nigeria, Sri Lanka and 

Morocco, took sewing and cutting lessons that can prove useful in the future if they wish 
to become entrepreneurs in the sartorial sector. The sewing and cutting lessons were led 
by a Ghanaian tailor, Francis Ayim. I Saperi per l’Inclusione is based on five main axes: 
1) languages (literacy and Italian courses, friendly in terms of schedules and learning 

styles), 2) legality (civic education, knowledge of services and meeting with institutions’ 
representatives) 3) work (through vocational skills laboratories, with half of them 
reserved for victims of exploitation), 4) milk (an initiative promoting motherhood and 
family along with work and learning, including children care services), 5) books (a series 
of reading aloud and storytelling from mothers to children and vice versa, for the 
promotion of multilingualism and the practice of adopting language). The marketing and 
communication for the products of this project were specifically targeted to interested 

audiences.                               

Innovative 
aspect 

This project is innovative because it focuses on migrant women gaining skills that will 
help them in employment or opening their own business, but also helps them integrate 
in the Italian society. At the same time the five main axes of the project keep in mind 
the role of these women in their families and offer services that help them manage their 

families and support their children’s smooth integration as well. 

Duration July 2014 - June 2015 

Involved 
actors 

 

Associazione Pellegrino della Terra, Associazione Incontrosenso, Associazione  Casa di 
tutte le genti, Associazione Le Balate and Kappelle Comunicazione & Eventi 

Funding 
Co-financed by the European Fund for the Integration of third-country nationals, in 2013, 
Action 1 and by the Italian Ministry of Internal Affairs 

Links and 
documents 

 http://www.piolatorre.it/public/art/da-migranti-diventano-piccole-imprenditrici-in-
sicilia-548/   

http://www.piolatorre.it/public/art/da-migranti-diventano-piccole-imprenditrici-in-sicilia-548/
http://www.piolatorre.it/public/art/da-migranti-diventano-piccole-imprenditrici-in-sicilia-548/
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https://www.academia.edu/23822886/I_saperi_per_linclusione_Le_azioni_progettuali_i

_numeri_le_donne   

http://www.esperienzeconilsud.it/f-i-d-u-c-i-a-famiglie-immigrate-donne-unite-nei-
centri-per-linclusione-lavorativa-anolf/    

 
 

https://www.academia.edu/23822886/I_saperi_per_linclusione_Le_azioni_progettuali_i_numeri_le_donne
https://www.academia.edu/23822886/I_saperi_per_linclusione_Le_azioni_progettuali_i_numeri_le_donne
http://www.esperienzeconilsud.it/f-i-d-u-c-i-a-famiglie-immigrate-donne-unite-nei-centri-per-linclusione-lavorativa-anolf/
http://www.esperienzeconilsud.it/f-i-d-u-c-i-a-famiglie-immigrate-donne-unite-nei-centri-per-linclusione-lavorativa-anolf/
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Part E: Findings of focus group discussions  

 
Two focus groups were held at CESIE, Palermo. Both meetings saw the 

participation of key stakeholders of the territory, involving representatives 
from associations and organizations committed to first and second 

reception, to the rescue and reintegration in society of trafficked women, to 
the inclusion of migrants in the social fabric of the city of Palermo; some of 

the participants also had a migrant background themselves.   
 

Both focus groups where characterized by a diversity of the scope of the 

action – although always in the field of migrants’ reception and inclusion – 
of the stakeholders involved, as it was considered that an exchange of 

different points of view could bring about more fruitful discussions. 
 

Thanks to the rich interchange of experiences and knowledge between the 
realities involved, these meetings have highlighted a series of social, 

economic and learning needs of migrant women in the local context when 
embarking an entrepreneurial initiative in general or participating to the 

ARISE project in particular. 
 

Social Needs /Background 
 

First argument of discussion was a reflection on the propensity to 
entrepreneurship among migrants arriving in Sicily: the most remarkable 

difference in propensity is, according to the focus group participants, the 

nationality. Generally speaking, migrants, from very different contexts, 
naturally have different propensities to become entrepreneurs: for example 

Asian migrants have the highest propensity, whereas those from Latin 
America and Africa the lowest. The differences in the level of education and 

wealth also affect people's entrepreneurship behaviour. Another element to 
consider is the tradition in entrepreneurship in the various countries of 

origin, since people migrating from countries where this tendency is greater 
are more likely to create a business in the new country. 

 
For example, in Italy there is a strong tendency of migrants from Eastern 

Europe and from the Balkans to undertake activities in the construction 
sector (as said above); whereas the Asians and those from Central Africa 

to undertake activities in the trade field.  
The ethnic specialization can be a supporting factor for the aspiring 

entrepreneur who intends to follow the main career path of his/her migrant 

community of reference, but also a strong excluding factor for those who, 
instead, intend to undertake other types of activities. 

 
From a social point of view, having a network to lean on in a new country 

is a great support to the aspiring entrepreneur. For this reason, migrants 
tend to associate themselves with other migrants coming from the same 
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context, thanks to whom they can get language support, access to local 
network and communities, to needed capitals and other assistance and 

knowledge, in addition to a client base as initial request. These networks 

make it possible to overcome also the initial lack of knowledge of local 
regulations. 

 
In a social and economic environment where even locals struggle to succeed 

in entrepreneurial initiatives, migrant women face with further challenges 
and difficulties on two levels: as migrants and as women. 

 
“Migrant women have to face further discrimination and additional 

challenges (i.e. compared to migrant men), especially when it comes to 
their insertion in the labour market” 

 
As migrants, they face with cultural barriers and difficulties to interact with 

the bureaucracy, the market, and the local authorities, both under a 
theoretical – they have a different perception of what entrepreneurship 

entails – and practical point of view – as they lack the knowledge of the 

necessary phases of an entrepreneurial initiative, and they face consistent 
language barriers. 

 
As women, they face obstacles within their family as they are largely 

dependent on their husbands. Participants to the focus groups underlined 
the need to “ask permission” to their husbands sometimes even just to talk 

to them. Moreover, as women, they are in charge of children care in the 
family and have difficulties in combining this aspect of their lives and work. 

Although they have the support of their respective communities – especially 
in childcare – it remains a focal point to keep in mind when trying to involve 

them in activities. Some participants suggested devising different levels of 
engagement, while others came up with situations where they can work in 

groups, such as shared kitchens (“co-cooking”) they can use for caterings 
or services of the like. 

 

The above described situation makes concrete – and this is a factor to be 
considered – the interdependence between women rights and children 

rights (and therefore the complementarity of the two rights).  
 

“We should also act on school integration: because through the school 
integration of children, parents also integrate" 

 
 Moreover familiar organizational needs mean also the need, in a consistent 

part of the migrant women, of gaining some money also with small jobs: 
participating to a set of training workshops for them could, in a certain way, 

mean a “loss of earnings”. 
 

The need therefore very much regards the availability of public services in 
favour of migrant families, and in particular “services which could help 

migrants to reconcile work and family life”. The lack of adequate support 
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for migrant families is also perceived as an obstacle to leave illegal 
immigration: "In my view, it would be much more useful to provide concrete 

help to immigrant families in entering employment through family services: 

asylum for their children (without having to pay for the private one) is for 
example a crucial tool to give them (especially women) a way of finding a 

job and getting out of underground”. 
 

Last but not least, focus group discussions underlined how we should not 
overlook the fact that, as migrant women, many of them have endured 

violence of different kinds and extent – either in their home countries or 
during their journey – and many of them have been victims of trafficking. 

Women often presents heavy psychological pathologies that for the 
welcoming structures are difficult to face, as they do not have enough 

qualified personnel. These psychological traumas could have an influence 
on their entrepreneurial behaviour if not correctly addressed – e.g. through 

ethno-psychological/ethno-psychiatric support. It is an extremely 
vulnerable target group with particular emotional and affective needs, 

whose background in another way can become a precious baggage in the 

field of intercultural mediation. 
 

 
Economic Needs 

 
The first economic need identified is the basic need for survival. This 

immediate consideration brings about two possible obstacles to the project’s 
action as participants pointed out the need to introduce some level of 

guarantee for the involved women in order to compensate the time – 
possibly taken away from their current job – and efforts devoted to the 

elaboration of the entrepreneurial initiative. A guarantee or an immediate 
advantage in the participation to the project is also useful for them to be 

able to negotiate the latter at home. 
 

“The main need for those who are not in reception structures is to survive. 

We should think of a way to allow them to keep their jobs while 
participating to trainings and initiatives” 

 
Moreover, since – as afore-mentioned – the economic environment is in 

general quite challenging for entrepreneurial initiatives to flourish and 
survive, these entail the need for a considerable investment of time and 

resources and a constant support in the most difficult period, the beginning, 
when a new-born enterprise faces huge management costs and market and 

legal barriers of many kinds. In the economic environment of Palermo, 
moreover, the diffusion of undeclared labour and businesses, especially 

among migrant communities, could constitute an unfair competition to a 
new-born entrepreneurial initiative. 

 
Access to credit is also crucial for entrepreneurs as a lack of adequate 

financing is one of the main obstacles to develop a business. This testifies 
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the fundamental role that credit plays in the design of an individual and his 
community, for its integration and for the importance of financing products 

within the range of financial products. However, this attention is also often 

an area of problematic need, where often there are areas of criticality and 
conflict. 

 
Among the most popular communities that need a loan for start-up or 

financing a consolidated business venture are the Chinese. More generally, 
in addition to specific nationalities, the use of financial resources of a 

different origin to finance business is higher: previously accumulated 
savings, resources deriving from asset alienation in the country of origin, 

help from friends and relatives, informal credit mechanisms within 
communities. 

 
Among newly arrived migrants, but not only, the use of informal channels 

is high. In these cases, there is a high risk of encountering dishonest lenders 
or, in any case, inexpensive conditions when they are not really teasing. In 

other cases, there is the use of the employer who lends money and retains 

the redemption directly from the migrant's payroll. 
 

In fact, migrant entrepreneurs without sufficient resources often face 
difficulties accessing credit from mainstream institutions to finance their 

entrepreneurial ventures. Other reasons might include lack of credit 
history/non-transferability of credit history from other countries, lack of 

stable residence status, lack of collaterals, or more stringent criteria set up 
by credit institutions for loans to migrant entrepreneurs. Credit institutions 

may encounter other issues when dealing with migrant entrepreneur 
clients, related to a lack of knowledge and understanding of this specific 

group of clients. For these reasons, migrant entrepreneurs rely frequently 
on informal networks, like family or community, to obtain financial backing. 

 
As regards access to credit, it is probably also because, it is an area where 

the greatest distance between customer requests and what the operator 

can deliver at the end of the investigation process is rather a pervasive 
perception of discrimination by Italian banks against the migrant status. 

This discriminatory approach does not arise in dealing with other aspects of 
the relationship between banks and migrant clients and appears to be 

significant not so much as it indicates an effective discriminatory behaviour 
of banks, but a perception that closely links credit availability with the 

process of integration by the migrant, to whom attention should be paid. 
 

Focus Group participants believe that the acquisition of Italian citizenship 
favours access to bank credit, and this is in line with the view that the 

acquisition reveals a very advanced point of entry for the migrant in Italy if 
not, at least in formal and psychological terms, the true crowning. 

 
Last but not least, participants have brought up the need – in some types 

of enterprises more than others – to create a network of trust, somehow 
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recreating the ‘mouth-to-ear’ system, which is in place in many migrants’ 
work fields such as home care, examples have been quoted of web 

platforms recreating the same method. 

 
In order to solve this situation, the ideal should be to realise a sort of 

business-support scheme for migrant and/or women entrepreneurs to 
provide assistance in regular/mainstream loaning procedures or in 

accessing alternative funding sources and also encourage financial 
institutions to build their knowledge about migrant entrepreneurship and 

help counteract discrimination. 
 

The need to strengthen entrepreneurial development policies was made 
clear by all focus group participants, for example through backdrops. More 

generally, it has been emphasized the need for greater incentives for private 
initiative: "They have to help open businesses, work, help immigrants, leave 

documents more easily". Finally, some participants stressed the need to 
promote the link between demand and labour supply in the area: "In my 

view, they have to better publicize the availability of work in the area. 

Immigrants do not know who to talk with. There is no good way to realize 
and favour the access of immigrants to the world of regular work". 

 
Migrant entrepreneurs have additional difficulties in finding facilities for their 

businesses in comparison to native entrepreneurs. This may be due to for 
example a lack of knowledge about the ideal location for their business, or 

difficulty finding affordable facilities. This need should be met through 
support to facilitate rent/acquisition of a working space, such as a shop floor 

or workshop space for the migrant entrepreneur. Such support may for 
instance include assistance in finding and renting a space, as well as with 

securing the contract at favourable rates. It might also imply the provision 
of discounted or free working space (for example workshop space, desks, 

etc.) where a potential entrepreneur can start setting-up a business or try 
out a business idea.  

 

Many business incubator programmes can host start-up companies on their 
premises for a limited period of time, also providing additional services 

(software, printer, copy machine etc.). The co-working and clustering 
environment which is typical for incubators can also facilitate spill-over 

effects in terms of mutual learning and networking.  
 

Obviously, another economic factor discussed was the sustainability of 
those entrepreneurial activities: the migrant entrepreneurs’ persistence in 

self-employment is in fact lower than native-born entrepreneurs. Indeed, 
entrepreneurs from migrant and minority groups frequently operate in 

highly competitive business sections with low barriers to entry and low skill 
requirements, like restaurants and retail shops. These businesses often 

compete on price and usually do not generate enough earnings to sustain 
and foster their development and growth. 
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Learning Needs 

 

“The first approach should not be ‘what is it that you need?’ It should be 

positive: ‘What is it that you can do? What is it that you want to do?’” 
 

Both focus groups have underlined how identifying learning needs requires 
first of all a thorough analysis in order to understand what competences 

and skills the women already possess that can be useful to the purpose of 
an entrepreneurial venture. In fact, in many cases migrant women are 

unaware of the value of the skills they possess, as they do not regard them 
as marketable skills, e.g. cooking, braiding hair, sewing, etc. “Women, 

especially young ones, have so much positive energy that needs to be 
channelled!”. Once identified the skills they already possess, they can 

experiment with new ones, depending on their entrepreneurial idea. 

 
Most of the learning needs indicated during the focus group meetings 

concern the technical part of entrepreneurial initiative. These include the 
skills and knowledge anyone approaching enterprise should acquire, and 

also special needs, such as the necessity to understand the ideas of market, 
entrepreneurship, competition, etc., as we should not take for granted the 

capitalistic mind-set we “Westerners” are socialized with. 
 

Training needs of migrant entrepreneurs can then regard bookkeeping, 
taxes, contacts with banks or credit institutions, or help with pitching to 

investors.  One crucial aspect would therefore be providing support to the 
migrant women in developing a high-quality bankable business plan. This 

will help the migrant entrepreneur in her applications for loans and funding 
opportunities.  

 

Moreover, although it is unthinkable to learn the whole legislation on the 
matter, it is necessary to have at least some notions of the normative 

framework of enterprises in Italy – in the case of food also hygiene 
standards for example – and how to interact with local authorities. 

 
The provision of group business training can play a key role for the 

development of entrepreneurial skills and should include concrete steps to 
set up and run a company. Furthermore, the inclusion of an introduction to 

specific characteristics of the national business environment that might be 
new to migrant entrepreneurs would be of great value. In the context of 

group business training, the establishment of a course plan is considered 
important as a way to ensure that the content of the training is the same 

from one round of training to another, and also to ensure that all essential 
elements to the business set-up are included. However, the possibility of 

adapting the content to the needs of the participants is equally helpful, as 

the background and competence of the course participant may vary 
considerably. 
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Developing a variety of skills and the provision of different didactic modules 

with a focus on different aspects and phases of entrepreneurship are 

valuable in providing the migrant entrepreneur with as comprehensive a 
preparation as possible. The balance between theoretical and practical 

training content is also essential as some of the beneficiaries might not be 
used to long or theoretical lectures, while a balanced combination may 

facilitate the intake of information. The coverage of knowledge and skills 
specific to the host market are also important to prepare the entrepreneurs 

and may include development of business ideas, mobilising resources, 
financial literacy and access to funding, planning and management, coping 

with uncertainty and risk, and legal and administrative aspects. 
 

Furthermore, adaptability of the training schedule to the needs of the 
participants would be a positive aspect as part-time jobs or other activities 

are often conducted in parallel to the course by the migrant entrepreneurs. 
This might imply training provided during weekends or evenings and in 

some cases, the schedule would be adapted for each specific course/class 

depending on the needs of the participants. This adaptability may prevent 
participants from dropping out and instead encourage them to complete the 

training. 
 

While training is a key dimension, it can be successfully complemented for 
example by legal and regulatory advice to enable individual in-depth 

assistance on specific (legal) issues, or individual business support. Opening 
a business is a demanding task even for someone who is familiar with the 

business environment and in Italy fulfilment of administrative procedures 
in setting up a business can entail complex procedures and processes. For 

example, registration of the business, business management, design of a 
business model, finding customers, and adapting the product, can prove 

challenging. Therefore, the provision of individual business support for 
migrant entrepreneurs at each step of the process is essential. 

 

In this regard, a participant proposed the establishment of training courses 
that also include the presence of a business incubator providing tangible 

and intangible services to facilitate entrepreneurial start-ups: "We always 
talk about job search, but further to the search for work, there is also the 

possibility of creating self-employment. Support for employee job search is 
offered by various associations or by the public administration where 

possible. But as for the creation of self-employment, therefore the creation 
of new skills, training should still be planned. I'm talking about a training 

that involves a business incubator and a work-related support, so a start up 
that helps you not just leave the immigrant alone. The need is not just to 

acquire skills but to put them into practice". 
 

In this respect, an attentive monitoring and support during the initial steps 
of the enterprise were deemed as necessary during both meet ups. This is 

because, for this particular target, the follow-up phase must last more, i.e. 
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not only during the start-up but for a longer period as very often enterprises 
start and risk the failure in the first 3 years of life. This mainly relates to 

the provision of one-to-one tailor-made advice to help the migrant 

entrepreneur with specific difficulties he/she may encounter, and provides 
important added value as it enables assistance at various stages of the 

entrepreneurship journey. 
 

“Support is needed because failing when you’ve had to negotiate and give 
up so much to engage in something is ever more difficult” 

 
Of course one of the first needs in this sense is assistance and advice with 

regard to the business idea and the development of a business plan. A 
feasibility assessment of the business plan is very valuable for the migrant 

entrepreneur, as well as the provision of advice on specific aspects, and 
brainstorming around the viability and added value of the product/service 

proposed in the business plan. 
 

If, from the general considerations, we move more specifically to the 

project, participants emphasized that it would be essential to identify the 
training needs of the ARISE target group in order to achieve the expected 

results. With regard to the ARISE target, the main training needs emerged 
as a result of the discussion of focus groups were: 

• Knowledge of the Italian language; 
• Incoming professional competences (study title, work 

experience in Italy and in the birth Country); 
• Self-employment skills; 

• Business ideas to be developed or already existing. 
Such skills / attitudes can be measured already at the beginning of training 

workshops through group interviews and entrance tests with which we will 
have an idea of the type of learners we are planning to train, their 

expectations and their basic or transversal skills to be further developed. 
Moreover, through these tools, based on the skills and attitudes of the 

learners, a series of entrepreneurial ideas should be identified, for example 

through a project work to be developed during the training workshops. 
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SWEDEN 
 

Part A: General data – Migrants and the national labour market 
 

 

Statistical data  
 

Population of Sweden 

 
Sweden's population has increased steadily since the first census was taken 

in the middle of the 1700s. At that time, the population of Sweden was 1.8 
million. In 1800 the population had reached 2.3 million, and by 1900 it had 

more than doubled at 5.1 million. By end of 2016 the population had 
increased to 10 million. 

 

 
 
A somewhat changed population structure is expected in the future. The 

largest change is that the population will have another age composition. 
The share of older persons is expected to increase. 19 percent of the 

population in 2011 was age 65 or older. At the end of the forecast period 
25 percent of the population is expected to be in this age group. In 2011 

children and young people aged 0–19 comprised 23 percent of the 
population. This proportion is expected to remain at around the same level 

even in the future. Even though the number of people in the actively 

working population (aged 20–64) will increase somewhat, the proportion of 
these people in the population will decrease somewhat. 
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In recent decades, the increased share of foreign born persons is another 
change in the composition in the population. In 1960, 4 percent of the 

population was born abroad. The corresponding figure in 2015 was 15 

percent. According to the forecast, this percentage is expected to increase 
somewhat in the next few years, but will later stabilise at a level around 18 

percent. 
 

Concerning migration, it is assumed that immigration will be greater than 
emigration during the entire forecast period. Net migration is largest at the 

beginning of the forecast period. This is a result of the assumption about a 
continued significant immigration in the next few years. This is largely due 

to the assessment by the Swedish Migration Board about increased 
immigration of refugees and family members. In the next few years net 

migration is expected to amount to between 50 000 and 60 000 per year. 
A level of roughly 17 000 is expected in the long term. This will be the net 

result of an immigration of around 85 000 and an emigration of around 
68 000. 

 

 
 

 
In 2016 the number of inhabitant born outside Sweden was almost 1.5 

million which is 15 percent of population. Half of these people were born in 
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Europe, 30 percent in Asia and 9 percent in Africa. The most common 
country of origin were Syria with 11 percent followed by Iraq and Finland.  

 

 
 

Employment and unemployment among immigrants in Sweden  

 
Employment 
 

The issue of unemployment among immigrants in Sweden dates back a few 
decades. There has been a rapid trend of migration to Sweden during the 

last 50 years24. After the Second World War, from 1950 to 1970, immigrants 
coming to Sweden as a labour force were mostly from Nordic countries. 

However, after 1970, migration reasons changed from labour demand to 

family ties and refugees.  
 

                                                 
24 Hammarstedt, M. (2001). Immigrant self-employment in Sweden – its variation and some possible 

determinants. Entrepreneurship & Regional Development, 13(2), 147-161. 
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This second wave of immigrants provided an excessive supply to Swedish 

labour market25. The employment situation in Sweden was in good condition 
until 1970s: both native Swedes and immigrants enjoyed full 

employment26. Research shows that during that period, the employment 

level among immigrants was even higher than among native born 
unfortunately, starting from 1980s, a large number of immigrants could not 

get access to the labour market in Sweden27  
 

Educational background 

 
Generally, it is a slightly higher percentage of women than men who are 

highly educated and that is also the case for the Group foreign born in large 
2 level of education differs between different groups of foreign-born women, 

there country of birth play a role. The proportion of women at the age of 30 

had post-secondary education was 26% among those born in Africa, while 
the same proportion was 43 percent for those born in Asian countries, and 

46 percent for those born in South America. 
 

It should be noted that the educational background varies depending on 
country of birth, where the greatest proportion of persons with only 

compulsory schooling can be found among people from Africa, Asia, 
European countries outside the EU as well as other Nordic countries28. 

                                                 
25 Sördersten, B. (2004). Globalization and the Welfare State. Hampshire, GB: Palgrave Macmillan. 
26 ibid 
27 The Swedish Integration Board. (2005).Statistics Report 2004- Statistical follow up of Integration Report 

2003. Retrieved 2007-03-10, 
28 SCB, 2016 
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It is also of interest to mention that the number of foreign born women with 

only compulsory education has increased among those arrived after 2010. 
Also the number of illiterate women has increased. 

 
 

Situation of foreign born women on Swedish labour market 

 
A high level of employment is crucial not only for the individual but also for 

society at large. For the individual means work an opportunity to supply and 
the power to control their own lives, but also a sense of belonging. At the 

societal level is a high employment rate is one of the foundations of the 

Swedish welfare State as a prerequisite for being able to provide for those 
who for various reasons cannot work. For persons who immigrated to 

Sweden can work, and thus the ability to supply, be a decisive factor for 
integration into the Swedish society. 

 
Research has long shown that foreign born have more difficulty to enter the 

labour market, and to a lesser extent have skilled occupations, compared 
with native born. Foreign born women and women of foreign origin 

encounter in many respects dual thresholds on the labour market. In 2014, 
the employment rate among foreign-born women 59%, which is lower 

compared to both foreign-born men (68%) and natives (77 and 80%)29.  
Women born outside Europe have the lowest employment rate: fewer than 

half were employed in 2014. Overseas born women, particularly people who 
immigrated from the Middle East and North Africa, also has a comparatively 

                                                 
29 16-64 år, AKU. 
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weaker position in the labour market and belongs to the considerably lower 
grade so-called main labour force than women born in Sweden or Europe30. 

 

There are a number of different explanatory models for the lower 
employment rate among foreign-born women and women with a foreign 

background. On a general level, it is part of the individual's own 
qualifications and characteristics, such as education or language skills, and 

partly about the unfavourable structure of the labour market. 
 

Various conditions on the Swedish labour market precludes foreign born and 
persons with foreign background. One factor that is recurring in the 

research is the importance of social networks for recruitment. Available 
works is conveyed largely through personal contacts, something that 

disadvantages mainly foreign born, and especially newly arrived31.  
 

A further reason why the foreign born and persons with foreign background 
are disadvantaged in the labour market is ethnic discrimination. 

Explanations of ethnic discrimination is usually divided into two types; 

preference based and statistical. Preference based discrimination based on 
the fact that the employer has a preference for a certain ethnic group, not 

necessarily related to the individual's labour productivity. 
 

This kind of discrimination can be carried out as an unaware action. 
Statistical discrimination, however, means that employers make 

assumptions about the individual's qualifications and productivity based on 
either existing statistics, or stereotypical images of, for example, the 

"migrants". Employer's discrimination has been demonstrated in a variety 
of research studies and through experiments that show that people with 

foreign-sounding names have a lower chance of getting an interview and/or 
being recruited than people with Swedish names. 

 

Occupational pattern  
 

Much of the growth in immigration to Sweden occurred during an 
economically turbulent period. During the early 1990s, Sweden experienced 

the worst financial crisis of any developed country since the Great 
Depression, and unemployment was almost 10 percent from 1993 to 

199732.  Following a host of economic reforms, including changes to the 
banking system and new policies to improve incentives to work, Sweden 

established a strong economic footing by the late 1990s. Between 1997 and 

                                                 
30 SOU 2015:69. 
31 Carlsson M och Rooth D-O (2007), Etnisk diskriminering på svensk arbetsmarknad – resultat från ett fältexperiment, Ekonomisk Debatt, vol. 

35, nr 3, s. 55-68. 
32 OECD, Jobs for Immigrants (Vol. 1): Labour Market Integration in Australia, Denmark, Germany and Sweden (Paris: 

OECD, 2007), 
www.oecd.org/els/mig/jobsforimmigrantsvol1labourmarketintegrationinaustraliadenmarkgermanyandsweden.ht
m. 
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2007, Swedes improved their employment rates by 7 percentage points. 
Employment growth then slowed following the onset of the global economic 

crisis and recession, but overall employment rates did not decline, and 

Sweden’s recovery from the 2008 crisis has been robust. 
 

The initial labour market outcomes of different cohorts of immigrants reflect 
these fluctuating economic conditions. The 1993-97 cohort entered into 

especially adverse conditions, as did the 2008-2014 cohort 20 years later, 
following the onset of the global economic downturn. By contrast, cohorts 

that arrived in the intervening period were much more likely to find work 
upon arrival. 

 
Regardless of initial conditions, each cohort improved its position 

significantly over time. The employment rates of the 1993-97 cohort grew 
by 38 percentage points over 14 years, although they remained well below 

the level for natives. Unlike natives, the 1993-97 cohort saw its employment 
rates dip slightly with the onset of the recession. 

 

While temporary and unskilled work can be an important stepping stone for 
new arrivals while they acquire receiving-country human capital (such as 

language skills, knowledge of the local labour market, and personal and 
professional networks), the dualism of Sweden’s labour market has raised 

concerns that some workers will become trapped in temporary contracts. 
The barriers immigrants face in entering permanent positions may also 

contribute to stagnant wages, precarious and short-term contracts, or 
getting stuck in low-skilled work. 

 
 

 
Occupational Distribution among foreign born women 201533 

Occupation Percent in Occupation 

Armed Forces 0.0 

Managers 2.3 

Professionals 14.7 

Technicians and Associates 10.2 

Clerical Support Workers 6.6 

Service and Sales Workers 29.1 

Agriculture, Forestry, and 

Fisheries 0.7 

Craft and Related Trades 6.6 

Plant and Machine Operators 10.7 

Elementary Occupations 19.2 

 
 

                                                 
33 SCB 2016 
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If we study the employment patterns closer in we find that foreign-born 

are over-represented in industry sectors such as hotels and restaurants 

and rental real estate and travel services. At the same time, foreign born 
are clearly under-represented in industry sectors such as agriculture, 

Electricity & heating, financial and insurance services and construction. 
 

 

10 occupations where foreign born are over and under 
represented: 

 

 
 

 

Integration policies to support foreign born women into labour 
market in Sweden  

 
Institutional changes towards integration policies were made in 1980, as 

the adapted solution for new wave of immigrants coming to Sweden from 

mid 1970s and onwards34. The immigration board practiced the integration 

                                                 
34 Sördersten, B. (2004). Globalization and the Welfare State. Hampshire, GB: Palgrave Macmillan 
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policy, which allowed refugees to enrol in specific training program before 
entering the labour market. As a negative impact from the new rule, the 

training program increased the waiting period for refugees to enter the 

labour market. Even though studies showed that it was of great importance 
for immigrants to get job contacts as soon as possible, Sweden did not act 

accordingly. Another integration method was demographic allocation, which 
was to spread the refugees over the country to different locations. The 

objective of this policy was to integrate immigrants more into the Swedish 
society and give them a better chance to learn Swedish language. The result 

of this policy had bad impacts on job opportunities for immigrants since 
they were placed based on the availability of accommodation rather than 

their employment perspective35. During this time, other labour market 
policy programs were carried out. Even though these programs encouraged 

immigrant integration into the labour market - they did not focus on the 
appropriate immigrant groups. As an example, immigrants from the Middle 

East, who experienced great difficulty in finding work, were rarely included 
in the active labour market programmes provided. However, Bosnian 

immigrants were to a larger extent, given access to these programmes. As 

a result of this, “the present cost of poor labour market integration of 
immigrants is at least SEK 30 billion per year. In present time, there is still 

‘a very low employment and very high unemployment, especially for 
immigrants born outside Europe. One alternative to unemployment is to 

become self-employed. It is highly possible that self-employment will lead 
to lower unemployment among immigrants. The statistics report issued by 

Swedish Integration Board in 2014 showed a growing trend of self-
employment among unemployed immigrants in Sweden. According to 

Swedish Integration Board, there is a strong link between unemployment 
and self-employment in Sweden. Further on, research discovered that the 

self-employment rates of many groups were higher than those of native 
Swedes. Therefore, it would be valuable to understand the philosophy of 

immigrants’ entrepreneurial business entry decision in Sweden36. 
 

The majority of researchers use very similar factors to explain immigrant 

motivation to enter self-employment. Due to this fact it is reasonable to 
assume that these motivational factors are appropriate for considering in 

this thesis and will help to fulfil its purpose. The motivational factors 
considered in this thesis are as follows: 

 
a. Negative/Push factors: 

i. Blocked mobility (includes discrimination, unemployment, age, 
unfamiliar language) 

ii. Level of education 
iii. Income among immigrants 

 

                                                 
35 Lemaître, G. (2007, February 21). The Integration of Immigrants into the Labour Market: the Case of Sweden. 

Retrieved 2007-03-10, 
36 The Swedish Integration Board. .Statistics Report 2014- Statistical follow up of Integration Report 2010.  
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b. Positive/ Pull factors: 
i. Business culture values 

ii. Desire for independence and autonomy 

iii. Financial betterment 
iv. Opportunity recognition 

 
 

Stakeholders facilitating entrance to labour market for immigrant 

women 
 

Labour market policy is a responsibility of State, in which the employment 
agency is a key player. The authority is responsible for labour market policy 

is implemented in accordance with the objectives and guidelines that 

Parliament and the Government establishes, inter alia, by providing job 
search assistance in job search, guidance as well as various types of labour 

market policy programmes. The programs are usually general in nature 
where a possible guideline to the programs in the first place is based on the 

needs of job seekers. Some programs can accommodate efforts specifically 
aimed at new immigrants, such as workplace introduction and various types 

of preparatory courses. The employment service has no programs or 
interventions that specifically caters to foreign born women or women with 

a foreign background. The Agency, however, has the ability to procure 
additional actors at local and regional level, which sometimes provides 

businesses with foreign born women as a target group. 
 

Even municipalities organising and conducting employment-related 
measures. Their business does not fall under the State's or other operators' 

missions, and therefore should be complementary to the employment 

service's efforts. Local government action is mainly directed at unemployed 
residents in need of financial assistance for their livelihood. Municipalities 

are responsible for municipal adult education and language training for 
immigrants. Because these efforts are of great importance for the foreign 

born labour market entry, the municipalities are important complementary 
actor also in employment promotion activities run by another operator. 

 
In addition to the regular efforts, there is a plethora of regional and local 

employment promotion which operated in the form of projects. They are 
often geared toward more distinct audiences, in which foreign-born women 

and women with a foreign background is such an audience. The projects are 
mainly by the employment services, municipalities and non-profit 

organizations. Often the projects co-financed with funds from an EU fund, 
primarily the Social Fund. 

 

As with labour market policy, economic policy is essentially a State 
responsibility with the Ministry of industry as the main Coordinator. It is 

primarily the promotion of entrepreneurs and business development that is 
interesting. Central agencies include the Agency for innovation systems 
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(Vinnova)37 and the Swedish Agency for economic and regional growth, 
within the framework of the Special Government Commission is funding the 

temporary measures to support entrepreneurship among women, of which 

a portion is directed towards women with a foreign background. The 
Registration Agency38 and the FCA39 are examples of other authorities which 

carry out operations on a smaller scale in these areas. 
 

In addition to these authorities, there are State-owned companies and 
foundations that work with entrepreneurs regionally in Sweden, such as 

Almi företagspartner AB (Almi)40 and Business Centre41. ALMI provides a 
wide range of interventions such as counseling and lending, and has a 

presence in 40 locations across the country. The bulk of the Almi's 
operations are not directed against any specific target group, but the 

company can operate within the framework of the activities of special 
initiatives that specifically caters to women with a foreign background. 

 
 

This can particularly mention the IFS42, a Counseling business area within 

Almi specifically targeted at entrepreneurs with an immigrant background. 
IFS provides free advice in different languages. Business Centre is also 

present throughout the country with around 2400 partners in the form of 
enterprises, organizations and municipalities. The purpose of the 

Foundation is to promote business creation and entrepreneurship through 
"free advice to anyone who wants to start a business". Those who wish to 

pursue activities in the social economy can benefit from including K-Konsult. 
K-Konsult is at 25 sites in Sweden and offers free advice to people who want 

to start cooperatives. 
 

Measure to facilitate labour market entry for immigrant women 

 

A majority of the actions identified in this report consists of labour market 
interventions. A total of 54 of the 77 interventions are employment 

promotion. Almost all labour market oriented efforts in reports turns to 
foreign-born women, mainly new arrivals. Women with a foreign 

background is thus a less common target audience, only ten interventions 
targeted to this group. However, it is common that the measures have 

multiple audiences simultaneously. Of the 54 employment-support 
operations turns 34 measures to several groups of women. Many efforts are 

also addressing other target groups, such as the foreign-born men. A 
common feature of the actions is that they have a significant percentage of 

foreign born women among its participants. 
 

                                                 
37 https://www.vinnova.se/  
38 http://www.bolagsverket.se/  
39 http://www.konkurrensverket.se/  
40 http://www.almi.se/  
41 http://www.nyforetagarcentrum.com/  
42 http://www.almi.se/Blekinge/Erbjudanden/IFS-Radgivning/?vv_hit=true  

https://www.vinnova.se/
http://www.bolagsverket.se/
http://www.konkurrensverket.se/
http://www.almi.se/
http://www.nyforetagarcentrum.com/
http://www.almi.se/Blekinge/Erbjudanden/IFS-Radgivning/?vv_hit=true
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Labour market interventions has usually a municipal initiator, as is the case 
in half the measures. Ten of the measures have a non-profit provider, while 

six are run by the State. Five of the measures are run by private operators, 

mainly training providers. Only four of those caught up in this report has 
the employment service as organiser which are fewer than expected. It can 

be explained by the fact that the employment service's mainly working with 
the target group within the framework of the Introduction plan43 and other 

mainstream labour market programmes. When the authority engages in 
projects they have, according to our experience, also usually broader efforts 

aimed at the unemployed in General. The employment services are, 
however, often as collaborative party, especially in municipal projects where 

it is often represented in the Steering Group. 
 

Successful measures 

  

 
On a general level, the employment support measures can be described 

according to the following five factors:  
a) Specific efforts for up-skilling combined with practice  

b) Integrated health perspective 
c) Language training combined with basic instruction in other subjects  

d) Woman are involved in their own planning  
 

 
Job-specific up-skilling training 

 
These training measures are combined with practice aiming to up-skill 

women. The training programs are directed towards a specific profession 

and combined with internships or subsidized employment. The skills stakes 
can both consist of vocational language teaching as well as labour market 

training. Experiences have shown that these packages shorten the distance 
to labour market. The combination of language training and up-skilling 

measures together has shown to be more effective than if each one was 
carried out independently. Those responsible up-skilling state that the 

women in such measures express a better understanding for why they 
participate and also show higher motivation then other measures.  

 
Integrated health perspective 

 
Health problems can make it harder to both seek and be offered a job. Even 

the motivation to make themselves available for work are affected by 
health. Foreign-born, particularly women, are at higher level outside the 

                                                 
43 The employment service will establish an introduction plan for newly arrived immigrant in collaboration with 

interested municipalities, authorities, companies and organisations. The plan should include activities on a full-

time basis. In addition to questions concerning the way to work includes provisioning, for example, school, child 

care, housing, and family and health situation. 
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labour force due to illness. Immigrant women who have a work is too sick 
to a greater extent than both immigrant men and persons born in Sweden44. 

Several activities highlights the importance of having a broad health 

perspective in employment promotion for foreign-born women, with a focus 
on both physical and mental health. In a number of measures, physical 

exercise a recurring task. “Gemensamma krafter” (Joint effort) is an 
initiative which offer fitness classes exclusively to women one day a week 

in cooperation with “Friskis and svettis” (a national gym organization). The 
aim is also to break isolation and create contact with primarily foreign-born 

women in disadvantaged neighborhoods. Among other initiatives one can 
mention “open walk groups”. Activities are designed both to strengthen the 

participants ' physical health, as well as to increase their awareness of the 
importance of physical health well-being. A number of activities also offers 

activities that focused on increasing participants ' knowledge about health-
related themes, and the Swedish health care system at large45.  

 
 

Swedish for Immigrants (SFI) education combined with other 

subjects 
 

Knowledge of Swedish is a prerequisite for being able to establish itself in 
the Swedish labour market. Even unskilled jobs require some basic 

knowledge in subjects such as math, social studies and computer science. 
Many new arrivals, especially women, have a limited education from their 

home country and therefore need to build on their skills with language skills 
and basic knowledge. To increase their opportunities to more quickly learn 

the language and gain practical oriented knowledge certain activities have 
successfully been integrated in SFI. As an example studies in SFI was 

combined with a tailored training with five different themes: orientation, 
ICT knowledge, practical social studies, health and parenting. The five 

themed training courses designed to provide women with the skills needed 
in social and working life as well as giving them the opportunity to 

practically apply and use the knowledge acquired in SFI training. 

 

  

                                                 
44 SOU 2012:69. 
45 ibid 
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Part B: Business climate 
 

Numbers of self-employed migrants and their enterprises 

 
 

Entrepreneurship tends to be lower among young people and among some 

groups of foreign-born women.  The proportion of foreign-born women who 
runs and owns the company is lower than the corresponding figures for 

home births to people, even if we compare with the Group of foreign-born 
men who engaged in commercial activity46. Among foreign-born women are 

above all people born in North America, other EU countries, the Pacific and 
the former Soviet Union who runs the company. 

 
Female entrepreneurs with an immigrant background have on average 

lower wages than domestic-born persons engaged in trade or business. This 
is to some extent linked to foreign born people more often drives the 

company focused on traditional low income professions such as restaurant 
business.  

 
 

 

 
 

Existing businesses of migrants in the area of Uppsala 

 
 

Statistics show a slightly increased share of self-employed in the various 
immigrant groups and for native Swedes during the period 2010-2015. For 

male immigrants from European countries, the share of start-up during the 
same period virtually unchanged. For male overseas immigrants, however, 

the picture is quite different. In particular, there is a substantial increase in 

the proportion of self-employed among male immigrants from countries like 
Iran, Iraq, Syria and Lebanon. From 2010 to 2015, a doubling of the 

proportion of self-employed among women from these groups. For 

                                                 
46 Rapport 2014:4. Välkommen in? Utrikes födda kvinnor på den svenska arbetsmarknaden och som företagare. Länsstyrelsen Stockholm 

Number of start-up by immigrant women in Sweden 
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example, the proportion of entrepreneurs among men from Iran increased 
from 4.5% in 2010 to 10 per cent in 2015 and among men from Syria from 

10.4% in 2010 to 18.3% in 2015. Even among male immigrants from 

Ethiopia increased the proportion of entrepreneurs significantly, however, 
from a very low level, while the proportion of entrepreneurs from Turkey 

remained largely unchanged but at a high level. 
 

 
If, instead, we look at the development of the share of entrepreneurs among 

immigrant women we find a moderate increase among European 
immigrants. The development of women from overseas countries similar to 

the one we observed for men from the respective countries. The proportion 
of self-employed among women from overseas doubled (and in some cases 

more than doubled) in the period. The increase, however, is made from 
very low levels47.  

 
 
So one can say that self-employment is a popular occupation line among 

immigrants living in Uppsala. However East African women are observed to 

be particularly absent with this regard. This thesis aims to investigate how 
East African women perceive self-employment in a bid to understand why 

few of them are entrepreneurs in Uppsala. To this effect, the thesis 
questions whether East African women experience any barriers with regards 

to getting self-employed in Uppsala. The working of gender and ethnicity in 
shaping self-employment perceptions among these women is also 

questioned. 
 

                                                 
47 SCB 2016  
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Existing local competitions to evaluate profitability/chances of 

success 
 

Competition in those sectors which many immigrants, especially foreign 
born women start their enterprises is very high. In sectors such as 

restaurant, catering, domestic services, cleaning, there is an oversupply.  
Since 2010, the government has introduced a program “Profit control”. The 

main aim of the program is to prevent oversupply in order to increase 
sustainability of new start-up. Of course the program cover only enterprises 

seeking financial support from agencies supporting start-ups. However, the 

program does not affect start-ups not seeking those support.  
The result of oversupply has been mainly in establishment of grocery shops, 

restaurant and cleaning branches. Most of these enterprises finish with 
bankruptcy within in average 2 years.  

 
 

Support services 

 
National, regional, local existing support services for entrepreneurs 

or business incubators (including counselling, training, …) and 

financial support services particularly addressed to women and/or 
migrants: 

 
In Sweden there are several agencies helping and providing different 

services such as: 
Verksamt.se. For those who run or want to start a business,  

1. Bolagsverket (the Swedish Companies Registration Office),  
2. Skatteverket (the Swedish Tax Agency)  
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3. Tillväxtverket (the Swedish Agency for Economic and Regional 
Growth)  

 

4. Verksamhet. Organize start-a-business-days, help to create a 
business plan, and register business www.verksamt.se 

5. ALMI Företagspartner (ALMI Business Partner). Helps those with plans 
to start a business, or those who have just started a business. They 

also provide financial support. www.almi.se  
6. IFS Rådgivningscentrum (IFS). Particularly helps those who weren’t 

born in Sweden to start businesses. Free advice in various languages. 
Several advice centres throughout the country. www.ifs.a.se ,  

7. NyföretagarCentrum (the Enterprise Agency). Free advice and help. 
Behind Nyföretagarcentrum is a broad, local network of people and 

businesses, offering expert support 
http://www.nyforetagarcentrum.com/  

 
 

  

http://www.verksamt.se/
http://www.almi.se/
http://www.ifs.a.se/
http://www.nyforetagarcentrum.com/
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Part C: Preconditions for business establishment for migrants 
 

Legal conditions and financial preconditions 
 

The following steps has to be taken in order to establish a business in 

Sweden 
 

1. Get permission: Certain types of businesses in Sweden require a 
permit to operate. www.verksamheten.se  of the various trades, 

professions and businesses that require permits, as well as contact 
details for the bodies that issue them. (see below) 

2. Register your business. As a sole trader, the enterprise will be 
identified by one’s personal identity number (personnummer) which 

is allocated to you by the Swedish Tax Authority (Skatteverket). The 
key step in starting as a sole trader is registering for F-skatt – ‘F tax’ 

(the ‘F’ stands for företagare – entrepreneur). F-skatt basically means 
that you undertake work as an entrepreneur and not as an employee, 

so those contracting you don’t administer your tax or social security 
payments – that responsibility is yours. 

3. Protect business name by registering it: This is not an obligatory step 

but still a wise move. It will ensure that no-one else is allowed to 
operate under the same business name in Sweden. One register 

business name at Bolagsverket (The Agency for company 
registration) http://www.bolagsverket.se/  

4. Bookkeeping: a registered company must have authorised 
bookkeeping. Usually one hires such services 

 
 

Certain types of businesses in Sweden require a permit to operate. At 
www.verksamheten.se one can see what type of business require permits 

as well as contact details for the bodies that issue them. As the example 
below shows: 

 
Business Permit Authorising body  

Drainage business  authorisation Swedish Board of 

Agriculture. 

Animal husbandry 

 

authorisation Country administration 

board 

catering business  a number of different 

permits 

Municipality   

hotel or boarding house Permit Police authority 

Retail and warehouse 

 

Several permits  Municipality 

Used goods, second hand Permit Police authority 

 
There is no requirement as such for registering a company in general, 

however there are some requirements depending of type of companies: 
 

http://www.verksamheten.se/
http://www.bolagsverket.se/
http://www.verksamheten.se/
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Sole trader: Sole trader may be appropriate if you are going to start a 
business on your own. As a sole trader you are personally responsible for 

all the company's obligations, such as liabilities and agreements. 

Limited company: A limited company can be started by one or more 
individuals. When starting a limited company, you must have at least SEK 

50,000 in share capital. Personal responsibility for the company's debts is 
in principle limited to the share capital. However, there are situations where 

you personally can be held responsible for unpaid taxes and contributions, 

etc. 

Trading partnership: A trading partnership is an alternative if at least two 

individuals or legal entities wish to start a business together. There is no 
requirement to invest capital, although the partners are personally, jointly 

and severally liable for the company's debts. 

Economic association: Three people are required in order to start an 
economic association. An economic association must promote the economic 

interests of its members. This means that the members should benefit 

financially from their participation in the association. 

 

National or regional funding conditions  

 
All the unemployed people in Sweden must be registered at Public 

Employment Services (AF) in order to be eligible for: 
- Social unemployment fee 

- Employment activities (labour market training, internship or start-up 
support) 

 
However, regarding employment activities, PES is making the decision with 

regards to type of activities. All the activities are paid by PES through 

governmental budget.  
 

With regards to immigrants with residential permission have to go through 
a program called Introduction Assignment activities. The immigrant and 

employment officer draw up one’s introduction plan, then the immigrant 
has the right to introduction benefit. An introduction plan contains activities 

that are to support person so he/she can as quickly as possible learn 
Swedish, find work and support herself/himself. The period is 24 months. 

During these 24 months, an immigrant can also be covered by start-up 
programs. 
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Part D: Case studies 
 
 

Case study 1 
 

Title of the 

project / 
Name of the 
woman 
entrepreneur 

Project: Erina’s catering  
 
Name of the woman entrepreneur: Erina  

Lead Body 

In the case of project: Ester foundation  

 
Ester was founded in 2012 by Sofia Altafi, Maria Borelius and Kerstin 
Thulin. Three strong women – all with various backgrounds in business, 
industry, research, and work with relief organizations. The aim is to 
support immigrant women to start own business 

 http://stiftelsenester.se/om-ester/  

Place 

Erina’s catering operate in the city of Helsingborg. There is no formal 
metropolitan area, but the municipality of Helsingborg City and its 
neighbouring five municipalities (within Scania) had in spring of 2013 a 
population of 269.489 inhabitants at an area of 1.353 square kilometres 

(0.522 square miles), a population density of 200 people/km2. This 
makes Helsingborg the fourth largest population area in Sweden. 

http://stiftelsenester.se/om-ester/
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Picture 

 
Erina 
 

 
Thai Taco 

 
Birthday catering  

 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

http://www.erinascatering.se/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/10686748_589001391204208_5034160446196338741_n.png
http://www.erinascatering.se/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/10686748_589001391204208_5034160446196338741_n.png
http://www.erinascatering.se/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/10665943_579786165459064_873121262790764377_n.png
http://www.erinascatering.se/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/10665943_579786165459064_873121262790764377_n.png
http://www.erinascatering.se/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/1908428_576400682464279_2052500213185452445_n.png
http://www.erinascatering.se/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/1908428_576400682464279_2052500213185452445_n.png
http://www.erinascatering.se/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/10670031_576400859130928_2694611880239716467_n.png
http://www.erinascatering.se/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/10670031_576400859130928_2694611880239716467_n.png
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Description of 
the activities 

 

Erina started her catering business based on original Thai recipes with 
herbs and spices imported directly from Thailand. Her company 
marketing itself by highlighting “home-made” Thai food, especially for 

parties, birthdays and meetings. She has a full services approach, which 
means that she carries out from order to delivery including table setting, 
serving and cleaning afterwards. 

Innovative 
aspect 

It is very interesting since she also provides study circles where she 
teaches Thai cooking. Those customers who uses her services become 
interested in learning Thai cooking. She offers the courses both in group 

or individually. Further, she offers training at customers home.  

Duration 

Erina started in October 2014 his company, Roz catering – Thai food at 
your home, in (www.erinascatering.se). She started with catering and 
cooking classes in the homes of customers. She extended operations 
2015 with four kinds of homemade spice blends. She works 

simultaneously as BSC first in home service later in the restaurant. The 
company has also invested in equipment and paid a further training in 

http://www.erinascatering.se/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/10702220_586455481458799_676646053932450567_n.png
http://www.erinascatering.se/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/10702220_586455481458799_676646053932450567_n.png
http://www.erinascatering.se/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/10702220_586455481458799_676646053932450567_n.png
http://www.erinascatering.se/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/10702220_586455481458799_676646053932450567_n.png
http://www.erinascatering.se/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/10702220_586455481458799_676646053932450567_n.png
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Bangkok. In september 2016, the company opened operations in a 

mobile restaurant in Ljusekulla outside Helsingborg 
 
 
 

Involved 

actors 

 

The involved actor is Ester Foundation. The foundation is supporting 
immigrant women directly. It is financed by Region Skåne (regional 
authority in Skåne https://www.skane.se/) and tillväxtverket (The 
Swedish Agency for Economic and Regional Growth, 
https://tillvaxtverket.se/english.html) has jointly funded the Esther's 
pilot projects and we work together with our partners of Swedbank and 
the aid organisation Johanniterhjälpen to provide micro-loans and 

financial advice. 

Funding 

Region Skåne (regional authority in Skåne https://www.skane.se/) and 
tillväxtverket (The Swedish Agency for Economic and Regional Growth, 
https://tillvaxtverket.se/english.html) has jointly funded the Esther's 
pilot projects 

Links and 

documents 
http://www.erinascatering.se/    

 
 
  

https://www.skane.se/
https://tillvaxtverket.se/english.html
https://www.skane.se/
https://tillvaxtverket.se/english.html
http://www.erinascatering.se/
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Case study 2 
 

Title of the 
project / Name 
of the woman 
entrepreneur 

Project: IamFashionbyMillaK  
Name of the woman entrepreneur: Jamila 

Lead Body 

Ester was founded in 2012 by Sofia Altafi, Maria Borelius and Kerstin 

Thulin. Three strong women – all with various backgrounds in business, 
industry, research, and work with relief organizations. The aim is to 
support immigrant women to start own business 
 http://stiftelsenester.se/om-ester/ 

Place  

Picture 

 

 

http://stiftelsenester.se/om-ester/
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Description of 
the activities 

 

Jamila launched her business in the summer of 2016 in fashion design 
under their own label Milla k. the first collection went on sale in the 
spring of 2017. Milla K sells custom-made clothing for women in the 
classical style. In parallel with her company, she has started the 

economic society” I Am Fashion” to enhance fashion culture in southern 
Sweden and at the same time, contribute to a better integration of 
fashion interested, sewing knowledgeable immigrant women. In the 
summer of 2016 had his first "I Am Fashion” show with a collection of 
Swedish design students and seamstresses from around the world who 
recently arrived in Sweden. 

Innovative 
aspect 

The project is interesting, since she builds on immigrant women working 

experiences and try to create opportunities based on their skills from 
home country. Further it tries to connect the business with Fashion 
establishment of Sweden.  
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I am Fashion's goal is to create a platform as a showcase to market the 
fashion industry in Helsingborg. It is established as a social enterprise 
with the aim to promote individuals with fashion and textile education 
and focus on unemployed immigrant women with sewing experience from 
their home countries. The idea behind I Am Fashion is to strengthen 
cooperation between Swedes and immigrants as well as to create new 

paths to employment and work experience for both groups. 

Duration The project started 2016 and expanding 

Involved actors 

 

The involved actor is Ester Foundation. The foundation is supporting 
immigrant women directly. It is financed by Region Skåne (regional 

authority in Skåne https://www.skane.se/) and tillväxtverket (The 
Swedish Agency for Economic and Regional Growth, 
https://tillvaxtverket.se/english.html) has jointly funded the Esther's 
pilot projects and we work together with our partners of Swedbank and 
the aid organisation Johanniterhjälpen to provide micro-loans and 
financial advice. 

Funding 

Region Skåne (regional authority in Skåne https://www.skane.se/) and 

tillväxtverket (The Swedish Agency for Economic and Regional Growth, 
https://tillvaxtverket.se/english.html) has jointly funded the Esther's 
pilot projects 

Links and 

documents 
https://www.facebook.com/IamFashionbyMillaK/  

 

 
Case study 3 

 

Title of the 
project / 
Name of the 

woman 
entrepreneur 

Title of the project: Yalla Trappan (Yalla staircase) 
Name of the woman entrepreneur: It iis social enterprise run in the area of 
Rosengård in the city of Malmö 

Lead Body 
Municipality of Malmö ( www.malmo.se) and ABF ( www.abf.se) 

Place 

 
Malmö is the capital and largest city of the Swedish county of Scania. Malmö is 
the third largest city in Sweden, after Stockholm and Gothenburg, and the fifth 
largest city in Scandinavia, with a population of above 300,000. The Malmö 
Metropolitan Region is home to 700,000 people, and the Öresund Region, which 
includes Malmö, is home to 3.9 million people. 

The project was carried out in Rosengård which is a residential area located 
centrally in Malmö, neighbouring the former city district Centrum. During last 20 
years it has been a destination for immigrants, 86% of the population have 
foreign background 

Picture 

 
Catering services 

 
 
Cleaning services 

https://www.skane.se/
https://tillvaxtverket.se/english.html
https://www.skane.se/
https://tillvaxtverket.se/english.html
https://www.facebook.com/IamFashionbyMillaK/
http://www.malmo.se/
http://www.abf.se/
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Textile production 

 

Description 
of the 
activities 

 

What started out in as a project dependent on financial support from the 

European Social Fund, the City of Malmö and ABF Malmö, has evolved into a self-

contained social enterprise. 
Yalla Trappan now employs 15 women in its three commercial branches: café 
and catering, a cleaning and conference service and a sewing and design studio. 
Furthermore, it enables labor market introduction for newly arrived immigrant 
women by providing internship opportunities.     

Innovative 
aspect 

Yalla has evolved into a self-contained social enterprise utilizing the knowledge 

and capabilities of its co-workers to run an innovative business characterized by 
a strong focus on social sustainability. Among several inspiring collaborations, 
Yalla Trappan has established a partnership with IKEA. 
 
Mera Yalla i Skåne is a project financed by The Social Investment Fund in 
Region Skåne and ABF Malmö aiming to spread Yalla Trappans’ successful 
working methods to other municipalities in the region of Skåne. The project is 

expected to result in a growth of knowledge in social enterprising and to facilitate 
the establishment of new work integration social enterprises inspired by Yalla 
Trappan. 
 

Yallas Ambassadörer - medarbetare inspirerar och informerar om socialt 
företagande is financed by the European Social Fund. Connected to Mera Yalla 

i Skåne, it allows for a number of Yalla Trappans' co-workers, who made the 
journey from social exclusion and unemployment to becoming active citizens 
taking part in society and working life themselves, to spread their knowledge of 
social enterprising. 

Duration 

It started as an ESF project “Step by step towards work” during 2006-2007 and 
continued as another ESF project “Women entrepreneurship during 2007. The 

third project “Staircase” was carried out 2008-2010. In May 2010, the activity 
was transformed to a social enterprise and still running.   
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Involved 

actors 

 

Municipality of Malmö ( www.malmo.se) and ABF ( www.abf.se) 

Funding European Social Funds and municipal budget 

Links and 
documents 

http://www.yallatrappan.se/   

 

http://www.malmo.se/
http://www.abf.se/
http://www.yallatrappan.se/
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Part E: Findings of focus group discussions  
 
 

Summary of the focus group Immigrant women 
SOCIAL NEEDS /BACKGROUND 

 
Personal capability to carry out self-employment 

 

The participants had different experiences of work in in Sweden. Only half of 

the hem had had a job in their home countries, while others have either been 

housewives or were too young to work, then they moved to Sweden at a 

young age. At the interview were most of the women unemployed and only 

a few had a job or internship in Sweden. 

Those who had jobs or internships had mostly worked/practiced in service 

professions as bakers, cleaners, and kitchen staff and in trading. The women 

who had internships had been on many different internships without it led to 

a job. One of the participants said that she had been on an internship over 

an extended period of time and that she wanted to get a job there after 

practice. When practice was over, however, she received no employment 

because of her lack of knowledge of the Swedish language, and because she 

could not read and write. 

Sahra said that migrant women because of their responsibilities for their 

children, can't get an education or work as much as the men. Some of the 

participants were single with kids which made it difficult for them to enter 

the labour market. Some participants stated that it was important for them 

to get a job to support themselves and their children. Hamideh said: "I want 

to improve my skills in Swedish and get a permanent job, it would be good 

for my children." 

 

Some of the participants felt that it is more difficult for women to find a job 

in Sweden due to the fact that women cannot work in the same professions 

as men. When asked about the differences between immigrant women and 

migrant men's chances of getting a job, discussion returned on children's 

importance with regards to migrant women participation in the labour. 

 

Ayan said, "but I think the men have better chances than men. I think so, I 

don't know if it's true. /.../Because women have many children or young 

children, they may not fit on the job.” What Fatima meant was that women 

are not "fit for work" because they have small children have no time to work. 

She felt that men from overseas countries often start their own business or 

work of any relative who has their own business, while their wives do not get 

any work.  
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Some of the participants had passed courses in Swedish language, including 

SFI (Swedish for Immigrant”, while others had passed a few courses in 

Swedish language. All of the participants expressed that good knowledge of 

the Swedish language is an important factor that affects their ability to enter 

the labour market. Panir said that a good knowledge of the Swedish language 

is important in order to get a job: "They (immigrants) can get a job here, 

but it is the language which is the most important and most difficult." 

Many participants brought up the requirement of a driver’s license as a 

roadblock in the way to job market, speaking at length about how hard it is 

to go around this hurdle. In their opinion, requirement of a driver’s license 

significantly cuts down their chances of finding a job. The process of getting 

a driver’s license is a long, difficult and expensive path, which most of 

these women have a hard time walking through.  

I am trapped (...) and need money to get a license to get a job to get money. 

This has been going on for so long that I have stopped thinking about jobs 

that ask for a license. 

 

In summary, the women saw the following barrier for employment and 

entrepreneurship:  

- Women responsibility for children 

- Lack of prior working experience 

- Lack of adapted service to women (better language training services 

considering their responsibility for child care, ) 

- Extra support needed for women employment and entrepreneurship  

 

Availability of personal support systems (families & friends) 

 

When asked which contacts the participants had with authorities in 

Sweden, they answered that they only had contact with the public 

employment service. Some of the participants said they also had contact 

with Social services for income support. The participants were asked which 

employment or self-employment have received in order to be integrated 

into society and labour market, majority answered that they had internship 

and social support by social services. As Afsaneh expressed it "they helped 

us with money for food, accommodation and nothing more/.../those helped 

me not to have a job, and just that simple.../.../it is good that they helped 

us to stay here in ...” 

 

3 of participants are registered in the new support system by public 

employment services, so called “Introduction assignment activities”. 

According to this reform all newly arrived immigrants have to go through 

certain activities which will lead to employment or self-employment. These 3 
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participants were more optimistic concerning their chances to start their own 

business. They already had been informed about different organization 

supporting entrepreneurship in Sweden. Through their services they had 

carried out study visit to companies, met mentors (most with immigrant 

backgrounds).   

 

These semi-governmental organization had already translated their material 

and information to different immigrant languages, which has facilitated 

dissemination among different immigrant groups.  

 

In summary, those immigrant women who have been less than 2 years in 

Sweden and are registered in “Introduction assignment activities” were more 

exposed to information and thereby opportunities than those who have been 

here more than 3 years. The first group are more aware of opportunities with 

regards to available support and network for employment and self-

employment. Also it should be mentioned that the translation of information 

material to immigrant languages and usage of mentors with immigrant 

backgrounds have been of importance.  

 

Personal networks for promotion / valuable contacts to the 

implementation of the business idea 

 

Through “Introduction assignment activities”, the participant women with 

less than 2-year residence in Sweden had been in contact with the division 

of entrepreneurship at public employment services. There they informed 

about following support opportunities for implementation of their possible 

business ideas: 

1. ALMI (ALMI is owned by the State and have 40 offices across the 

country). 3 of participants had already contact with ALMI and participated in 

workshop about business in Sweden and Swedish market. 

 

2. Nyföretagarcentrum (Centre for New Start-Ups). 4 of participants had 

also contacts with Nyföretagarcentrum and received information about 

different loans and financial support for start-up.  

 

Through both of above agencies, the women were aware of existing women 

business networks which support women start-up through mentorship. 
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How the project could support their social needs 

 

The participants were asked the question "What should we work on in future 

projects to promote immigrant women's entrepreneurship and social 

entrepreneurs ' engagement?". Participants ' responded with many long 

suggestions and a great deal of commitment on these issues. Among the 

responses one can mention: 

 Networks  

 Education (more Swedish language and vocational training) 

 Business focus (sales, finance, marketing, etc.)  

 Mentoring  

 

Another issue that gave many exhaustive answers were about what 

participants felt was important to keep in mind for future projects to support 

women entrepreneurship. Among the responses were: 

 Concrete objectives for the project  

 Continuity 

 
Summary of the focus group researchers, social workers, trainers, 

intercultural mediators 
 

Personal capability to carry out self-employment 

 

The participant joint view was that foreign-born inhabitants are reluctant to 

start their own business. Language barrier, low skills, lack of support and 

bureaucratic system are obstacles on the way start own company and 

thereby self-sufficiency. Exceptions are Iranian and Syrians. They are more 

likely to start businesses than other immigrant groups in Sweden in general 

and in Uppsala region in specific. For many Iranian and Syrians, it is clear 

that the power of his own. Many of those who come here carries with it a 

strong small business culture. It is four times more common to Syrian men, 

among former immigrants, are employed compared with native-born 

Swedes. Among women the ratio two to one, according to participant from 

ALMI. 

 

With regards to immigrant women, the social worker and university 

researcher were of the opinion that in many cases, an unjust division of 

labour at home prevent the women to capitalize on the available 

opportunities that exist for them. Child care, cultural pattern but also low 

educational background and lacking working experiences were mentioned as 

negative factors. However, it was stressed that these obstacles are not 

applicable to all but to different segments of immigrant women.  
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Availability of personal support systems (families & friends) 

 

The job coaches were of the opinion that immigrant women in small 

municipalities have lesser chances to start their own business since there are 

no possibilities to offer tailor made services with regards to job training or 

language courses. Further, there are not so much network of successful 

immigrants as raw models.  

Public employment services agreed and added that in big municipalities like 

Uppsala and Stockholm there are more resources available to tailor make 

public services with regards to training, networking and other services.  

 

Further there big municipality often combine child care with educational 

measures while small municipalities have less resources for that. 

 

Personal networks for promotion / valuable contacts to the 

implementation of the business idea 

 

All the participants focused on the facts that there are several publicly 

financed organisations that support women in general and immigrant women 

in specific with regards to concealing on start-up, networking and also 

financial support. They mentioned ALMI and Nyföretgarcentrum (Centre for 

New Start-Ups). One improvement measure should be that information on 

their services should be disseminated in a better way.  

 

How the project could support their social needs 

 

Most of participants believe that the most important thing is to make it easier 

to work legally in Sweden. Today, it takes far too long and is too 

administratively complicated to obtain the necessary permits. The issues that 

the project should focus on whether employment or self-employment with 

regards to immigrant women are following aspects according to the 

participants: 

1. How can migrant women become more employable?  

2. How can we tailor make our services so immigrant women get the right 

training and the right support?  

3. How can we inspire future alternative solutions and cooperation among 

job seekers, training coordinator and entrepreneurship promoter 

agencies?  
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SUMMARY OF FOCUS GROUPS DISCUSSIONS 
 

Guidelines 
 

In order to better understand the social, economic and learning needs of 
the project’s target group in each country, all partners carried out two peer 

group discussions: 
 

1. one group with researchers, social workers, trainers, intercultural 
mediators 

2. one with migrant women or migrant NGOs 
 

The following guidelines were provided to structure the group discussions:  

 
A. SOCIAL NEEDS /BACKGROUND 

 

1. personal capability to carry out self-employment 

 enough time a part of family duties 
 personality with entrepreneurial spirit 

2. availability of personal support systems (families & friends) 
 competencies/knowledge support 

 financial support 

 emotional support 
 translation support 

3. personal networks for promotion / valuable contacts to the 
implementation of the business idea 

4. How could their social needs be supported by the project? 
 

 
B. ECONOMIC NEEDS 

 

1. checking personal start-up capital  
a. for legal entity 

b. necessary investments 
c. costs for training, certificates, permissions 

2. insurance /support system in case of failure 
3. How could their economic potential by increased by the project? 

 
C. LEARNING NEEDS 

 

1. food related skills and practice 
2. knowledge in food related health and sanitary rules and the practical 

implementation 
3. knowledge in second language in order to understand the necessary 

information /need of ongoing help 
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4. knowledge in business affairs / profitability calculations /book keeping 
/ ... 

5. understanding of legal conditions /system in host country 

6. knowledge in networking and promoting  
7. related practical experiences 

8. How could their learning needs be solved by the project? How can 
entrepreneurial skills be promoted? 

 
 

Outcomes of peer discussions 
 
 

Social needs/background 

 
Based on peer groups discussions the following aspects are commonly 

expressed or the view of majority in all repots: 
 

Division of domestic work between man and woman  
 

Majority of partners report take this aspect as one of the barriers for 

immigrant women introduction path to labour market.  They mention the 
responsibility of the women with regards of child care seems to be a 

dominant problem that support services should pay attention to and find 
solution for 

 
Patriarchal cultural pattern 

 
In many cases immigrant women needs permission from their male partner 

to get access to different services and activities. This issue can hinder 
immigrant women to learn the host country language or participate in 

educational activities. Further some focus groups highlight the psychosocial 
needs of immigrant women because they have been subjected to violence 

and trafficking during their journey to host country.   
 

Self-esteem 

 
The Austrian partner rise the issue of self-esteem and, the willingness to 

take on risks, as prerequisite for entrepreneurial attitude that can help 
women to become self-employed. 

 
Experiences, educational background and traditions 

 
Some focus groups rise the issue of prior tradition of entrepreneurship from 

home country. There are some nationalities showing more willingness to 
start their own business, as for people from the Middle East and Eastern 
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Europe. While the same wiliness is lower among Latin American and African 
immigrants.  

 

Knowledge in language 
 

Many immigrant women, especially those with low educational background 
lack sufficient knowledge in host country language. Prevision of language 

training should be more adapted to their needs. 
 

Knowledge about labour market system in host country 
 

Many immigrants, especially women lack knowledge about the labour 
market system. The understanding of the host country labour market 

system (as well as all related systems) is highly important for a successful 
integration in the host country.  

 

Economic needs 
 

The focus groups point out several issues with regards to economic needs: 
 

Access to financial resources 
 

Many immigrants, especially women don’t have access to loans and financial 
supports as natives. In some countries, loans and other financial 

incitements are available only to those with citizenships. However, in 
Germany and Sweden, legal immigrants have access to such financial 

supports. There are special programs devoted to start-ups among 
immigrants and specific programs focused on women and entrepreneurship.  

In some countries, the issue of access to informal financial resources has 

been highlighted, such as access to loans by country men and relatives. 
However, some risks have been detected with regards to high interest rates 

and unlawful exploitations.  
 

Knowledge and necessary conditions for start-up (entrepreneurial 
knowledge) 

 
Entrepreneurial training 

 
As mentioned before majority of peer groups mention lacking knowledge 

about business structure and entrepreneurial prerequisite among 
immigrants. Some of the partner countries (Austria, Germany and Sweden) 

provide specific programs with regards to training in start-ups. However, 
these programs have shortcomings with regards to content, length and also 

language barriers. 

As Austrian focus group bring up the view: 
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“Know-how in business-management and commercial law are also 
important prerequisites. It is crucial to comply with the trade law 

requirements (experience, qualifications for regulated trades, etc.) if one 

wants to participate in business funding programs: here, new entrepreneurs 
elaborate documents (such as business plans, calculations, funding 

strategy,) that are indispensable for the application of a loan from a banking 
institute for instance.” 

 
Business network 

 
Many immigrants lack access to business network, which is necessary to 

facilitate and catalyse a successful start-up. As Italian focus group states:  
 

“Last but not least, participants have brought up the need – in some types 
of enterprises more than others – to create a network of trust, somehow 

recreating the ‘mouth-to-ear’ system, which is in place in many migrants’ 
work fields such as home care, examples have been quoted of web 

platforms recreating the same method.” 

 
 

Learning needs 

 
Skill mapping 

 
Many of the focus groups are of the opinion that immigrant women have 

skills which are not stressed or even noticed. As the Italian focus groups 
mention: 

 

“in many cases migrant women are unaware of the value of the skills they 
possess, as they do not regard them as marketable skills, e.g. cooking, 

braiding hair, sewing, etc. “Women, especially young ones, have so much 
positive energy that needs to be channelled!”. Once identified the skills they 

already possess, they can experiment with new ones, depending on their 
entrepreneurial idea.” 

 
Other focus groups also mention learning needs however, the needs should 

be more individualised. Some aspects are mentioned by German and 
Swedish partners as essential. The German focus groups bring up this need: 

 
“The conditions concerning the residence permit and the acknowledgement 

of qualification should be mainly dealt with by counselling and coaching, 
because they are depending very much on the individual situation of a 

woman. Broad statements do not meet the needs of women in this area and 

there is an existing support system of experts to which the participants can 
be transferred.” 

 
Provision of entrepreneurial training 
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As many focus groups’ states, there is a need to consider several important 

aspects when an entrepreneurial course is given to immigrant women. 

Those aspects cover initial prerequisite, content, form and structure of such 
training. 
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Initial prerequisite  
 

Skills in ghost country language is an important factor when an 

entrepreneurial course is elaborated for immigrant women. The course has 
to take into account the level of knowledge in host country language. 

Further, prior working experiences are of importance with regards to 
elaboration of course content. It will have an impact with regards to length 

of the course. 
Finally, the attitude or rather entrepreneurial attitude is vital for a successful 

start-up. According to Italian focus group, they should be measured and 
mapped before course start in order to increase efficiency and desired 

impact of the course 
Content of the training 

It seems that the focus groups are of different opinions what the course 
should cover, what subjects and areas. However, the subjects can be 

divided in 2 categories:  
 

i. General subjects 

I. Business areas (idea, plan, marketing, 

management, financing etc.) 

II. Business networking 

III. ICT  

 
ii. Specific subjects 

I. Culinary knowledge and skills 

II. Knowledge of the legal and health framework with 

regards to hygiene and kitchen safety 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

To some degree, the focus groups reaffirm the national reports concerning 
how heterogeneous the group immigrants and for that matter immigrant 

women are with regards to their entrepreneurship possibilities. 
The focus groups express several factors that are of disadvantage character 

for immigrant women. With regards to their social needs, the services 
provided has to take into account that these women need extra support 

with regards to their domestic situation. Any support has to address child 
care issue, self-esteem measures and also address such cultural patterns 

as patriarchal traditions. Further attention has to be paid of their painful 
experiences, especially what they went through during their journey 

towards host country.  
Regarding financial needs of the immigrant women, almost all focus groups 

mention that lack of access is a major obstacle towards any entrepreneurial 
initiative. This issue has to be covered by any provision of training. Although 

in some countries, financial support is available, existing barriers like 
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language skill, lack of network and knowledge about these services 
constitute a major impediment.  

About learning needs focus groups definitions and areas of discussion can 

be divided in 2 groups. The first one is general knowledge and skills 
regarding entrepreneurship which covers subjects like business idea and 

plan, marketing and ICT and also business networking. The second is areas 
focused on food and catering specific subjects such as legislation, health 

and hygiene and also safety. 
To summarise the barriers, according to focus groups, following can be 

mentioned: 
 

i. Lack of access to critical information: practical advice on career re-

entry options; help in obtaining a reputable evaluation of their 

international degree, and guidance on how to acculturate to the 

American workplace. 

ii. Complex and difficult-to-navigate licensing and certification 

pathways. 

iii. Limited access to higher-level vocational and business language 

classes that go beyond the basic language offered in community 

classes. 

iv. Lack of the professional networks and social capital needed for a 

successful startup 

  

Finally, one cannot ignore that the discussion from focus groups shows that 
the conditions in partner countries differs with regards to availability of 

resources, legislation and also market situation.  As a suggestion, food 
project or equivalent projects can be considered as a major idea in the 

project and covered by the coming training, however there must be 
possibility for partners to look at several other sectors then only food and 

catering. 
 

Based on the outcome of the focus group discussions following areas were 

recognised as important success factor for immigrant women 
entrepreneurship: 

 
 Networking 

 Vocational training and education 

 Role models 

 Mentorship 

 Financial aspects and rising capital 

 Bureaucracy and red tape 

 
 

Another aspect that was highlighted by focus groups was the fact that the 
percentage of women with different ethnic background who take part of the 
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corporate support is low and the percentage of immigrants among those 
who refused support are higher than the aid granted.  

Finally based on conclusions from focus group discussions, following advices 

and improvement areas can be mentioned: 
 

1. Review the financial security scheme for self-employed immigrant women  
2. Increase opportunities for self-employed immigrant women in sectors 

with low thresholds for start-ups 
3. Strengthen and ensure the quality of business advice and training 

4. Adapt regulatory frameworks for the very smallest companies  
5. Increase education efforts  

6. Continue with efforts to initiate and reinforce networking, mentoring, and 
other interfaces 

 
 

Recommendations 

 

Any kind of support and training for immigrant women should include and 
cover following areas: 

 
Identifying the target group  

 
Sometimes it is difficult to reach the target group. To initiate a women's 

Circle could be an easy way, a group support activity to reach out to isolated 
immigrant and visible minority women; activities include crafts and 

conversational host country language. 
 

Need and skill mapping 

 
It will be difficult to use professional skill gap assessment tools since many 

of the areas for start-up are not covered by available tools. One option could 
be designing a simulation of the job that the candidate will be performing 

can serve in its stead. Writing samples, problem sets and mock sales 
presentations are all great ways to get an idea of how someone will perform 

in a job that doesn’t necessarily have quantitative elements. 
 

Business support training should focus on start-up phase 
 

The training should include  
1. Entrepreneurship training containing development of business plan, 

accountancy, marketing, economic and financial literacy, business 

regulations and information and communication technology 

2. Help with fulfilment of administrative procedures for business setup 

covering business registration and affiliation with relevant chamber of 

commerce or professional body 

3. Counselling concerning compliment with tax regulation, labour law 

and social security obligations 
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4. Mentoring and support in accessing relevant business networks and 

establishing contact with suppliers and potential customers 

5. Help in rising start-up capital through facilitating access to bank loan 

and unconventional finance such as microcredit mechanism and 

investment by venture capitalists and business angels.   

 

Role models 
 

Role models can play a crucial role in developing entrepreneurial spirit and 

have impact on the entrepreneurial propensity. Role models can foster 
entrepreneurship through role representations and images.  

 
Mentorship 

 
Mentoring relationships between experienced and novice entrepreneurs can 

also have many benefits for new and potential entrepreneurs. These 
relationships can increase awareness for entrepreneurship, help with 

developing entrepreneurial attitudes and provide support and 
encouragement during business creation and development. 
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Comparison per country and research section 
 

 Austria Greece France Germany Italy Sweden 

Part A - General 
data 

      

Migration 
overview 

- 1.267.674 foreign nationals, 
among them 615.100 
women (2016) 

- Main origins of migrants 
(2016): Germany, Serbia, 
Turkey 

- Population: 11 
Mill., 10% 
immigrants 

- Main origins of 
migrants (2007): 
Albania, Bulgaria, 
Romania, Poland,… 

- 5.84 Mill. Migrants 
- Main origins of 
migrants (2015): 
Total Africa (43.5%), 
Total EU27 (31.7%), 
other non-EU 
countries (24.8%) 

- Population (2015): 
81.404 Mill., 21% 
migrants 

- Main origins of 
migrants (2015): 
Syria, Africa, Turkey, 
Italy, Middle East, 
S/SE Asia,… 

- Population 
(2016): 183.192 
in Sicily, migrant 
women: 48,9% 

- Main origins of 
migrants (2016): 
Romania, 
Tunisia, Morocco, 
Sri Lanka, 
Bangladesh, 
Albania, China,… 

- Population: 10 Mill., people 
born outside Sweden: 1,5 
Mill (15%) 

Education - People with a migration 
background: 
disproportionately 
represented in the highest & 

lowest levels of education. 
- Women: 70% of Turkish, 
42% of Former Yugoslavia 
only compulsory education. 
EU/EEA countries high 
qualifications. 

- Migrant women 
have a high level of 
education since, 
most of them are 

graduates of high 
school and tertiary 
education. The high 
level of education 
among migrant 
women is not a 
factor that affects 
their working 
situation as most of 
them do jobs that 
do not match with 
their skills. 

- Migrant 
entrepreneurs have 
lower academic 
qualifications 

- The lack of a diploma 
among migrant 
entrepreneurs is 
more evident among 
"traditional" 
businesses managers 
(48%) than those 
who ascribe to the 
auto-entrepreneur 
scheme (34%) 

- Migrants have lower 
education in 
comparison to non-
migrant 

entrepreneurs 

 - Slightly higher percentage 
of women than men who 
are highly educated (also 
true for foreign born people) 

- Educational background 
varies depending on country 
of birth (greatest proportion 
of persons with only 
compulsory schooling found 
among people from Africa, 
Asia, European countries 
outside the EU, other Nordic 
countries) 

Labour market - Lower labour participation 
rate of migrant women.  

- Higher unemployment rate 
among women with foreign 
nationality. 

- People with Turkish 
migration background 
significantly lower 
employment rates. 

- Sectors (migrant 
employment): 

- Generally: Low 
labour market 
participation rates 
among women 

- High 
unemployment 
levels among 
migrants 

- Migrant women are 
employed at low 
paid, unskilled jobs 

- Migrants, especially 
women, face more 
difficulties, are less 
employed 

- In 2015: 47.8% of 
migrant women are 
employed 
(employees, farmer, 
technicians/associate 
professionals, white 
collar professions) 

- Unemployment in 
2015: 21% women, 
19% men 

- Increase of 
unemployment for 
foreigners 

- Shortage of skilled 
workers > open 
labour market for 
migrants 

- Migrants have 
greater 
participation in 
labor market 
(due to age 
composition of 
the population, 
need to keep 
residence permit) 

- Sectors (migrant 
employment): 

- Migrants more difficulties to 
enter labour market, less 
likely to have skilled 
occupations 

- Foreign born women and 
women of foreign origin 
encounter in many respects 
dual thresholds on the 
labour market 
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housekeeping, restaurant 
services, personal care, 
nursing, manufacturing, 
construction, transport, 
mining. 

(maids, household 
staff, child/elderly 
care) 

- Sectors (general 
migrant 
employment): 
construction, 
private households, 
administrative 
activities, mining, 
hotels & 
restaurants 

- Migrant women face 
multiple 
disadvantages 

- 45% of men 
occupied in 
agricultural 
sector, 34,1% in 
non-agricultural 
sector: 64,9% in 
home service 
sector 

- Women born outside Europe 
have the lowest 
employment rate. 

- Reason for unemployment 
among migrants: education 
or language skills, 
unfavourable structure of 
labour marke, ethnic 
discrimination 

- Sectors (migrant 
employment): hotels, 
restaurant, rental, real 
estate, travel services 

       

 Austria Greece France Germany Italy Sweden 

Part B – Business 
Climate 

      

Entrepreneurship - Migrants from the Near 
East, from other EU-MS, 
America and Africa are 
more often self-employed 
than native Austrians 

- People from the traditional 
migrant worker source 
countries, i.e., Turkey and 
former Yugoslavia, are 
relatively seldom self-
employed 

- Sectors: cleaning, 
restaurants, food production 
and retail trade as well as in 
manufacturing, above all in 
clothing, leather ware, 
shoes and textile production 
and repairs. 

- Migrants have 
developed 
significant business 
activity in Greece 
either as employers 
or self-employed 

- Sectors: mainly in 
retail/wholesale 
commerce and 
construction 

- Two major groups of 
migrant 
entrepreneurs: 
1.Young (over 60% 
younger than 30 
years), highly skilled 
(93% have college 
degrees), male (9 
out of 10 times), 
who in over 50% of 
the cases know 
someone who is also 
an entrepreneur (has 
a reliable network). 
2.Adult (30% over 
35) less educated 
(41% do not have 
high school diploma, 
only 34% have 
tertiary level 
diplomas) male 
entrepreneurs. For 
both groups, most of 
them (74%) are 
originally from non-
EU countries. 

- 26% of all 
entrepreneurs are 
migrant women 

- number of migrant 
start-ups in Germany 
is increasing. In 
2015, of the overall 
4.16 million 
entrepreneurs in 
Germany, 737.000 
had a migration 
background. Almost 
half of them came 
from one of the 28 
EU-countries, the 
second biggest quota 
has Turkey with 12 
%. 

- Migrant 
entrepreneurs have a 
higher income than 
migrants in general, 
but it is lower in 
comparison to non-
migrant 
entrepreneurs 

- Foreign 
enterprises are 
small & medium-
sized  

- Sectors: mainly 
in commerce - 
handicraft shops, 
costume jewelry, 
markets and 
restaurants), 
family sized, 
managed directly 
by the foreign 
entrepreneur, 
without 
employees. 
Migrant women 
in: personal 
services, care, 
beauty, 
cosmetics, 
catering, 
restaurants, 
education, health 
care 

- High level of entrepreneurs 
from Turkey 

- Substantial increase in 
proportion of self-employed 
among male immigrants 
from Iran, Iraq, Syria, 
Lebanon. From 2010 to 
2015, doubling of proportion 
of self-employed among 
women from these groups. 

- Moderate increase among 
European immigrants. 

- Sectors (for women): 
restaurant, catering, 
domestic services, cleaning; 
general oversupply in terms 
of grocery shops, 
restaurant, cleaning 
services – bankruptcy within 
about 2 years 
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- Sectors: 
construction, retail 
trade, 
hotel/restaurants, 
real estate. Migrant 
women more into 
cooking, healthcare, 
domestic help, 
beauty care. 

 

Support services - General support services 
(business idea analysis, 
business registration, 
trainings/courses/programs) 

- 1 support services has focus 
on women 

- Support services 
targeting migrants (for 
start-ups, founders, young 
entrepreneurs; career 
guidance, programs for 
labour market integration 
through mentoring, 
multilingual offers) 

- Tendency to shift 
and promote 
entrepreneurship 
as result of high 
unemployment 
even through 
private initiatives. 
Now better 
information, more 
programs, but also 
business 
incentives. 

 

- Institutional 
support 
(public/private 
counselling and 
support schemes), 
training services, 
some support 
services specifically 
for migrants 

- Associative 
support (for admin. 
Procedures, project 
implementation, 
personal 
investment), 
mandatory training 
course 

- Some associations 
are also specialized 
on migrants, migrant 
women – 
associations are 
intermediary 
between “common 

law” and migrant 
entrepreneurs. 

- Various financial 
support services 

- Community 
support 

- For students, 
academics, qualified 
employees, refugees, 
multilingual, online, 
e-training, 
counselling, business 
network, some 
support services 
focus on specific 
target groups 

- Several 
measures to 
innovative 
startups 
immediately after 
registration, for a 
max. of 5 years 
since date of 
incorporation 
(cuts to fees, 
exemptions, 
laws, flexible 
remuneration 
system, equity 
schemes/ 
crowdfunding, 
tax incentives) 

- Italia Start-up 
Visa: fast-track 
procedure for the 
emission of self-
employment 
visas for non-EU 
citizens intending 

to set up an 
innovative start-
up in Italy 

- For women/ 
migrant 
women: 
loans/benefits to 
women owned 
businesses. This 
law funds start-
ups or innovative 
business projects 

- National, regional, local 
existing support services for 
entrepreneurs or business 
incubators (including 
counselling, training, …) and 
financial support services 
particularly addressed to 
women and/or migrants 
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led by female 
individual 
entrepreneurs or 
by SMEs having a 
significant share 
of women (min. 
60%) among 
their partners & 
in boards. 

       

 Austria Greece France Germany Italy Sweden 

Part C – 
Preconditions for 
business 
establishment for 
migrants 

      

       

Available legal 
forms & Trades 

- Gesellschaft bürgerlichen 

Rechts (non-trading 
partnership)  

- Offene Gesellschaft (OG) 
(general partnership)  

- Kommanditgesellschaft 
(KG) (limited partnership)  

- Stille Gesellschaft (silent 
partnership)  

- Aktiengesellschaft (AG) 
(public limited company)  

- Gesellschaft mit 
beschränkter Haftung 

(GmbH) (limited liability 
company)  

- Erwerbs- und 
Wirtschaftsgenossenschaft 
(cooperative and industrial 
and provident society)  

- Verein (association)  
- European Public Company 
(Societas Europaea - SE)  

- European Economic Interest 
Grouping (EEIG)  

 
Trades: 
- Austrian law distinguishes 
between regulated 
trades and non-regulated 

- Individual Business 
- Personal 
Companies (OE and 
EU) 

- Private Equity 
Company (ICE) 

- Limited Liability 
Company (LLC) 

- Societe Anonyme 
(SA) 

 

- Self-
entrepreneurship 

- Limited liability 
company (Société à 
responsabilité limitée 
– SARL) 

- One person limited 
liability (Entreprise 
unipersonnelle à 
responsabilité limitée 
– EURL) 

- Société d'exercice 
libéral à 
responsabilité limitée 
(SELARL) 

- Société Anonyme 
(SA) 

- Société par actions 
simplifiée (SAS) 

- Société par actions 
simplifiée 
unipersonnelle 
(SASU) 

- Société en nom 
collectif (SNC) 

- Société civile 
professionnelle (SCP) 

 

- Various legal forms 
- Trades:  regulated 
and non-regulated. 
Regulated 
professions are 
subject to specific 
regulations, detailing 
which qualifications 
you need in order to 
practise the 
profession in 
question. You must 
be able to prove that 
you hold the relevant 
qualification, e.g. an 
exam. Examples of 
regulated professions 
include many 
medical professions, 
teachers in state 
schools etc.  
Non-regulated 

professions are often 

occupations requiring 

training, such as a 

butcher or 

hairdresser. 

Commercial 

 - Sole trader 
- Limited company 
- Trading partnership 
- Economic association 
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(“free”) 
trades. Regulated trades 
(such as joinery, metal 
engineering, or engineering 
consultancy) require 
a certificate of 
qualification. Regulated 
trades also include so-
called semi-trades 
and associated trades.  

 

professions: 

professions for which 

you are self-

employed. Most of 

these will involve 

registering a trade.  

- There are also 
freelance 
professions, which 
differ from 
commercial 
professions. 
Registration 
procedure is different 
for each. Freelancers 
do not have to 
register their 
company as a 
business operator. 
Freelancers do not 
pay commercial tax. 

Residence status - Foreigners who want to 
work in Austria generally 
need a residence permit 
and a working permit.  The 
residence permits are 
issued by assigned 
authorities. For some 
permits the application 
needs to be done abroad, 
for others it needs to be 
done in Austria. most 
important residence permit 
is the so-called „red-white-
red card“/"Rot-Weiß-Rot-
Karte". 

 - to become self-
entrepreneurs, it is 
necessary to be in 
possession of a 
temporary residence 
card not expired. 

- Residence status 
most important 
precondition before 
you can start a 
business in 
Germany.  This legal 
area is very 
complicated, 
depends on different 
factors. Not every 
legal status as a 
migrant in Germany 
gives automatically 
the permission to 
start a business.  
One needs a 
“Aufenthaltserlaubnis 

zum Zweck der 
selbständigen 
Tätigkeit“ (a 
residence permission 
for self-employed 
profession) if one is 
not an EU, EWR or 

- If the person is 
waiting for 
renewing the 
permit of 
residence, he/she 
is given a 
temporary 
receipt in which 
in the notes it is 
specified "permit 
of residence to 
be issued/ 
renewed". 
Once he/she has 
permit of 
residence he/she 
must show it to 

Italian Company 
Register Office to 
have business 
enrolled.  

- If a citizen from 
outside of EU 
wants to come to 
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Swiss citizen. This 
permission is granted 
depending on the 
economic interests 
and the regional 
needs. 

Italy but he or 
she does not 
have any valid 
resident permit 
for starting an 
enterprise, 
he/she can apply 
for authorization 
and even for 
permission of 
financial-
economic 
parameters. 

 

Financial 
preconditions 

 - The recent 
available funding 
opportunities are 
open to all Greek 
citizens and 
migrants who have 
legal right to stay 
in country. Usually 
interested parties 
are required to 
apply to 
programme of their 
interest and 
according to their 
proposal and 
business plan as 
well as the 
available funding 
per region, the 
proposal will be 

selected or not for 
funding. 

- Lack of adequate 
funding is major 
obstacle to start-up 
and development of 
SMEs, regardless of 
the owner’s national 
origin. Nevertheless, 
credit constraints 
tend to be greater 
for immigrant 
entrepreneurs than 
for native borns. In 
France, only 10% of 
migrant 
entrepreneurs have 
access to bank loans 
against a rate of 
28% for all 
entrepreneurs. 

  - Unemployed people must be 
registered at Public 
Employment Services (AF) 
in order to be eligible for: 

- Social unemployment fee 
- Employment activities 
(labour market training, 
internship or start-up 
support). 

- Regarding employment 
activities, PES is making the 
decision with regards to 
type of activities. All the 
activities are paid by PES 
through governmental 
budget.  

- With regards to immigrants 
with residential permission 
have to go through a 
program called Introduction 

Assignment activities. The 
immigrant & employment 
officer draw up one’s 
introduction plan, then the 
immigrant has the right to 
introduction benefit. 

       

 Austria - Greece - France Germany Italy - Sweden 
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Part E – Findings 
of focus group 
discussions 

      

Reasons for self-
employment 

- Cultural background: 
self-employment is highly 
respected, enjoys high 
recognition and improves 
people’s social status; 
people have international 
networks, niche jobs  
Discrimination in labour 

market related to lack of 

language skills, 

competencies, 

qualifications, to 

complicated procedure for 

the recognition of 

qualifications gained 

abroad, unemployment, 

intercultural differences. 

Educational level: low-

skilled migrants difficulties 

to earn income from 

employment. 

 

   - Tradition in 
entrepreneurship 
in the various 
countries of 
origin, since 
people migrating 
from countries 
where this 
tendency is 
greater are more 
likely to create a 
business in the 
new country 

- Ethnic 
specialization can 
be a supporting 
factor for the 
aspiring 
entrepreneur who 
intends to follow 
the main career 
path of his/her 
migrant 
community of 
reference 

 

Social and 
personal needs 

- Early access to education 
system is one of the most 
important prerequisites for 
setting up a successful 
business 

- Parents might come from 
countries where education 
and/or vocational training 
have got a different value 
and are perceived in a 
different way than in 
Austria. 

- Understanding of Austrian 
labour market system (as 
well as all related systems) 
highly important for a 
successful integration in 
labour market. 

- Basic knowledge of 
cooking  

- At least basic 
knowledge of Greek 
and/or English 

- To be passionate 
for cooking 

- Taking initiative. 
- Specific knowledge 
about the national 
frameworks 
including the legal 
and financial 
aspects 

- Knowledge should 
also focus on 
market needs 

- Basic knowledge of 
cooking 

- Be autonomous and 
able to produce 
about 20 dishes per 
day 

- Know how to make 
shopping 

- Master French 
- Want to share his 
knowledge and show 
his cook, to be 
passionate 

- Taking initiative 
- Rigor 
- To be welcoming, 
convivial to develop 

- Time 
- Team start up 

- Organizational 
needs 

- Support for 
traumatized 
women 

- Language 
 

- Language 
- Drivers license 
- Access to information 
- Available support and 
network for employment 
and self-employment 

- Mentors 
- Information in immigrants’ 
mother tongue 
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- Sector related experience, 
qualifications as well as a 
sophisticated and innovative 
concept with a clear vision 
to stand out of the crowd.  

- Self-organization, the 
willingness to take on risks, 
perseverance, 
entrepreneurial attitude 

- Strong motivation, 
sense of initiative, 
good 
communication 
skills, 
organisational skills 
and creativity, 
managerial 
capabilities 

 

a good contact with 
its clientele 

- Mental steel  
- Good physical 
condition 

- Joy 
- Fantasy 
- Team spirit 
- Patience 
- Creativity 
- Diplomacy 
- Curiosity 
- Management 
capacity 
- Organization 

Economic needs - Access to financial 
resources is essential 

- Know-how in business-
management and 
commercial law 

- Business plans, calculations, 
funding strategy 

- Business language 
- Access to information 
- Experience 

- Networks 
- Start-up capital 
- Information about 
financial 
opportunities and 
source of funding 

- Economic, financial 
knowledge as well as 
in assurance support 
and legal pre-
conditions.  

 

- Public funds for 
starting a business 

- Access to credit 
(lack of credit 
history/non-
transferability of 
credit history 
from other 
countries, lack of 
stable residence 
status, lack of 
collaterals, or 
more stringent 
criteria set up by 
credit institutions 
for loans to 
migrant 
entrepreneurs) 

- Credit institutions 
may encounter 
other issues 

when dealing 
with migrant 
entrepreneur 
clients. Hence, 
migrant 
entrepreneurs 
rely frequently on 
informal 
networks, like 
family or 
community, to 

- Social services for income 
support 

- available support and 
network for employment 
and self-employment 

- Business networks 
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obtain financial 
backing. 

- Network of trust 
- Strengthen 
entrepreneurial 
development 
policies 

- Difficulties to find 
facilities for 
business 

Learning needs - The drafting and writing of 
a well-thought and useful 
concept 

- Managerial/ 
entrepreneurial/ 
administrative/legal know-
how 

- Cost calculations 
- Language 
- Estimation of workload 
- Cultural 
techniques/behaviour 

- Knowledge of legal 
and health and 
safety rules Know 
basic principles of 
business creation & 
necessary 
administrative 
procedures, 

- Knowledge of basic 
elements in 
management. 

- Financial aspects 
starting from 
establishing a 
business to book 
keeping and 
taxation system. 

- Marketing skills 
 

- Knowledge of the 
legal & health 
framework (cold 
chain training, 
kitchen safety, 
accounting, IT, etc.). 

- Have background in 
mathematics and 
accounting 

- Know basic principles 
of business creation 
and necessary 
administrative 
procedures 
(insurance, banks, 
charges, etc.) 

- Knowledge of basic 
elements in 
management 
(management of 
employees, time, 
organization, etc.) 

- Culinary skills 
- Art of presentation 
- Knowledge in 
hygiene/safety rules 

- languages 
 

- Personal 
preconditions 

- Time management 
- Qualification 
- Business idea and 
registration 

- Business plan and 
financing 

- Personal 
safeguarding 
(insurances etc.) 

- Marketing  
- Networking and 
cooperation 

- Internet and e-
business 

 

- Many migrant 
women unaware 
of value of their 
skills 

- General skills & 
knowledge 
related to 
business 
establishment 

- Understand ideas 
of market, 
entrepreneurship, 
competition 

- Bookkeeping 
- Taxes 
- Contacts with 
banks or credit 
institutions, 
pitching to 
investors 

- Notions of the 
normative 
framework of 
enterprises 

 

 

Challenges in 
accessing labour 
market/obstacles 

to implement 
business 

- Qualifications (long 
procedure, difficult, often 
negative outcomes) 

- Administration/ 
authorities (bureaucracy, 
access to continuing 

 - Residence status 
- Childcare 

- Compatibility of 
family and career 

- Language 

- Time 
- Information on public 
funds 

- Migrant women 
have to face 
further 

discrimination 
and additional 
challenges (i.e. 

- Language barrier,  
- Low skills 
- Lack of support 

- Bureaucratic system 
 
Difficulties for women: 
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education, intercultural 
difficulties,…) 

- Challenges for women: 
Women with children 
disadvantaged, Muslim 
women face discrimination, 
self-employed women face 
more risks,… 

 compared to 
migrant men) 

- Migrants face 
cultural barriers, 
difficulties to 
interact with 
bureaucracy, the 
market, and local 
authorities, both 
under a 
theoretical & 
practical point of 
view – as they 
lack the 
knowledge of 
necessary phases 
of 
entrepreneurial 
initiative, they 
face language 
barriers. 

- Women face 
obstacles within 
their family 
(dependencies, 
children & work), 
often present 
heavy 
psychological 
pathologies. 
These traumas 
could have an 
influence on their 
entrepreneurial 
behaviour if not 
correctly 
addressed. 

- Women responsibility for 
children 

- Lack of prior working 
experience 

- Lack of adapted service to 
women (better language 
training services considering 
their responsibility for child 
care) 

- Extra support needed for 
women employment & 
entrepreneurship  

- Unjust division of labour at 
home prevent the women to 
capitalize on available 
opportunities  

- Cultural pattern 
- Low educational background 
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